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TO OUR NEVER ENDING QUEST FOR MANUFACTURING EXCELLENCE AND
THE CONTINUING EDUCATION NECESSARY TO ACHIEVE IT
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kEFACE

While there are occasional references to the New South Wales
Department of Technical and Further Education this report was
written with TAFE systems Australia wide being seen as the
main audience.

This report contains some interesting suggestions on how
Integrated Manufacturing ideas, concepts and techniques can
be taught and applied on a cost effective basis.

Many of the techniques and items described in thi3 report are
not outstandingly new and may appear common sense to many
people. However, the challenge is to utilise our ingenuity
and listen to our common sense, and to create an environment
for using them. In this way educational establishments can
provide industry and business with the knowledge and skills
it requires in the manufacturing world of the present and
future.

Any change, be it revolutionary or not, requires a large
amount of energy. I simply hope that this report will
provide ways for many people to meet the challenge of
Integrated Manufacturing by utilising the conceptual and
practical approach of physical modelling systems design.

iv
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CIM PHYSICAL MODELLING SYSTEMS DESIGN

1. SUMMARY AND OVERVIEW OF PROJECT

This Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) Physical

Modelling Systems Design project was undertaken in a time of

rapid change in the Industrial, Business, Technological,

Training and Educational arenas, and its formulation has
involved new approaches and conceptual change.

The School of Mechanical Engineering, New South Wales

Department of Technical and Further Education, and the TAFE
National Centre for Research and Development, based in South

'Australia, commissioned the author to undertake this

important research project. The main aim was to prepare a
report and specification together with recommendations for
functional CIM Physical Modelling Systems Design in the

educational environment.

The formulation of this project involves 1.11w approaches and
conceptual change, and since by its very nature it crosses

many traditional boundaries, it is inevitable that

controversial issues arise, and need to be dealt with

sensitively to avoid destructive conflict.

Recently radical changes have taken place which have greatly
strengthened the case for support of the modelling concept.

Current multiskilling discussions, the strengthening
Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU) emphasis on it
covering a broad base, and the provision for a career path in
manufacturing, necessitate greater skills in abstraction and

generalisation,

The Metal Trades Industry Association (MTIA) has recommended
radical change in job categories requiring an increasing need

for understanding of the overall context of manufacturing and

systemic understanding.

The binding of educational processes to labour market needs,

which are in the process of being radically re-evaluated,
demands even greater adaptability in the subject matter

taught and how it is taught and learned.

It is also an accepted fact that TAFE cannot hope to keep up

with the rapidly changing technology by using the latest full

scale industrial equipment. The capital cost is prohibitive,

even if the processes of logistics and staff retrainIng could

be adequately speeded up.

This report draws up a specification of a manufacturing

physical modelling system to prescribe the functionality

which will lead to the fulfilment of the broad educational,
technological and economic needs identified as relevant to
present and perceived iuture requirements of industry.

We must provide an interactive learning environment where
students and staff work together in progressively building up
a body of knowledge and understanding of the systems aspects
of integrated and flexible manufacturing.

1 2



CIM PHYSICAL MODELLING SYSTEMS DESIGN

Physical modelling provides a flexibility and configurability
which encourages and demands continuous adaption to change
over time and permits demonstration of 'different
manufacturing strategies and their appropriateness for
different circumstances. Such adaption requires the
involvement, cooperation and participation between peers and
staff of all relevant teaching schools, divisions and TAFE
Head Office.

By physical modelling we can demonstrate the relevant
parameters of similarity from a high variety of machines and
create systems awareness with simpler machines and richer
connectivity. We can allow for different physical layouts
and experience their effects whilst providing for a variety
of industries to be modelled.

It is important that we impart an understanding of the
central role of information transfer in manufacturing and the
context of different aspects of manufacturing such as
costing, purchasing, design, scheduling, manufacturing
resources planning (MRPII), value engineering (VE), just in
time production (JIT), total quality management (TQM), etc.

The report encourages the need for inter disciplinary skills
on the mechatronics interface with hands on experience. It
encourages natural adoption of integrated manufacturing by
practicing the philosophies of Total Quality Management (TQM)
and World Class Manufacturing (WCM). It places an emphasise
on maintenance with practice in diagnosis, anticipation,
prevention and planning. It emphasises the dynamics of human
participation and cooperation in technical systems. To do
this we must help develop communication skills by making it a
necessary part of systems engineering and integrated
manufacturing.

To summarise the above, it can be seen that the project
emphasises the following key concepts:

System, Flexibility, Configurability, Connectivity,
Communication, Information, Hands on experience, Control,
Abstraction, Integration, Cooperation, Participation, Thtal
Productive Maintenance, Mechatronics and Total Quality
Management.

1 3
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CIM - PHYSICAL MODELLING SYSTEMS DESIGN

2. RECOMMENDATIONS

This section highlights my recommendations for CIM Physical
Modelling Systems Design in TAFE. Reference should be made

to the main body of the report for further information,

especially to the sections on System Details (12), Machine

Specifications (14), Educational CIM PC Software (19),

General Specification (22) and Appendix F (30).

2.1 CRUTE AN APPROPRIATE IMAGE OF CIM

The primary focus should be on MANUFACTURING, rather than

computers. Avoidance of the "technology fix" must be

foremost in our minds; we can achieve integrated

manufacturing without computers. It must be remembered that
computers are tools and can only help us achieve our goals if

we have the correct mindset. Without this precondition, CIM
will always end up as being "Computer Integrated Mayhem".

It is for this reason that I prefer to use the term

Integrated Manufacturing (IM) rather than Computer Integrated

Manufacturing (CIM). I recommend that TAFE adopt IM as the

cormct title for its manufacturing courses and thus avoid

the wrong empLdsis.

Learning to "Thrive on Manufacturing Excellence, Rather than
Manufacturing Chaos" is our main objective if Australia is to

become a World Class Manufacturer. TAPE must, therefore,

promote and provide continuing education in Systems

Eng;neering. Students must be given the tools for obtaining

skills in hydraulics, pneumatics, electronics and controls,

Total Quality Management, methods engineering, the ability to

cope with a wide range of situations, having a f4e1 for
systems and above all be adaptable to change.

If Australia is to survive, as we move towards the year 2000,

then our Manufacturing students (engineering, graphic arts,

electrical, textile, etc.) must be capable of being multi-

skilled in several disciplines. TAFE can provide this

service if it conducts the appropriate courses. Topics, such

as Mechatronics must be available if we are to obtain our
multi-task workforce of the future; our future.

2.2 TOTAL QUALITY MANAGOIENT

It is highly recommended that TQM be presented as a

philosophy for not only manufacturing excellence but also for

teaching excellence. It should not be presented as a set of

techniques but rather as the linking pin towards Integrated

Manufacturing.

Evaluation and implementation of Integrated Manufacturing
should reflect TQM and TAFE must practice what it preaches.
In fact all schools and TAFE's Head Offices around Australia
must work towards TQM.

3 1 4



CIM - PHYSICAL MODELLING SYSTEMS DESIGN

The core subject of all our courses must be a TQM based one
as this is important to not only IM courses but all others.

2. 3 PROGRAMMING FOR INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING

This should be taught as an overall subject, with principles
being applied to CNC machine tools, robots, PLC's, databases,
cell interfacing and Automated Guided Vehicles. It is better
to produce students that can generalise and build on
associations and relationships in a structured way, rather
than being proficient in some particular instances of the
presently proliferating range of languages, many of which
will be obsolete or of little relevance in five to ten year's
time.

CNC programming should be feature oriented, parametric and
always seeking macro creation. Future IM systems will
basically do away with part programming as we now know it,
and without an education into the underlying principles of
treating functional and process features as objects, creative
human input into the production process will tend to be
eliminated at great cost.

CAD/CAM systems of the future will do the programming
automatically via post processors. This is being done now on
many machines and it will not be long before it is standard
practice on all equipment.

CAD should also be taught as an interactive tool to enhance
the creative dePign process in all areas. Micro based CAD
should be exploited to the full in preference to high powered
CAD due to the high costs involved and the urgent need for
CAD equipment in TAFE for training right now.

2.4 MODELLING AND SIMULATION

The systematic nature of Manufacturing should be emphasised
by the use of simulation modelling which is an important part
of teaching the knowledge and application of Integrated
Manufacturing techniques. TAFE should invest in systems that
provide a demonstration of the basic concepts of multi stage
manufacture including all aspects of scheduling, planning,
quality and costing.

This report discusses the advantages of utilising physical
modelling techniques as a major educational aid. This
together with computer simulation would provide the
appropriate skills that industry needs to compete in the
world market place at a fraction of the cost of traditional
methods.

The main reasons for this recommendation are as follows:

Greater flexibility and configurability are achieved.
More educational value in several small teaching models
than expensive full size machines and equipment.

4
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CIM - PHYSICAL MODELLING SYSTEMS DESIGN

Problems and solutions to interfacino can be

demonstrated together with the complaxity of

interconnection of machines and equipment.
Operational principles of many and diverse equipment
configurations and combinations can be shown.
New techniques can be demonstrated more rapidly and
easily.
Different manufacturing processes can be experimented
with by the student who will learn by example and hands

on.
Physical models in conjunction with computer simulation
assist in the abstract teaching process.

A physical simulation model makes simplifying assumptions
about some aspects of the real world, so that other aspects

may be examined. The art of simulation involves careful

choice of the dimensions of simplification, and awareness of
what has been omitted.

Simulated manufacturing cells and individual equipment can be

built using mechatronic principles and techniques. Several

examples are explained in this report (refer particularly to
Sections 11 & 20).

The central recommendation of this report is that TAFE

purchase five complete IM flexible teaching cells complete

with a CNC lathe, CNC Mill, robots, visual inspection

machine, AGV, conveyors and travezse units from the UK

manufacturer (TQ) or similar (refer to Section 14 and

Appendix F). These should be located at appropriate colleges
which have suitable staff to operate them. Selected teachers

from each school involved should be given appropriate
training in how to operate the equipment. These teachers
would be responsible for passing on their knowledge to other

suitable teachers at appropriately conducted staff

development sessions.

Small robots (suchtas TQ's MA2000 and MA3000), CNC machines

(such as Spectralight's Lathe and Mill and Roland's CAMM1,
CAMM2 and especially the CAMM3 Modelling unit), Lego and
Fishertechnik equipment, PLC's, counters and timers, servo,

stepper and brake motors, microswitches, photocells,
proximity switches, pneumatic valves and solenoids, pressure
and flow control switches, train sets, CAD plotters and other
suitable electronic components should be purchased to allow
for physical models to be constructed. This report includes
details on all of these (refer to Section 14 and Appendix P)
and it should be remembered that we do not need full scale
equipment to teach Integrated Manufacturing.

By providing small "kits" of basic components (electronic,
pneumatic, hydraulic, modelling equipment, etc.) with
appropriate boards or work tables to build projects students

will be able to develop physical models of real world

situations. I cannot stress too strongly the importance of
hands on development work and student projects as a means of

teaching the concepts and techniques of Integrated
Manufacturing and Mechatronics. The student projects can be

5 16



CIM PHYSICAL MODELLING SYSTEMS DESIGN

dismantled each year for the construction of new layouts or
new projects. In this way many of the components and models
can be reused in a different format. Naturally, outstanding
models can be kept intact for demonstration purposes.

For the teaching of cell layout, a fixed arrangement is of
little use the layout needs to be changed, and the effects
seen and noted. The principles of control are more evident
in arrangements of simple elements, than just watching a
fixed installation running under controlled conditions
Cellular manufacturing (group technology) principles could be
practised showing the link with the different aspects of
manufacturing and how it effects product design, process
planning, scheduling, costing and plant layout.

To aid in explaining and teaching IM concepts, low cost data
communication simulating devices should be developed and
constructed. Whilst these devices can be purchased it would
be educationally more sound if they were designed and built
as student projects. A description of some of these cost
effective simulators (developed by dedicated Sydney Technical
College teachers) is included in the main body of this
report (refer to Section 14.10).

Simulation software is also recommended and several
appropriate packages are mentioned in this report. Further
research and evaluation is needed by TAFENET and other
computer departments in TAFE, in conjunction with the various
schools, tr, select the best packages for each application
requirement. However, I would suggest that TAFE purchase
several copies of the CIM software package from Delmar
Publishers Inc. Each package, described briefly later in
this report, contains six modules with the following CIM
emulation programs: GENIC, CNCS, MAPT, PC-CADAM2, Micro-CAPP,
KK3 and Micro-GEPPS (Refer to Section 19).

The use of wax and paper as physical modelling rimulation
materials is highly recommended as most maufacturing
operatJons can be demonstrated with them (refer to Section
12).

It is also recommended that appropriate schools, such as
Mechanical Engineering, Applied Electricity and Electrical
Engineering, work together in developing projects,
techniques, interfacing and network protocol connections. It
is suggested that it might be worth using teachers from one
school to teach in another depending on their areas of
expertise. This would be especially advantageous in the
smaller colleges conducting Mechatronics, Electronics, Robot
Applications, CNC Programming/Application and Integrated
Manufacturing courses.

Using the "what if" approach is far preferable to theoretical
teaching than individual techniques. An imaginative approach
can have a printed circuit board facility simulated one week
and a 14arehouse storage retrieval system the next. Control
elements, conveyors, robots, machine tools, injection
moulders, presses, cutting devices, label makers, guided

6 1 7



CIM PHYSICAL MODELLING SYSTEMS DESIGN

vehicles, programmable controllers, assembly and the storage
of goods can all be linked together with real experience in
interfacing to peer equipment and hierarchical control and
coordinating by computer.

The approaches and suggestions outlined in this report

provide an exciting possibility for addressing many of the
needs identified by industry if Australia is to become a
World Class Manufacturing nation. We can produce goods equal
to anything currently available in the world today, all we
need is the right philosophy, principles, techniques and

approach. Physical modelling systems design will certainly

put us on this path.

Utility of the approach will be limited only by the creative
imagination and the willingness of TAFE to be innovative and
carry out what could be a project with world class standing.

The dedicated teachers and staff are available, all TAFE has

to do is provide the resources and we will be on our way.

It is also strongly recommend that industry be consulted for

their support with donated equipment in return for

advertising and training of their clients and staff.

2.5 THE LINKING OF INFORMATION

Information transfer is a very important aspect of Integrated

Manufacturing. Educational emphasis should be on clearly
demonstrating the fundamental nature of information as it
enters the system via an order entry fuicility, through a MRP

package, flows from a CAD representation, through a CNC

program via a machine tool, and into a finished part.

The necessity for protocols should be demonstrated by the
variety of signal types and languages that will be

encountered. Students should be familiar with the

appropriate terms such as baud rates, ASCII, RS232, bits,

bytes, ROM, RAM, EPROM, etc. The integration of control
systems should be presented in such a way that the common
principles of feedback, Boolean logic, gain, and stability
are abstracted by the student. The control systems

engineering should encompass hydraulic, pneumatic, mechanical

and electronic devices.

TAFE must focus on and adopt MAP (Manufacturing Automation
Protocol), the expected world wide industry standard, as a

means for the integration of manufacturing systems in our
quest for attaining excellence.

An understanding of hierarchical control should be attained
by presenting the progressive flow of information needed to
produce desired action from the input device, through the
machine tool, into the machining cell, the workshop and the
company.

3 8
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CIM PHYSICAL MODELLING SYSTEMS DESIGN

2 . 6 ADAPTING TO THE CHANGING FUTURE ENVIRONMENT

As an ongoing basis it is imperative that TAFE and industry
consult at all times to determine changing educational needs.
With its students providing a good cross section of industry
and business TAFE is well placed to carry out this
initiative. By taking this cross sect,ion we can define the
industries whose needs should be met; the students coniprise a
committed body of potential information gathers and their
employers are motivated to provide the required information.

If staff, students and employers work together we have the
potential for providing an excellent educational experience
in cooperation. Working together in a TQM manner will go a
long way to solving our problems.

TAFE must be active in its role of monitoring developments in
industry, with class participation, assignments which require
research of trade journals, class group discussions on work
experience with new technology and new technology equipment,
etc. A major area for ongoing awareness is in the fields of
Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems (refer Appendix B
for further information). These technologies are becoming of
increasing relevance to manufacturing and their influence
should be closely followed.

It is recommended that TAFE come to terms with the fact that
the real need is to learn how to adapt to change. Efforts
must be towards a moving target which is changing direction
and shape on a continuous basis. Being able to adapt to
these changes in technology and equipment is what is required
if we are to work towards manufacturing excellence in the
"Future Manufacturing Organisation". Short term solutions
and "band aid" temporary repairs are becoming progressively
more uncertain approaches for business. As such TAFE must
not be tempted to use a stop gap approach, it must look
towards the future by utilising the cost effective means.of
physical modelling systems design, industry cooperation and
support, and its own resources available through some
dedicated teachers.

1 9
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CIM - PHYSICAL MODELLING SYSTEMS DESIGN

3. PROJECT AIMS

(a) The principle aim of the project is to draw up a

specification of a system for physical modelling of

manufacturing in enough detail to prescribe the

functionality which will lead to fulfilment of the broad
educational, technological and economic needs identified

as relevant to present and perceived future operations
in business and industry.

(b) The system should provide an interactive learning

environment where students and staff participate
cooperatively in progressively building up a body of
knowledge and understanding of the systems aspects of

integrated and flexible manufacturing.

(c) Flexibility and configurability are required, in order

to meet the demands of continuous adaption to change,

and should permit demonstration of different
manufacturing strategies and their appropriateness for
different circumstances.

(d) The gaining of multi-disciplined skills in the

installation, maintenance and operation of modern

integrated manufacturing environments should be sought,

with an ongoing awareness of social change and
appropriate response to a global competitiveness.

(e) The rate of obsolescence of equipment centred teaching

should be reduced by providing an environment for

learning abstraction of principles across a variety of

equipment, strategies of control, plant layouts, product
types and mixes and load profiles.

(f) Understanding of the central role of information

transfer in manufacturing should be imparted by

experiential learning, as should modern practice of
Total Quality Management and Cellular Manufacturing

(Group Technology) in a production context.

(g) Interdependences and relationships between materials,

processes, machines, humans and time should be

demonstrated in a rich context which allows for the
"seeing" of situations from differing perspectives and

in a variety of contexts.

THE INTENDED OUTCOME IS A FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION WHICH WILL

LEAD TO A WORLD CLASS SIMULATION FACILITY FOR LEARNING THE
MEANING OF MANUFACTURING, WHILST CONTINUOUSLY ADAPTING TO
CHANGE, TO COMPETE IN THE WORLD MARKET PLACE.
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4. REASONS FOR TffE PROJECT

It is important to highlight why simulation of integrated
manufacturing is a necessity for TAFE and other educational
institutions. Consider the following points:

(a) Educational institutions can no longer even hope to keep
up with the rapid changes which are taking place in
industry, not only in the commonly emphasised
technology, but also in the structural and.sociological
changes which are going to have greater impact. These
different aspects are very interdependent, but there is
much damage being done by focussing on the technology
alone.

A modelling facility allows grounded experience in the
totality of a manufacturing environment which is
impossible to achieve when subjects are taught
separately.

(b) By adopting modelling techniques, educational
institutions can overtake change, or at least keep up
with it. Different possible approaches to the same set
of manufacturing requirements can be explored, with the
results that students, industry and teaching staff are
all able to undergo a learning experience which can
actually influence and shape the way change is taking
place.

This requires, however, a significant shift in mauy
entrenched attitudes. These obsolete ways of thinking
about skills, categories and training are at present
acting as a strong barrier to acceptance of the concepts
examined in this project.

(c) Given the very real constraints on capital expenditure,
the view that it is necessary to have the latest and
greatest leads to a very expensive self fulfilling
prophecy of continual obsolescence of equipment.

Modelling by its very nature removes the dependence on
the equipment itself, but where there is a fundamental
change in equipment which markedly affects the system as
a whole, miniature elements can be updated at far less
cost than with full scale industrial equipment.

(d) There is an ever decreasing possibility for educational
institutions to have the variety of modern equipment to
be encountered in industry, and even less hope of being
able to demonstrate the variety of mixes of new and old
technology which will emerge.

Modelling gives a suitable level of abstraction which
can demonstrate the effects of variety, and the systems
necessary to incorporate them.
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(e) Modern trends towards small lot,sizes demand flexibility

in the unit equipment to achieve rapid transition from
one component to another. All the expensive flexibility
of the machine itself has little meaning without the
real time context of an interconnected manufacturin7

system which supplies the needs for this flexibility and

the constraints on it. Modelling allows actual

execution of process flexibility meeting these needs in

a dynamic and real environment.

(f) In order to give concrete meaning to the many control
concepts and approaches which are currently being tried

out (e.g. JIT, TQM, MRPII, OPT, CAD/CAM, CAE, CIM,

etc.), there exists a great need for a facility which

can be configured readily to actually run these

different philosophies and techniques.

The argument against modelling (that it is not the "real

thing") can be reflcted back on those who promote this

view, by pointing out that their insistence on the "real

thing" (e.g. full sized machine tools, actual CNC

machining centre, actual wire cutting machine, etc.)

precludes experience in the very things necessary for
industry to come to grips with World Class Manufacturing

and coping with the effects of the information age
understanding of strategies for control systems.

(g) If it is valid to argue for concrete experience in
actual CNC machining, it is at least equally valid to

argue for concrete experience in execution and

implementation of the integrative philosophies of TQM,

JIT, Cellular Manufacturing and CIM (in the broadest

sense). Modelling is the only practical way to achieve

such experience, and leads to an environment, which

permits the concreting of conceptual skills.

(h) Accompanying the increase in levels of automation and
integration, is an increase in participation, decision

making and problem solving. Modelling not only permits

but encourages the generalisation and abstraction

necessary for humans to participate effectively in

systems which are tightly integrated by information,

thus demanding involvement in symbolic manipulation

rather than the emphasis on handling physical things
which has prevailed until now.

(i) Modelling permits spending money on a greater number of

simple machines connected together in an integrated

fashion, thus giving actual experience in, 11 heightened

awareness of,what a system is. There is a crying need

for this understanding in industry, and there is a great

opportunity for pioneering in this area. Greater

enlightenment ot staff responsible for training and

education would be a most useful by-product.

(j) There is a great deal of experience in the

practicalities of connecting elements of automation

together. Conveyors, AGVs, robots, machine tools,

2 2
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measuring devices, sensors, actuators, computers, PLCs,
CAD/CAM systems etc. require information flow in the
form of signals, and a modelled manufacturing
ecvironment requires exactly the same control functions
as a full scale, "real" factory. The advantage of the
modelled environment is that the simpler machines do not
detract from the focus on coordination and information
flow.

(k) Manufacturing and industrial engineers, technicians and
operators need to gain experience and understanding of
elements of electricity, electronics and
instrumentation. Past training has tended to be
exclusively in the mechanical or production skills, but
modern industry demands a broader base. Recent
developments on the political and labour front have
opened the way to removal of the nonsense of
demarcation, and job categories are in the melting pot.
The proposed development of manufacturing modelling and
its application in the teaching of integrated
manufacturing will force the pace of multi skilling and
provide a test bed and demoastl,ition of the inter
disciplinary skills required.

(1) With the greater sophistication of machines, flexible
automation and integrated environments, there is a
rapidly increasing need for skills in maintenance. This
requires an understanding of systems for effective
diagnosis, but even more important is the need for
knowledge and skills in planned and productive
maintenance. This requires "hands on" experience in
detecting trends before they become problems, and
knowing the pitfalls which are to be avoided.

(m) Integrated manufacturing requires personnel familiar
with the coordination of equipment outside the common
focus on machino tools and high tech robots, AGVs, etc.
Whilst a knowlcdge of machine tools is an important
technical requirement of integrated manufacturing
personnel, they also need expertise in many other areas.
A modelling facility demonstrates how information and
control requirements are common to pumps, boilers,
conveyors, bin feeders, ovens, degreasers, mixers,
weighing machines, measurement and inspection equipment,
test beds, etc., etc.

(n) The problems of scheduling, plant layout, control,
maintenance, materials handling, costing, etc. are
common to any manu2acturing facility, be it for washing
machines, shoes, meat pies, computers, gearboxes or
underwear. The proposed modelling simulations should
emphasise this, and be capable of modelling a diversity
of industries.

(o) Integrated environments,
information ti.ansfer, and the
competitiveness place high
greater cooperation between

12

the critical role of
struggle for international
demands on personnel for
themselves, and a greater
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sense of being part of the system, rather than having to

contend with it. A modelled working environment
provides a system to be part of it.

(p) Technology, structural and social change all demand a.
greater emphasis and capability in communication.

Rather than depending on synthetic exercises, the

project provides not only the opportunity, but the

necessity for effective communication.

NOTE:

The brief :or this report was to specifically investigate and

comment on physical modelling techniques for teaching the
principles and applications of CIM. However, it is important

to remember that learning experiences should be relevant for
local industry and business needa. The balance of concept
education and industry related training should be designed to

meet these neees. Hence, if necessary, an appropriate

balance between using suitable simulation techniques,

physical modelling and industry compatible machine tools, may
be required to suit specific learning tasks and individual

needs

24
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5. INTRODUCTION

Today, commerce and industry are geared to new concepts in
thinking. Expanding markets, high volume distribution,
revolutionary new production methods, and the diversified
problems of industry moving into an advanced technological
age have created exceptional opportunities for industrial,
production and manufacturing engineers.

World Class Manufacturing depends on blended management and
requires that everyone help manage the enterprise, that all
employees be involved up to their ears in the pursuit of
continual and rapid improvement. To achieve world class
manufacturing st-tus, Australian companies must change
procedures and concepts, which in turn leads to recasting
relations among suppliers, purchasers, producers, and
customers.

Australian industry will need to seek people who are trained
to think broadly, who take pleasure in a sense of
accomplishment and pride in a job well done. They require
people who are able to grasp the essential elements of a
problem, who have learned the practices, principles and
theories of industrial engineering and modern management, and
who have developed the knowledge and capacity to make
decisions, and to manage staff. Such people will turn an
organisations into a living, dynamic undertaking.

When built into an effective team inspired with enthusiasm
and singleness of purpose, they are the most important
fundamental of any organisation.

The efficient industrial engineer/technician requires an
understanding not only of the technical aspects of supply,
production and marketing, but also the inter-relationships
between these and the economic and financial system within
the company, the human and administrative aspects of the
organisation, the communication of information and ideas
within the company, and the economic and social background in
which the organisation exists.

AUSTRALIA NEEDS INDUSTRY AND BUSINESS TO ADOPT THE BEST
AVAILABLE MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES, TOGETHER WITH THE PROPER
ATTITUDE TO IMPROVEMENT.

25
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6. THE MEANING OF COMPUTER INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING (CIM)

Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) is often associated
with the application of the most advanced technologies such

as complex surface modelling, solids modelling, Computer
Numerical Control (CNC) machining, automatic guided vehicles

(AGV) etc. While journals and salesmen continue to present
these images, the real meaning of CIM will remain obscured.

CIM is a total approach to business management involving the

systematic linking of all elements of a manufacturing
enterprise. Its successful implementation requires careful
strategic planning in order to determine the most appropriate
mix of advanced technologies and management techniques. One

of the mistakes of many businesses is to install the computer

or other advanced technologies and expect integrated
manufacturing to follow. This approach is doomed to failure.

In many instances careful analysis may establish that a

highly technical solution does not provide the answer. Only
with a broad training can staff learn to think clearly and
effectively about the business and industrial problems, solve

them logically and act decisively. Their management
education will teach them how to achieve the results they

desire with and through the unified efforts of people.

TAFE can help in this training. However, it must be done in
stages, step by step. Utilising a building block approach
will help the student understand the principles and
techniques of Integrated Manufacturing (IM).

I prefer using the term Intelrated Manufacturin§ instead of
Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) as it is more than
just. the utilisation of a computer or computer devices
applied to manufacturing; the human aspect and Total Quality
Management (TQM) are just two important aspects to be

considered.

Integrated Manufacturing seeks to integrate all aspects of a
manufacturing organisation's operation. Hence it is not a
particular system, technology or CIM but a long term strategy

which, for each organisation, will involve a particular

combination of several technologies such as Computer

Numerical Control (CNC), Robotics, Computer Aided Design

(CAD), Computer Aided Manufacture (CAM), Computer Aided

Engineering (CAE), Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM),

Just In Time (JIT), Total Quality Control (TQC), Optimised
Production Technology (OPT), Flexible Manufacturing Systems
(FMS), Value Analysis (VA), Manufacturing Resources Planning
(MRPII) and Cellular Manufacturing or Group Technology (GT).

e successful introduction of Integrated Manufacturing
Tends on the skills of the workforce and the way work is

%..ganised. The quality of training and retraining is an

important ingredient of success.

26
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One study, which I was involved in, was a proposal to
undertake a major program involving the implementation of
advanced manufacturing and management technologies. This
program was divided into three sub projects:

1. Integrated Information System.

The development and implementation of a computer based
integrated information system to support all aspects of
the business.

2. Computer Integration/Automated Interfaces.

The development of approaches and policies to ensure
that the appropriate level of functional and operational
integration between systems occurs.

The development and implementation of a network of
computer based and other electronic devices to
facilitate the flow of information between the factory
floor and the information system.

3. Introduction of CAD/CAM/CAE.

The phased introduction of CAD/CAM/CAE tools to support
the desi4n, development, manufacture and markeing
activities of the company.

It was recognised from the onset that the success of these
programs would be dependent on the overall level of
integration which could be achieved. This underlying
philosophy formed the basis Jf many strategic decisions made
during the course of the projects.

TAFE should adopt a similar step by atep approach to
implementing the teaching of Integrated Manufacturing
technologies into course curriculum.

An example of a CIM environment in operation is shown in
Figure 1. below.

Figure 1. A Typical CIM Environment Operation (CAM)

16 27
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7. COSTS OF fILINLITY EDUCATION

The cost of quality is the cost of not "getting it right" the
first time where "getting it right" represents any number of
processes or activities which add value. As such it is not
merely, as some people incorrectly believe, the cost of scrap
and rework but the final cost of a whole range of events
triggered by the substandard operation.

For example, the costs of quality associated with a drawing
office will be far in excess of the cost of re-drafting the
design correctly. It includes among other things:

1. The loss of employee productivity due to poor
workshop drawings, i.e. the time spent by an employee
deciphering a drawing which could otherwise be spent
creating wealth.

2. The cost of supervisor time spent managing failure.
Often, a managers time is spent "fighting fires" rather
than planning future business activities.

3. The cost of delivering products late to market due to
the above factors. This includes the cost of lost
immediate sales and the cost of lost future sales due to
customer dissatisfaction.

I feel that a figure of AT LEAST 10 times the cost of scrap
and rework would be representative of the true cost of
quality incurred by an organisation (this applies to TAFE
too). This represents a significant cost to the business and
should be the prime motivation behind the drive to introduce
an integrated manufacturing environment.

If we relate this to teaching then we must get it right too;
ineividual subjects and courses must be structured so as to
avoid waste, be integrated, relevant, up to date at all
times, follow a logical building block approach ahd provide
students with the knowledge and skills necessary for industry
and business to work towards World Class Manufacturing. If
TAFE uses simulation methods and the expertise of the
dedicated teachers it has in the School of Mechanical
Engineering then quality curriculum, without a costly waste
of resources, will result.

One of the largest problems is the fact that no where in
Australia is there true Integrated Manufacturing, by
definition, being carried out. Those companies which say
they are practicing IM or CIM are really only using CAD/CAM,
FMS or However, we are working towards the ideal and I
look forward to the day when I witness true Integrated
Manufacturing in operation.

This report does not have all the answers but should serve as
a framework and basis for successive revision and addition to
TAFE's approach to providing the philosophies, skills and
techniques to assist industry and business become World Class

29
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Manufacturers.

It should be noted that this CIM Physical Modelling System

project, although strongly believed to be both of major
significance and yet feasible, is set in a time of rapid and
expanding change in the Industrial, Business and Educational

arenas. Its formulation involves if not new approaches, then
certainly different approaches and conceptual change. Since

by its very nature it crosses many traditional boundaries, it

is inevitable that controversial issues will arise, and need
to be dealt with sensitively to avoid destructive conflict.
Discussion of these potentially controversial issues will be
put aside until when and if they become crucial.

The support of the modelling simulation concept is being
strengthened more and more. The joining of the Federal
Government's Educational and Training portfolios implied a
tighter binding of educational processes to laJour market
needs which are in the process of being radically altered and
re-evaluated, thus demanding even greater adaptability in the
subject and course material and how it is taught and learned.

It is an accepted fact that TAFE cannot hope, without

industry's help and donations of equipment, to keep up with

the rapidly changing technology by using the latest full
scale industrial and business machines. The capital

expenditure is prohibitive, even if the processes of

logistics and teacher retraining could be adequately speeded

up.

The strong ACTU emphasis now placed on broad based multi-
skilling and multi-functional workers and for the provision

of career paths in Manufacturing necessitates greater skills
in abstraction and generalisation. Also radical changes in
job classifications being recommended by industrial
organisations require an increasing need for an understanding
of the overall context of manufacturing and the systematic
way in which it is changing in line with the current

technology.

All of the above indicate a strong need for TAFE to be

adaptable to the rapid changes in manufacturing technologies.

TAFE has the opportunity to be leaders in Integrated
Manufacturing education at a quality level with the building

of a CIM centre at Sydney Technical College (now fully
operational) and the current construction of the TAFE
Technology Centre at Lidcombe. However, I will emphasize
again that I am not suggesting that TAFE invest in further
Technology Centres, the cost effectiveness is in no way
justified. Physical modelling and small training equipment
based CIM is the best way for TAFE to teach the principles
and techniques of integrated manufacturing in a quality and
cost effective manner.

30
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8. THE INTEGRATED PHYSICAL MODELLING SYSTEM DESIGN

Due to the changing technology and the need for flexibility
of both equipment and teaching methods TAFE needs to start
out small using smaller machines and equipment together with
the use of simulation as a design and teaching tool. If
larger full size industrial machines are to be used they will
be out of date by the time they have gone through the TAFE
administrative approval and purchasing system and are
installed (costly equipment rightly has to be justified).

I cannot emphasize too greatly the importance of the need for
physical modelling in the educational learning process. In
the educational context physical simulation uses a miniature
model of the actual system for the testing of software to be
used in the actual system.

Physical simulations not only help in the development of
manufacturing strategies, but also in the training of
operating personnel and the definition of interfaces to the
control computer. Configurability to model a given
manufacturing environment and flexibility to demonstrate the
implications of the different system designs is achieved,
whilst maintaining reasonable "real world" identification.

Due to the need to change and update on a regular basis as
technology advances TAFE should be ready and able to meet
this by using small machines and devices in preference to
large and expensive machines which would be hard to justify
(from tax-payers funds) replacing as technology alters.
Equipment must be flexible!

SMALL CIM FOR TAFE IS IMPORTANT and it must be remembered
that Integrated Manufacturing is not just related to metal
manufacturing but food, chemical, drugs, woodwork, clothing,
plastics, electrical and electronic components, machine tool
manufacturing, etc.

COMPUTER DATABASE
1

FMS COMPUTER MATERIALS HANDLING
COMPUTER

1

CNC UNIT CNC UNIT ROBOT CONTROL ROBOT CONTROL AGV

An Example of Small CIM

To this should be added the control mechanisms of order
entry, JIT, MRPII, TQM, VAM, CAD, VA, GT, etc.

31
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9. BUILDING APPROACH TO TEACHING INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING

STEP 1 CNC Machine + Manual NC Programming.

STEP 2 CNC Machine + CNC Programming.

STEP 3 Steps 1 & 2 integrated with a robot to form a

manufacturing cell.

STEP 4 Integration of several cells via PLC(s) and

CAD System.

STEP 5 Cells, PLC and CAD System integrated with

Computer (Database System MRP, Schedules,
Order Tracking, BOM's, etc.).

It is important that Operations Research techniques be

integrated into Integrated Manufacturing especially for

simulation and modelling purposes. Research and Development

must also be emphasised, especially from the development

aspect.

'3 2
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10. AN EXAMPLE OF MODELLING AhD DESIGN

As an example of educational training in modelling and design
I refer to work undertaken in the Faculty of Design at the
University of Technology, Sydney, in the Design Computing
Centre at the Balmain cardpus.

The undergraduates specialise in either fashion and textile
design, visual communication design, industrial design, or
interior design. The Computing Centre handles all
computer-based design subjects. Some are one-semester
introductory courses, but the major effort goes into a
five-semester strand called a minor study area. Students who
choose computing as their minor study area nominate a special
interest in desktop publishing, graphics and video, or CAD.

For the last two years CAD courses have been based on
AutoCAD, which replaced an older minicomputer-based system,
Arcad's GDS.

Most of the CAD students are studying interior design or
industrial design, and their interest in CAD is an extension
of their classes in architectural or engineering drawing.
The students learn draughting as a manual skill on the
drawing board, and they also learn modelmaking and rendering
presentation drawings as manual skills.

The University of Technology is not in the business of
training draughtspersons. The graduates are going to be
designers, and the first priority is to give them a clear
understanding of the role computers are going to play in
their prof,Issional lives. In fact that does involve teaching
them real CAD operating skills, but that's a byproduct. So,
for educational reasons the University does things that
aren't necessarily done by people using CAD now to earn a
living. They have some freedom to experiment.

Having said that, in fact the primary emphasis to date has
been on developing 2D drauing skills. With the GDS system it
was necessary to teach students 2D concepts before advancing
to the more complex 3D wireframe modelling capabilities of
that package.

In the first two years with AutoCAD the University stayed
with this philosophy of progression. Students have had to
reach the same level of proficiency with AutoCAD that they
reach with manual 2D draughting techniques, before exploring
3D concepts. From next year the University is going to
change its approach. 2D CAD will be given a lesser emphasis,
and students will be introduced to 3D modelling right at the
beginning of their minor studies. 3D modelling and 2D
drafting will be taught as parallel streams. As a point of
interest I would mention that the University is going to
switch everything to the Apple Macintosh environment and
abandon MS-DOS.

This is because they use 3D modelling as a conceptual tool
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for designers, quite separate from the use of CAD to produce
documentation of a design. Obviously in the overall design
process the two can be linked, but they are separate steps.

In an integrated CAD/CAM environment the production of

drawings is much less'important than the development of the
design itself, and the use of tools such as FEA and mouldflow

analysis.

Mentioning CAD/CAM brings me te the kind of project the
students have been working on. There are more industrial
design students using CAD than interior designers. The

interior designers deal with spaces, like architects, but
they also deal with objects such as furniture. The

industrial designers deal almost exclusively with objects;
designs for products such as tools, appliances, packaging and

so on.

Objects tend to be much more compley in form than spaces, and

so they present most of the challenges in 3D modelling. The

problems in interior design are by and large a subset of
those of product design and so, for now, can be left in the

background.

Industrial designers aren't mechanical engineers, even though

the types of object they deal with can be quite similar.
Industrial designers are much more concerned with the human

side of product design, which includes the marketing aspects.

What a product designer wants from a CAD system is quite
unlike what a mechanical engineer wants. Product designers
tend to work on a greater variety of projects, to have more
freedom in the shapes they employ, to deal with shorter
schedules and smaller budgets, and to put a much greater
emphasis on appearance and feel both in their presentations
to clients and in the final product itself. The course of an

industrial design project is likely to be much less

predictable than a mechanical engineering project.

The result is that most industrial design firms in this
country don't use CAD much at all. The feeling is that CAD

is too expensive, too slow, and too inflexible; the

advantages such as editing and repetition of drawings aren't
that important for the bulk of industrial design projects.
The spread of CAM in Australia has been too slow to create
any real pressure on designers to use CAD to maintain
integration with industry.

This isn't to say that product designers aren't interested in

CAD. Several firms have introduced CAD systems in a small

way and their opinions are mainly based on actual experience.
I think many it not most industrial designers recognise there
is a promise for the future and the only real question is
when the right performance will be available at the right

price.

It's against that background that the University's students
are learning about CAD. In 1988 the senior students
undertook several 3D modelling assignments. Typically, they
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created wireframe models of their own design projects, and
then used AutoShade to shade them and prepare perspective
views. They've prepared orthogonal engineering drawings from
the model inside AutoCAD.

Using macros, students generated complex 3D surfaces based
on profiles defined by 2D polylines. The best analogy was
found to be a factory or workshop bench, where components can
be formed by processes such as extrusion, turning,
stretching, and so on. The components can be edited using
processes such as trimming, punching, merging, etc, and then
re-oriented spatially and fitted together to create complete
models.

Apart from their usefulness in modelling product designs
there also seems to be some potential for these procedures in
medical applications, turning images such as CAT scans and
NMR scans into models that can be used, for example, to help
with the planning of orthopaedic surgery.

There are several obstacles to overcome in implementing CAD.
CAD is competing against a system of documentation and
communication that is based on paper drawings, and that
system is highly developed and built in to the structure of
industry. In manufacturing industry CAD is most efficient
as part of CAD/CAM, and people from time to time put forward
an ideal of a "paperless design studio" that's conceptually
similar to the "paperless office". The "paperless office"
idea has sold a lot of fanfold paper. I think the "paperless
design studio" might sell a fair few plotters.

My criticism of these concepts is that you can get a tightly
integrated "paperless" environment only in a tightly
integrated organisation. It could be a small professional
elite in, say, the law. It could be an en*ire company, maybe
its contractors as well as with General Motors. It could be
just one plant. Outside these islands of paperleasness,
we're going to see a need for a universal, flexible medium of
information exchange exactly what paper provides. So for
professions that are very open and always dealing with the
outside world, such as any of the design professions, there
is a lot of pressure to stay with drawings on paper as the
main form of output.

That means CAD has to compete as a way of producing plottable
results. For anyone with a big project there are still
decisive advantages for CAD because you can manage the data
in the system to gain all kinds of efficiencies and extra
abilities. However, for smaller projects, of the kind that
most users of CAD deal with, cost effectiveness is a real
issue. It's poor cost effectiveness as a 2D drafting tool
that's kept CAD out of all but the top end of the design
professions so far.

The potential efficiencies in intelligent use of 3D models
could alter that situation. Both presentation renderings and
engineering drawings could be derived from the basic database
created by the designers. The people actually preparing the
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drawings don't have to be designers themselves. As a bonus
the quality of the final result can improve because the model
can be analysed by FEA programs, mould flow programs, and so
on, to optimise the design.
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11. SOME PROPOSED MODELLING SYSTEMS

11.1 METAL CUTTING, FABRICATION AND PLASTICS

Utilising wax as a raw material, melted down to form billets
and castings, we can simulate forming operations to produce
plate, rod, film, etc. Machining operations, under numeric
control, can be carried out as can joining, assembly and
simple packaging tasks.

Assembly could include incorporation of electric devices to
give "live" finished products, which are then used in the
production environment, or reclaimed, reduced in size, and
recycled. The recovery and recycling becomes an additional
complete process, feeding raw material to the prime
manufacturing cycle.

Materials handling with robots and conveyors should be
emphasised along with the necessary controls and information
flow.

A good proposal would be for a simulated flexible
manufacturing cell utilising small CNC machines, robots,
simulated AGV and simulated storage system. This can be
carried out using physical modelling techniques as follows:

A small teaching robot loads a training CNC Lathe with a
billet of wax material. The CNC Lathe is programmed away
from the cell with the program being down loaded from a
remote PC Compatible Computer via a CAD/CAM program. The
turning operations are carried out and the robot removes the
part and places it on the simulated AGV (a model train system
with locomotive and flat top truck).

The AGV train conveys the part to a CNC Mill or Drilling
Machine where the same robot removes it from the AGV train
and places into the machine for the next stage of the
simulated manufacture. The robot then loads the CNC lathe
again to start the cycle again.

Once again the CNC Mill or Drill is programmed remotely
utilising a CAD/CAM package. When the machining is completed
the robot removes the part and placea it back on the AGV
train which conveys it to a packaging and storage area.

Another small robot removes the part and places it into a
small plastic container. When two parts are loaded into the
container the robot then picks it up and places onto the
simulated storage system (model pallet racking). The AGV
train meanwhile has travelled back to the first work station
(CNC Lathe).

The robots are controlled by microcomputers and their
individual control modules. The CNC machines are linked to a
remote IBM PC Compatible Computer via the appropriate
interfaces and post processors. The AGV train is controlled
by a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) and appropriate
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CIM PHYSICAL MODELLING SYSTEMS DESIGN

The scope of this arrangement is very flexible and can be
altered very easily to simulate different product manufacture

and different operations. For example, the storage robot can
be linked to the AGV train to transfer loaded containers to a
delivery truck for simulated shipment to a customer.

Utilisation of electronic Lego and Fischertechnik modelling
devices can be put to good use in the teaching of integrated
manufacturing and mechatronics. This type of equipment,
being modular, allows for models to be constructed and

altered easily or dismantled completely to start another
model.

The interaction of both digital- and analog data, involved in

flexible manufacturing cell's, can be effectively simulated

using a low cost data communication simulator and associated

software. This software graphically simulates the operation

of robots, CNC machines, AGV's, conveyors and other cell
equipment together with the appropriate input/output signals.

The unit is interfaced with a PC via an appropriate card and
allows for testing student knowledge by reprogramming the
system to produce faults for correction.

A similar device can be utilised for the training of

Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) interfacing and

programming. This is done via microswitches and coloured
Light Emitting Diodes (LED's) after connection to a PC slot.

The building block approach lends itself very well to the
education process and allows for many varied models (such as

plotters, robots, storage systems and conveyor systems) to be

constructed and interfaced with electronic devices. This

allows students to learn the skills and techniques of

integrated manufacturing and mechatronics and then to apply

them in producing simulated working models of real life

industrial equipment and systems.

11.2 ELECTRONICS, COMPUTING AND CONTROL

Emphasis should be on the use of equipment, diagnosis and

testing, with the actual manufacture (not explicitly
electrical) subsumed in the above. Staff and students with
electrical backgrounds should gain experience in planning,

inventory, scheduling and Total Quality Control with small
electronic modules which give a familiar context.

A wide use of sensors, transducers, displays, controllers and

micro computers emphasises the ubiquitous role of electronics

in Integrated Manufacture, and gives mechanically trained
people some relevant hands-on experience with diagnosing,
using simple construction of electronic and electric devices.

Deliberate use of battery powered miniature tools involves a
considerable involvement in electrical measurement and energy

management.
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11.3 FOOD AND PROCESS ENGINEERING

Creative use of household and kitchen devices could be used

to give some idea of process engineering and liquid

processing. Making coffee, tea, toast, simulated cakes and
desserts gives an appreciation of the complexities we take
for granted and introduces chemical processing via a washing

machine cleaning off the wax, in this case "crockery",

produced in the wax works, and testing the effluent for

pollution. The use of heat processes and their control would

also be a feature.

A typical simulated process engineering operation (making

cups of coffee), based on ideas from Robert Ebsary of
Knowledge Systems, could be as follows:

Enough coffee beans for a batch order, say 1 to 6 cups, are
dispensed from a gravity hopper, with a solenoid actuated cut

off, into a small container on a weigh scale, with feedback
to the solenoid when presetting plus lag correction are
reached. A robot picks up the container of coffee beans and
empties them into a coffee grinder with the fineness setting

controllable via a servo, with interlocked on/off on the
grinder motor via a relay. The ground coffee is collected in
a fine mesh nylon filter/funnel.

Hot water is held at boiling point, with a thermostat in a
small urn, which needs fairly frequent, but irregular filling
from a solenoid on the fresh water line. The fresh water
line has an auxiliary heater switched in to cope with the
step thermal load of cold water. Level switches on the urn
could provide low and high alarms and cutouts, as well as the
normal fill instigation signal, and interlocks would ensure
that coffee is not made with non boiling water.

The filter funnel is placed on the coffee pot by the robot,
where it is kept hot on a hotplate with thermostatic control.
A programmed cycle of coffee grounds wetting is commenced and
is followed by a controlled flow rate and cut off for the
number of cups, which is achieved with a solenoid driven by a
small integrating flow meter.

A challenging task then follows for the robot to pour from
the pot into the "batch" of cups, presented on a rotary table
indexing in synch with the filling motion. The batch of cups
is taken away on a conveyor, and the robot reloads the batch
tray with empty cups.

The filter/funnel is emptied by the robot with a programmed
"thump" into the waste bin, and the filter is then sent via
the conveyor for washing at a sink.

Addition of sugar or non sugar additives, either by snipping
open paper sachets, or vibratory feed, could be included as
too could the addition of milk by puncturing small UHT

containers. Dispensing milk from cartons or bottles would

probably be very difficult but not impossible. This could be
looked at and adopted at a later date.
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As can be seen there is plenty of room for growth and
adaption.

11.4 PRINTING, PUBLISHING AND OFFICE AUTOMATION

Normally viewed as a service industry, the printed page could
be used, in a radical way, as a simulated manufacturing
process. An infinite variety of products could be designed,
set up, made and inspected utilising desk top publishing
equipment with micro computers, printers, plotters and
scanners as production devices.

Output can range from class notes and diagrams for student
use, through the obvious potential for cutting and folding
shapes, to the use of graphics and text on the printed page
as a symbolic representation of parameters in any physical
item imaginable.

11.5 TEXTILES

Although limited in its scope, it would be possible to
simulate, in a sewing machine, another form of Numeric
Control. Taking waste cotton material we could make cleaning
cloths and simple miniature bags and ties for materials, the
continuing role for workers in handling the complexity of
floppy materials can be shown. Washing and drying of the
cloths under process demand provides extra integration into
the overall scheme.

11.6 MODEL RAILWAY AND SLOT CAR SYSTEMS

Model railway and slot car systems are excellent to simulate
the real thing. These could be built to simulate an actual
railway goods yard or railway port facility or city road
system.

This important tool of simulated manufacturing makes no
claims of relevance to railway engineering or road planning,
but uses the railway as a metaphor for an information
carrier, with great possibilities for quite complex
programming and problem solving if needs be. Industrial
logic and sequence control techniques can be used for
scheduling routes via point changes, feedback control of
locomotive speed, fail safe logic for collision avoidance,
messae passing via signals, etc.

Queuing, scheduling and sequencing problem solving can all be
simulated. The factors involved in running a railway to a
timetable, or having goods loaded in a shunting yard and
despatched to a destination, are similar to those in running
a manufacturing facility.

There is probably no better way to create complexity and
richness of dependencies in a manner which allows quick
changeover to an entirely different abstract structure in
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which to achieve a task. A quick addition of an extra
siding, or the requirement that the train or slot car must

deliver one parcel to a certain destination be;'.ore some

other, creates new situations to be catered.

As well as this, the railway trucks can be used to carry wax
tokens, manufactured as mentioned in a previous suggested

simulation, which symbolise job allocation and completion,

test results, material requests, etc. Pieces of paper with
bar codes, and even simple active electronic circuits provide
vast scope for relevant learning.

Another use for the railway, slot car approach, is that it
could be used for simulating cash flow and cost of production
statistics, by transporting tokens around the cycle from cost

centres, to invoicing, and cash receipt.

Incremental development of the size of the system is easily
attained, without having to change what already exists, and

there is little danger of "becoming obsolete", since the
problems, solutions and learning experiences are ubiquitous

across time, and are not dependent on the present level of
technology involved.

11.7 PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

Filling and labelling machines for liquid, tablet and capsule

manufacture. This too allows for all the tools and

techniques of integrated manufacturing and mechatronics to be

tested. The order can be enter, product scheduled, produced,
packaged, labelled and stored awaiting distribution.

11.8 CONSTRUCTION AND ARCHITECTURE

Plant and Facility layout simulation using the microcomputer
and suitable scaled models to design, draw and produce a
proposed new factory, warehouse or office building complete
with the internal layout of equipment required. Perhaps a

security or alarm system complete with video display could be

incorporated.

Once again using the appropriate electronic components,

controllers, etc. in conjunction with a model (a doll's house
could be used) could be used to simulate the real thing. You

do not necessarily need full size equipment to teach and test

student abilities, skills and knowledge of mechatronic
devices and their application in an integrated environment.

11.9 BANKING AND FINANCIAL

The set up of a simulated automated teller machine network
and/or cheque verification system. Again all the techniques

and skills could be taught and tested using simulation

methods.
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11.10 MATERIALS HANDLING AND STORAGE

Another choice could be the use of a small Automated
Stacker/Retrieval System for the storage and retrieval of a
range of components. Utilising a group or team approach the
participants would be required to program the system to stack
and retrieve items in the best) most economical order
utilising a sales movement scLedule. A simulation program
can be used to compare the layout of each team of
participants with the best solution.

Each team would have to install all coding recognition
devices to perform the stacking and retrieval function in
accordance with their program. Safety features must also be
included in the design of the system program.

System bugs can be introduced by the supervising staff at
various stages to check the fault finding skills of each team
and items can be recoded or moved to confuse the teams in
locating items.

Changes can be requested to suit new forecast sales or new
orders and the participants' skills and knowledge would be
required in altering the system program and layout to suit
the changed schedule requirements.

,

//.// OTHER EXAMPLES

There are a host of other examples available and only a few
have been suggested here for discussion and thought. It is
important that the teaching of Integrated Manufacturing
contain appropriate testing and assessment of skills and
techniques learnt by providing a project.

SMALL CIM IS AN IMPORTANT TRAINING TOOL and it must be
remembered that Integrated Manufacturing is not just related
to metal manufacturing but food, chemical, drugs, woodwork,
clothing, plastics, electrical and electronic components,
machine tool manufacturing, etc.

A simple product could be produced from the order to despatch
to the customer. For example a flanged coupling or universal
joint could be ideal to test the skills of each team of
participants through each stage of the project. The team
should consist of a maximum of two to three people with
mechanical, industrial, manufacturing and electrical
engineering skills together with programming knowledge.

The order must be entered into the computer manufacturing
database program to set the production schedule process into
operation. Due to time restraints the MRP software can be
pre-loaded with the product database, B.O.M.'s etc. Drawings
can also be pre-loaded for the same reasons. However, the
interface between each operation must be understood by the
participants as errors can be introduced to test them.

The team must next use the CAD/CAM interface to produce
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suitable CNC programs which must be down loaded automatically

to the appropriate machines. Program errors could be

introduced, at rest break times, to test the fault finding
skills of the Leah: both before producing product and during

manufacture.

The set up of ealh machine and interface is the

responsibility of the team and they must work to the design
of their flexible manufacturing program. Robots and/or AGV's
will convey the product from machine to machine or cell to

cell. Robots must also be used to place and remove the
product form each stage of manufacture. All individual cells
and machines must be linked by the Manufacturing Automation
Protocol (MAP).

The suggested finish of the project could be the packaging of
the product, by robot, into containers or boxes, through a
labelling machine and finally into a simulated storage area
awaiting delivery to the customer. All documentation (works
orders, routing and operations schedules, delivery dockets
and invoices, etc.) should also be produced.

For the testing of flexibility skills it may be possible
(subject to time restraints) to produce another similar sized
product which is suitably different to test the skills of
integrated manufacturing.

The quantity of product produced will be decided by the
length of the project. Producing a required quantity of the
product can be part of the test of the teams ability to work

to time constraints as would be experienced in most

industrial enterprises.

//./// A Tool for the Mind

Perhaps the simplest way to regard Integrated Manufacturing
is as a tool for the mind rather than a tool just for the

hands. It extends our mental abilities, makes the creative
part of design work faster and more visual, allows us, in

fact, to see what we are thinking. To this extent it may
even enable us to extend our imaginations into areas never

ventured before. This is not an overstatement, but make no

mistake Integrated Manufacturing is, after all, a tool, and
only as good as the people who use it.
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12. SYSTEM DETAILS

12.1 MATERIAL SELECTION

Initial thoughts were that thermoplastic should be the
preferred material. This was based mainly on the grounds of
recycling being possible, elimination of the waste disposal
problem, and cut the costs of material purchases. Different
colours could be used for visual effectiveness and to
represent different materials (grey for cast iron, silver for
aluminium, brown for bronze, etc.).

An alternative material could be paper as it yields a very
rich variety achievable at low cost and with quicker start up
time. This medium would require, however, a greater degree
of symbolic abstraction at the outset, and it was decided
that the abstractions of miniaturisation and plastic material
would be enough to contend with, so thermoplastic was
maintained as the preferred material.

Subsequent thinking, however, reintroduced Paper in
conjunction with Thermoplastic, for direct capabilities such
as labels. This would then meet one of the project's goals
of extensibility, in that symbolic representation could
gradually be introduced. It also allows for modelling the
Printing, Graphic Arts and Publishing industries. Various
experiments and time have served to make the concept more
acceptable, and its utilisation is now strongly recommended.

Foam plastic was examined, but its mechanical properties are
poor, and it requires recovery processes such as solvent
distillation, so was ruled out. PVC was eliminated for
reasons of toxicity and instability of product when recycled.
Polypropylene has very desirable engineering properties, but
requires high processing temperatures. Impact Grade
Polystyrene then became the recommended material.

Material selection was seen to be the first necessary
decision to be "frozen", and was performed in conjunction
with the selection of processes for production of basic
shapes and recovery methods, as well as the range of unit
processes which can be carried out.

On examination of available equipment, it was found that
extruding and injection moulding machines were too expensive
(of the order of $60,000) and too heavy (greater than 1

tonne), thus "unfreezing" the material selection, and looking
for other alternatives.

When examining smaller compact milling machines (such as the
Roland CAMM3 discussed later), thn use of modelling wax
arose, and some experiments were conducted. With some
reservations on strength in bending, it was found to be
eminently suitable, with quite a sharp melting point of
approximately 190 degrees Celsius. This allowed for
atmospheric melting in baths, and gravity casting, which did
away with the pressure moulding problems of thermoplastic.
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My recommendation for the main material is wax. However, use

should be made of paper for many simulation models. Research

and testing indicates both can be used successfully, so both
materials are recommended with wax being used for a larger

percentage.

Wax could assist in the simulation of the following

manufacturing operations:

(a) Extrusion.
(b) Vacuum forming and moulding.
(c) NC drilling, turning and milling.

(d) Hot air cutting, guillotine, punch and nibble.

(e) Hot air welding.
(f) Breaking into granules.
(g) Packaging of granules for recycling.

The advantages are full recyclability, reasonably easy

material break up and a close approach to "concreteness" (the

real thing). The main disadvantages are complexity in some

dies with slow feedback to design modification and the danger

of losing system focus.

Paper, in both plain and coloured A4 sheets could be used to

simulate the following operations:

(a) 2D cutting and machining (drawing with different colours

on plotters).
(b) NC cutting with a laser.
(c) Transfer with vacuum cups on a robot.

(d) Guillotine, punch and nibble.
(e) Folding.
(f) Staple and glue.
(g) Optical inspection.
(h) Assembly.
(i) Block manufacture (shred, wet mix with bonding agent,

compression mould, cure and machine into shapes).

The advantages of paper utilisation are low cost of work
centres and material, quick to implement and gain earlier
understanding of principles and techniques involved. Other

advantages are the richness of variety and complexity
obtained symbolically with an infinite capacity for change.

The major disadvantages of using paper are that it is subject
to "toy world" criticism and that only partial recyclability
is possible (i.e. there is always a demand for sheet paper).
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13. RANGE OF UNIT PROCESSES

13.1 PRODUCTION OF BASIC SHAPES

In conjunction with checking for recovery methods, selection
of the methods for production of basic shapes was
fundamental. Extrusion was examined with a view to producing
tubes and sheet as primitive building blocks, with variety
introduced by cutting and fabrication, but investigation
showed there was far greater choice of machines available by
the use.of Injection Moulding, which becomes the recommended
primary process.

Production of these shapes can not only model "in house"
production processes (as when a plastic kitchenware factory
is modelled), but can model the purchase of components such
as small sheets, rods, and sections for fabrication, as well
as castings and forgings for machining. Thus a project aim
of configurability is achieved by redrawing the "factory"
boundary, and creating a sub system which can be used to
model supplier to customer relationships.

13.2 MACHINING

It is stressed at the outset that the intent of the project
is not to provide facilities for learning in depth skills for
a certain type of machine, but to acquire an understanding of
systems. Consequently, it is recommended that resources not
to be channelled into complexity in the machine if such
complexity does not contribute strongly to variety and
interdependence in the system. This point cannot be over
emphasised, because the writer is very aware of pressures to
allocate resources to "high tech" full size machines which
are then used in a restrictive "old world" context.

With the above argument in mind, requirements for this
project are best met with the simplest machines which will
allow for Direct Numeric Control (DNC). One is tempted to
recommend drilling, but that would detract considerably from
process flexibility, one of the more visible of the project
aims. Turning and combined Milling, Drilling and Boring are
recommended, without the expense (and distracting) feature of
continuous curve generation.

13.3 FORMING

Desirable process complexity can be introduced with the heat
variable in Vacuum Forming, with the interdependence of
residence time, vacuum capacity, and temperature. Heat
supply can be via electric lamps or hot air. Opportunities
for an exercise in quick die chanija techniques arise, as wen
as awareness for payoffs for a number of cavities in
relationship to cost and just in time principles. Such a
facility will produce, in addition to orthodox industrial
mouldings, applications such as simulated pastry shells for
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meat pies.

For production of angle sections, Bending can be performed
using hot air dies, and the use of impact polystyrene allows
for Cold Forming. with the possibility of Coining, Embossing,
and even a simulated forging, using robot manipulation.
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14. MACHINE SPECIFICATIONS

14.1 INTRODUCTION

Current perceptions on the scope of CIM in industry lead to
the belief that any proposal should incorporate NC machine
tools and robots in order to establish credibility.
Consequently, the first recommendations are in line with this
perception, in the hope that an awareness of the
possibilities of different approaches will evolve.

14.2 MILLING MACHINE

Prime constraints here are minimal size, weight and cost,
whilst providing CNC control fo:- flexibility of small lot
production. A survey of equipment currently available
indicates that for around $20,000, we could obtain machines
which fall within the following preliminary guidelines:

Weight 60 Kg.
Size 700 mm cube.
Minimum 2.5 axis under NC, with full 3 axis control.
Additional 4th. axis useful for circular table, or (more
importantly), to simulate pallet change.
Provision r feedback sensing probes.
Travel (on all axes) approximately 150 mm.
Spindle speed variable under program control to
approximately 7,000 rpm.
Spindle power approximately 100 watts.
Programming can be performed both at the machine and off
line (from remote microcomputer).
Full access can be obtained to controls for custom
interfacing.
Interface and circuit diagrams to be available for
integration into networks.
Program protocols and signal codes to be available for
custom program configuration and future high level
program development.
RS232 interface connection available.

It seems that costs practically double with provision for
automatic tool change devices. Although this is a desirable
complexity, the abstract principles involved can be obtained
far more economically on a lathe, so it is omitted as a
definite requirement on the milling machine.

The ability to interlock cycles with clamping and loading is
stressed.

Provision should be made for vacuum removal of swarf for
recovery and recycling.

Existing interface and post processor for communication with
commonly available CAD/CAM packages (such as AutoCAD,
VersaCAD, Quickdraw, CadKey, AutoCAM, SmartCAM, MasterCAM) is
essential.
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Smaller compact mills are available for training CNC mill

operations. These are around $9,000 to $10,000 (educational
price) and utilise standard industry G & M programming codes
and provide interfacing facilities to most CAD/CAM software

packages. Specifications are as follows:

* Weight 45 Kg.
* Size 560 mm long, 560 mm wide, 650 mm high.

* Table to spindle dimension 205 mm, throat 90 mm.
* Instantaneous X and Z axis position readout on computer

display.
* X axis travel 230 mm, Y axis travel 130 mm, Z axis

travel 140 160 mm.
* Spindle bore 9.5 mm.
i Spindle speed variable to 2,000 rpm.
* Spindle power 370 watts.
* Feed rates 2.5 to 239 mm/min.
* Programming can be performed both at the machine and off

line (from remote microcomputer).
* Full step and half step resolution.
* Robot interface available
* RS232 interface connection available.

14.3 LATHE

Compactness, weight, cost and CNC control are also emphasised

here. For approximately $25,000, lathes are available which
fall within the following guidelines:

* Weight 250 Kg.
* Size 1,000 mm long, 650 mm wide, 800 mm high.
* Full X and Z continuous Numeric Control.
* Swing 50 mm over cross slide, 150 mm over bed.

* Spindle speed variable to 3,000 rpm.
* Spindle power 400 watts.
A Tailstock available.
* 6 position tool change turret under program control.

* ;:ldility to take preset tooling.
* Programming can be performed both at the machine and off

line (from remote microcomputer).
* Full access can be obtained to controls for custom

interfacing.
A Interface and circuit diagrams to be available for

integration into networks.
A Program protocols and signal codes to be available for

custom prograw configuration and future high level

program development.
* RS232 interface connection available.

Provision should be made for vacuum removal of swarf for
recovery and recycling.

Smaller and more compact training CNC lathes are available
for arc,und $8,000 to $9,000 (educational prices). These use

industry standard G and M programming codes and can be
converted to milling operations with an appropriate
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conversion kit. Specifications are as follows:

* Weight 45 Kg.
* Size 635 mm long, 546 mm wide, 600 mm high.
* Instantaneous X and Z axis position readout on computer

display.
* Swing 32 mm over cross slide, 90 mm over bed.
* Distanca between centres 205 mm.
* Spindle bore 10 mm, spindle taper No. 1 Morse Taper.
* Spindle speed variable to 2,000 rpm.
* Spindle power 370 watts.
* Feed rates 2.5 to 230 mm/min.
* Tailstock available.
* 4 tool Programming capability.
* Programming can be performed both at the machine and off

line (from remote microcomputer).
* Full step and half step resolution.
* Direct robot interfacing capability.
* Milling interface connection.
* RS232 interface connection available.

14.4 ROBOTS

A fully flexible, six axis industrial quality robot has been
located for approximately $20,000, and could be used at
different times for machine loading, pouring of wax into
moulds, assembly, conveyor unloading, stacking, deburring,
simulated welding, etc.

A problem arises however, in the fact that detailed
programming of complex robotic paths may well distract from
the prime intent of the exercise, i.e. to impart an
understanding of integrated systems as systems.

At this stage there are good reasons for a more humble
configuration of robotic use. It may be preferable to
utilise the educational or simple "pick and place" type.
These are closer to $5,000 in cost, thereby allowing two or
three to be involved in performing different functions
simultaneously in different parts of the complete production
process (manufacturing cell with integration of several
operations and equipment).

Conventional robotic handling devices are inherently flexible
and ideal for most machine loading applications. In an FMS
cell, how,ver, it is very likely that a robot will be
required to service a number of machines and peripheral
devices. The operating envelope of the robot can, therefore,
become the limiting factor when considering a mylti machine
cell.

The solution is to introduce an additional axis by adding a
servo controlled traverse device which provides a further 1.7
metres of reach to the robot, giving an overall operating
envelope of over 3 metres. The traverse unit can be used in
overhead or gantry configurations in situations where floor
space is a constraint.
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Other "do it yourself" robotic devices are available (such as
Lego and Fischertechnik units) which are very adaptable to

various simulations. These robots are relatively inexpensive
and are excellent for teaching the principles of robotics.
With their modular facilities they are easily converted to

all types of robots (gantry, pick and place, loading and

unloading, etc.).

14.5 AUTOMATED GUIDED VEHICLE

Industry has recognised the need for improved productivity
and has closely examined all areas to which automation can be

applied.

Whilst robotic handling devices have been successfully used
within production cells themselves it is only relatively
recently that the effect of improving material flow on a
macro scale has been realised.

The ability to transport stock from raw material stores to a
given production cell and later to either a second cell or to

finished stores is now relatively straightforward using
Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV's) programmed to carry
out material delivery tasks in line with production

requirements. This flexibility is essential in a true

flexible manufacturing system. AGV's also find use in

automated warehousing for finished stock retrieval and as
mobile work stations.

From an education and training viewpoint it is impractical
for teaching staff to consider the use of full scale AGV
systems. Both cost and space rule out this possibility.

However, there is an excellent working AGV with a lift

capacity of up to 25 Kg which has been specifically designed

for educational and training purposes. Its scale and
facilities make it ideal for integration to CIM systems.

The vehicle is programmed by the "mission method" in that it
receives information about its tasks from a ground station
with which a host computer is communicating. Simple graphics
are used to plan the AGV route and any interaction with other
devices that may be necessary during its mission.

On completion of its mission, the AGV, automatically docks
with its base station to recharge its batteries and await
further mission instructions from the host computer.

An off line programming package is available which allows a
class of students to develop routes remotely from the AGV
prior to down loading to the host computer and to the AGV
itself.

Any number of AGV routes can be compiled and stacked in the
host computer. This facility, together with the off line
programming capability, is a key factor in providing a system
which is genuinely flexible and integrated with the overall
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system. The following basic requirements are desired:

Flexibility of material handling.
Stand alone or part of a CIM system.
Small and compact.
Off line programming capability.
On board computer or microprocessor.
25 Kg. Lifting capability.
Passive metal guidance tape laid on floor (no embedded
floor wires) for ease of relocating routes.
Automatic docking and recharging facilities.

14.6 INDEXING CAROUSEL

In a true flexible manufacturing cell there has to be
provision for buffer storage of the components as they pass
through the various machining and inspection operations.
These can take many forms, from simple magazine arrangements
to complex storage systems.

There is available a carousel which has been designed to
represent many of the features of the more complex industrial
systems. It consists of a rotary 6 s':ation indexing carousel
which utilises optical sensors for component recognition.
The unit can be interfaced to a robot or to a standard PLC.
Signals are used to index the carousel in either direction.

From an educational point of view the concepts of logic
control via either robot I/0 or PLC optical sensing and
integration with other devices can be effectively taught with
this carousel device.

14.7 VISION AND AUTOMATIC INSPECTION SYSTEMS

The use of vision systems in industrial applications is
increasing rapidly. Machine vision is used for the checking
of products for quality, accuracy and completeness as well as
providing valuable sensor for robots, automated guided
vehicles and other robotic systems.

The technologies involved in vision systems should be of
great interest to educators of integrated manufacturing as it
represents a combination of opto electronics, electronics,
computing, and mechanical technologies.

A small teaching vision system has been sourced which not
only teaches the concepts of machine vision but also can be
used as a working model in a CIM environment. The system is
based on an industrial unit utilising a solid state camera
which captures the image of the component being inspected.

The stored image is processed by the on board microprocessor
and the data compared with that relating to a previously
stored image. In this mode of use outputs are communicated
to an associated robot which takes appropriate action. The
vision system can also be used as a control sensor to provide
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feedback data for robot control functions.

In recent years the nature and emphasis of inspection and
quality control has changed significantly. No longer is it

viewed as "a last in the line" process to catch out of
tolerance components. Today inspection takes place

continuously throughout the production stages.

Accumulated data is used as a control element to take

corrective action when a process is found to be drifting out

of limits. This latter technique, referred to as statistical

process control is now virtually the norm in manufacturing
industries around the world.

There is a small modular Automatic Inspection System

available for educational purposes which simulates basic
industrial equipment. The modular concept means that

automatic inspection stations can take several forms from
stand alone single measurement devices to fully integrated
systems with a number of measurement inputs interfaced to
robot handling devices and via a multiplexer interface to a

host computer for data processing.

SPC software packages, available for receiving data via an
RS232 serial link and via menu control, can produce control

charts, histograms, process capability, and other data

related to the performance of the manufacturing process.

14.8 ENGRAVING MACEINE

As a more economic alternative t;) the above selection of

equipment, whilst still retaining some association with

cutting machine tools, a small engraving machine has been
identified for under $10,000. Numeric control is limited to

two axes, but basic notions of DNC and information transfer
can be demonstrated with downloadable programs and fonts.

Opportunities for quality control by measurement are limited,

as is the desirable binding of conformity of size tolerances
with ensuring successful (cr otherwise) fits for assembly
operations, which would have to be carried out elsewhere in

the production process. Some degree of symbolising and
abstraction could be attained by representing part features
and parameters by engraved messages-and patterns.

Some aspects of the CAD to CAM link can be experienced, and
the command set is identical with that for driving plotters.
This gives the opportunity for easy future extension into
more symbolic representations and the ensuring understanding
of systems at a higher level.

The engraving system utilises existing software with drivers
written for standard plotters and by simply typing your name
or scanning a photograph the system quickly and efficiently
converts it into an engraved reproduction. The system is
easy to use, lightweight and compatible with almost all types

of microcomputers.
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The engraving bed is 200 mm x 140 mm with full clearance on
front and sides for oversize sheets. The sign length is
governed only by the available material and engraving can be
done to a maximum depth of 5 mm.

14.9 PLASTIC FILM CUTTER

A plastic film cutter, costing about $10,000, could be used.
It is similar to the engraving machine, but cuts adhesive
Vinyl film as used in the Sign Writing industry. A huge
variety of shapes, messages, logos, etc. could be generated
in many colours, and tool wear monitoring and prediction,
could be an important parameter, with links to Quality
Control strongly demonstrable.

The necessity for manual skills in "weeding" the unwanted
material from the cut patterns would provide desirable
experience of integration of humans in with the automated
environment. Some aspects of CAD/CAM could readily be
executed, with quick and visually attractive feedback for
effort put in. Opportunities emerge for experiential
learning with elements of graphic design, optimum use of
material through nesting and layout, and opportunistic
scheduling using Cellular Manufacturing (Group Technology)
principles.

A disadvantages of this suggestion is the non reuse of
materials and consequent ongoing costs and supply of new
materials. The actual cost is not very great however, and
the supply problem could be turned to great advantage by
making generation and placement of material orders part of
the operational task.

Opportunities for Total Quality Control exercises in
timeliness of order placement and delivery, appropriate
minimal order quantities, order integrity, etc., become
readily achievable.

14.10 CIM SIMULATOR

This simulation device teaches the concepts of CIM utilising
low cost data communication techniques. The unit and
software costs around $450 $500.

The interaction of both digital and analog data, involved in
flexible manufacturing cells can be effectively simulated
using a prototype "Cimulator" (trade name) and associated
software which graphically simulates actions of machines and
input/output signals.

Obviously, if these signals are handled on the machines in
the real full size cell by students, damage to both machines
and work in progress may result. However, by utilising the
capabilities of a "Cimulator" no damage to the equipment is
involved if a student makes a mistake in the sequence of
operation. Students can learn the logic involved in
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interfacing several machines in a manufacturing environment
without actually touching the full size units.

The "Cimulator" was developed by highly motivated teachers of

the School's of Mechanical Engineering and Engineering Trades
at Sydney Technical College. I* consists of an interface
card which plugs into any IBM or compatible PC slot, a

control box which consists of LED's (Light Emitting Diodes)
and buttons to allow simulation at the touch of a button. An

appropriate on screen software display explains what steps to

take and a graphical representation of a typical FMS cell in
operation is shown.

The software instructs the student for each appropriate step
to take in simulating the operation of a cell. Program

errors can be i.ntroduced for the student to solve and correct
without causiag any damage if he or she makes a mistake.

14.11 PLC TRAINER BOARD

The same data communication concepts, as for the "Cimulator",

can be extended to teaching programmable logic controller
(PLC) operation and programming by the use of a simple PLC
trainer board.

This PLC trainer board, developed by the same Sydney

Technical College team who produced the "Cimulator", plugs
into any commercially available PLC. The inputs to the PLC

are simulated by microswitches and ouputs are displayed using

appropriately coloured LED's.

This board allows students to become familiar with the logic

and programming of PLC's and how they are interfaced to
operate other devices and equipment. It is a cost effective
(around $200) way to teach the principles of PLC's and how
they can assist the CIM environment.
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15. EDUCATIONAL INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT

Generally the cost of providing education and training for
Integrated manufacturing technologies is prohibitively high
and is out of date by the time it has been installed in an
educational institution. Full industry standard equipment is
not designed for training and is very expensive, both to
purchase and maintain.

Whilst new Integrated Manufacturing and Mechatronics courses
are being developed which integrate the previously
compartmentalised disciplines the availability of suitable
"hands on" equipment has lagged far behind this.

Suitable cost effective equipment and systems have been
sourced which are suitable for all levels of education and
training in Integrated Manufacturing and Advanced
Manufacturing Technology.

The located system, British in origin with an Australian
agent, is excellent for teaching and providing the necessary
skills for the operation of full fledged large industrial
equipment at a fraction of the previous cost levels.

The system can be built up using various modules which are
expandable, give industrial realism and are safe to operate.
Flexible maufacturing cells can be designed and configured to
exactly fulfil current industrial needs. The modular concept
allows for on going development in a planned and logical
manner.

At the entry level, for example, a single CNC machine can be
integrated with a small robot to form a basic cell. This
combination of a CNC machine tool and a robot is the logical
first step towards a fully integrated CIM training system.
Expansion of the work cell at a later date may include the
addition of further machines, an AGV, an inspection station,
or integration of a CAD/CAM system: all of these options and
many more are possible.

The scale of the specially adapted machine tools and robots
ensures industrial realism without the disadvantages of the
high capital and maintenance costs associated with full scale
industrial systems.

The linking or integration of the machine and robot can be
achieved in two ways, either by utilisation of the powerful
robot software and its associated interface to supervise the
functions of the machine tool, or by the use of a separate
programmable logic controller (PLC). Either way, the
training capability and effectiveness of the cell can be
further enhanced by the addition of off line programming and
CAD/CAM packages.
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16. MODEL ROBOTS AS TEACHING AIDS FOR ELECTROMECHANICAL
ENGINEERING

The use of model robots offers supplemental instructions to
the mechanics of motors, gear trains, power, leverage and

force. At the same time, they provide hands on experience in

the electronics of external sensors and control methods.
Robotic training aids are available for all levels of

education from public schools, through colleges to

universit4.es. It is not surprising that the production of
robotic training aids also now exceeds that of commercial
industrial robots.

16.1 SOME AVAILABLE TYPES

One of the first robot training aids was the Turtle robot,

produced by Terrapin Inc., and shown in Figure 6. It was
designed for computer control via a ten conductor umbilical
cable: eight conductors connecting to the computers parallel
I/0 port and two to furnish power to the Turtle's electronic
circuits and motors. It could be computer programmed to seek

out a clear path through a complex maze. Its clear plastic
dome served as an obstacle contact sensor, and each blind

path encountered a contact sensor signal that would be

relayed back to the computer to be stored as an error path.

'

;1-
4

'?s,*

Figure 6. Original "Turtle" (TM) Robot.

Distance was calibrated by the number of revolutions of each
wheel and also stored in the computer's memory. In this

manner the Turtle could be run into the maze to locate and
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remember each turn error on its first try. Then, having thus
located the maze's error paths, on its second try the Turtle
could complete its passage through the maze error free. Once
the Turtle had mastered the maze, it could be placed on a
sheet of paper and, with ita on board solenoid activated ball
point pen, available only as a kit, it also provided students
with firsthand experience in the assembly of electronic
components onto a printed circuit board.

Most training aid robots serve multiple purposes of
demonstrating motor driven devices, control of motors and
control methods. A number of simple model robots, available
through H & R Corporation in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA,
demonstrate electronic motor control, gear trains and control
by infrared radiation or sound.

Figure 7. shows a Line Tracer robot, which has the capability
of following a black line drawn on the floor or a large sheet
of paper. The method of control is an IR LED transmitter and
two IR receiver photodiodes. If the IR transmitter is
centred on the black line, both wheels are driven forward.
If the IR transmitter is off the black line, only one wheel
receives forward driving power and the robot circles around
the black line until it again centres with the line. The
assembly of the kit provides the student with hands on
experience in the assembly of motor driven gear trains and
small component assembly with machine screws and nuts.

r-

Figure 7. Infrared Radiation Controlled "Line Tracer" Robot.
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A sound activated robot, the Piper Mouse, is shown in Figure

8. The sound from a whistle causes the robot to move forward
until it receives a second whistle signal which causes the
robot to stop. A third whistle signal causes the robot to
turn clockwise; a fourth, counter clockwise; and it stops on

the fifth signal. Like the line tracer robot, the whistle

controlled robot provides the student with hands on

experience in small assembly and motor driven gear trains.

7,1

Figure 8. Sound Activated & Controlled Robot, "Piper Mouse".

Figure 9. is called the Space Invader Robot. Its six moving
legs enable it to climb over obstacles that would stop the
two wheeled driven robots shown in Figures 2 and 3. It runs

continuously once the power is switched on. Should it

encounter an obstacle, its IR sensor causes the drive motors

to turn the robot continuously until the IR sensor indicates
a clear forward path.
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Figure 9. "Space Invader" Infrared Obstacle Detector Robot.

Figure 10. shows a programmable 4K RAM robot, Memocon, that
is programmed via a seven function teach pendant or via a
parallel I/0 port of a microcomputer. All four robots in
this series are a7proximately 125 mm round (or square) and
none over 90 mm high. Movement speeds are low enough to
conduct laboratory experiments on the average size bench.

016

Figure 10. Programmable 4K RAM Robot, "Memocon".
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Another step up the ladder of teaching aid robot evolution,

we find the computer controlled robot RBX5 shown in Figure
11. RBX5's microcomputer is the National Semiconductor
INS8073 with 8K RAM expandable to 16K. Its program language
is Tiny BASIC Robot Control Language. Available software
includes Alpha and Beta programs that enable RBX5 to learn

from its experience. Optional software is packaged as plug
in modules which are plugged into a panel on RBX5's back.

RBX5 measures 330 mm in diameter and 610 mm tall, which
provides ample interior room for additional user electronics,

interfaces and control functions. Interfacing to a computer
is via an RS232 serial port. RBX5's basic external sensors
include eight tactile sensors extending around the widdle of

its body, an LED edge detecting sensor located under its
skirt at the front castor and sonar for obstacle detection up

to 11 metres.

Figure 11. RBX5 Robot.

=01001MOMIII

While the teaching aid robots mentioned are fully capable of

demonstrating a limited number of electromechanical
principles, they fulq short in providing sufficient technical

literature and tie in demonstrations for all technical

college courses. A better approach would be to design a
totally different type of robot as a means not only of
teaching electromechanical principles but to provide ongoing
projects that would offer the students hands on experience in
robot design and fabrication for a period of at least a year
or preferably two to three years of their course.

16.2 DESIGNING A TEACBING AID ROBOT

Student project robots do not have to follow the designs of
motion picture or television robots. Whatever, the design,

it should incorporate as many mechanical engineering
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principles as possible and the electronics for control or
interface to a computer.

The three basic sections of any robot are the wheel support
base, the superstructure and the manipulator. Each section
must be designed within the weight limits of the driving
motors and the space required for on board power and
controlling electronic circuits. Internal accessibility to
motors and electronic circuits is as important as structure
integrity and strength design considerations. The design
should stress functional simplicity, which is the approach of
using minimum components to accomplish the end results.
Since the three sections form an integral unit, a concept
drawing should be made incorporating the final size,
appearance and functions of the robot before any detailed
designs can be started. Figure 12. shows a typical radio
control transmitter for controlling the movements for servo
motors and the robot functions that each servo motor
activates.

eleathlut
model GOA I 205 OG

Reamer III

Savo motors 3 2 5 8

futrotn 4
rL

controbere

Rada control block thrgram

LRight whool TOW
Right manipulator motor

Left wheel motor

Lett manipulator motor

Clew rotate and ease

Robot body Mitt
Right Manipulator extend a

Lelt elbow motor

Figure 12. Typical Robot Control Transmitter.
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17. SIMULATION IN MANUFACTURING

Whilst this report is related to physical modelling it is
important, from a teaching point of view, that TAFE work with
simulation modelling techniques as well. There are various
software packages that can be utilised to assist in decision
making and problem solving.

The use of simulation to design and "optimise" manufacturing
and warehousing systems continues to increase at a rapid
pace. However, there is a common impression that simulation
is largely a complicated exercise in computer programming.
Thus, in many simulation "studies" the major emphasis is on
simulation software selection (see later section for details)

and on model "coding".

In fact, I believe that simulation modelling is a

sophisticated systems analysis activity, and that model
coding represents only 30% to 40% of the total effort in a
typical sound simulation study. Careful attention must also
be paid to such activities as problem formulation, data and

information collection (e.g. control logic for material

handling equipment), probabilistic modelling of a system

randomness such as machine breakdowns, developing a model
which is both valid and credible, and the statistical design
and analysis of simulation experiments.

If these important project activities are ignored, there is a
likelihood that the model will produce erroneous results, or
the study's conclusions will not be used in the decision
making process (even if they are correct).

The pitfalls to avoid are broken down into four categories:

the model develbpment process, the selection and *use of

simulation software, the modelling of system randomness, and
the design and analysis of simulation experiments.

17.1 MODELLING AND VALIDATION

Developing a simulation model of a complex manufacturing
system requires a certain amount of skill and experience in
order to manage the overall project effectively and also to
decide what elements of the real system should be included in

the model.

The following pitfalls refer to the process of building and
validating a simulation model.

Pitfall 1: Failure to have a well defined set of

objectives.

A number Of organisations embark on simulation studies
without a clear statement of project goals. This is partly
due to a lack of understanding of simulation and the types of

simulation and of the types of information that it can

provide.
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I strongly believe that every simulation project should begin
with a definitive specification of overall objectives and
also of the particular manufacturing issues to be addressed
by the model. Simulation models are not universally valid,
and the appropriate level of model detail can be addressed
only when a precise statement of gaals is available.

It is also important to identify significant performance
measures (e.g. throughput or machine utilisations), since a
model m1,17 be capable of providing an accurate estimate of one
measure, but not another. (See Pitfall 9 for an example).
Project goals should be set at an initial meeting which
includes managers and all key personnel.

Pitfall 2: Inappropriate level of model detail.

In general, there should not be a one to one correspondence
between every element of the model and every element of the
corresponding system. A model should have just enough detail
to address correctly the manufacturing issues identified
during project formulation, and for the model to be credible.
If the model is not detailed enough, any conclusions drawn
from the simulation study will be doubtful validity.

Conversely, if the model has unnecessary detail or if the
basic entity (or "part") moving through the model is too
"small", the model execution time or memory requirements may
be excessive, particularly on a microcomputer. To overcome
this chose the basic part as a box or packet rather than an
individual item to ensure reasonable computer execution
times.

Pitfall 3: Failure to interact with management on a
regular basis.

It is very important to interact with the manager and other
key personnel on a regular basis throughout the entire study.
This helps ensure that the correct problem is being solved
and that the manager's interest in the project is being
maintained. More importantly, the model becomes more
credible, since the manager understands and accepts its
assumptions. (In fact, it is desirab1.1 to have the manager
and other "important" people "sign off" on key assumptions.)
This enhanced credibility will increase the likelihood Of the
model's results actually being used for decision making.

Pitfall 4: Insufficient simulation and statistics
training.

Since model "coding" typically repre'sents less than 50% of
the work for a sound simulation study, it is necessary for
the analyst to have a fair amount of expertise in areas other
than the use of a simulation package. In particular, the
analyst needs to have formal training in simulation
methodology, including Nalidation techniques, selection of
input probability distributions, and interpretation of
simulation output data.
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These subjects in turn require a solid grounding in

statistics and probabilistic modeling. This knowledge is
required regardless of the simulation package used.

Furthermore, the necessary training is usually not provided

by seminars on a particular simulation product, but is

available in university courses and in private short courses
specifically on simulation techniques.

17.2 SIMULATION/ANIMATION SOFYWARE

The selection of an appropriate simulation package can have a
big impact on the ultimate validity of the model and on the
timeliness with which the project is completed.

Pitfall 5: Inappropriate simulation software.

If the simulation package used for the study doesn't have
sufficient modelling flexibility, the manufacturing system of
interest will have to be approximated, resulting in a model

of unknown accuracy. Thus, model results may not provide a
reliable indication of actual system performance. It is also

desirable for a simulation package to have a user friendly
environment which promotes rapid model development, and for
the software to be usable by people without a high level of
programming expertise.

Pitfall 6: Misuse of animation.

Animation is certainly a powerful tool for communicating the
essence of a simulation model to management, and in some
cases it can aid in the debugging and validation process.
However, the persuasive nature of a high quality animation
can sometimes promote a false sense of security about the
goodness of the model.

In particular, since only part of the model's logic can be
portrayed in an animation, it is not possible to assess model
correctness solely on the basis of the animation. Also, the

efficacy of a particular manufacturing system design cannot

be determined, in general, by watching the animation for a

"short" amount of time. Rather, a careful statistical
analysis of the simulation output data must be performed.

17.3 MODELLING SYSTEN RANDOMNESS

Most manufacturing systems contain one or more (input)

sources of the randomness (random variables). Processing
times of jobs at a machine, assembly times, maChine running
times before breakdown, machine repair times, set up times,
and the outcomes of inspecting jobs (e.g. good, rework, or
scrap) are possible examples of random variables in a

manufacturing system.

Furthermore, in order to model the system correctly, each

random variable must be represented by an appropriate
probability distribution in the simulation model.
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Pitfall 7: Replacing a distribution by its mean.

Simulation analysts sometimes represent a random variable in
a simulation model by its postulated mean value, rather than
using the corresponding probability distribution itself.
This practice may be due to either a lack of definitive data
on which to base an intelligent distribution selection or a
misunderstanding of the impact of randomness on system
performance measures.

Pitfall 8. Using the wrong probability distribution.

We have seen that it is generally necessary to model each
source of system randomness by a probability distribution.
However, it is also important to 1.3e the "correct"
distribution.

Pitfall 9: Incorrect modelling of machine tines.

The largest source of randomness in many manufacturing
systems is that associated with machine breakdowns (or down
times).

17.4 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN/ANALYSIS

One of the most important (and often neglected) aspects of a
simulation study is the design and analysis of simulation
experiments. Since random samples from the input probability
distributions "drive" a simulation model through time,
simulation output data (e.g. daily throughputs) are also
random. Thus, output resul.ts must be interpreted carefully.

Pitfall 10: Misinterpretation of simulation results.

Suppose that a manufacturing system operates 16 hours a day
and that we would like to estimate the mean (or expected)
daily throughput. If we run the simulation only one time,
the value of the throughput from the simulation output is
only one observation from a probability distribution whose
mean is the desired expected daily output. (This is
absolutely no different from trying to estimate the mean of a
population in classical statistics with only one data point).
Furthermore, this single observed value of throughput may
differ from the expected daily throughput by a large am.unt.

Pitfall 11: Failure to account for the warm up period.

When simulating manufacturing systems, we are often
interested in the long run behaviour of the system; i.e., its
behaviour when operating in a "normal" manner. (In the above
example we were interested only in the behaviour of the
system over a 16 hour day). On the other hand, simulations
of manufacturing systems often begin with the system in an
empty and idle (or some other unrepresentative) state.

This results in the output data from the beginning of the
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simulation not being representative of the desired "normal"

behaviour of the system. Therefore, simulations are often
run for a certain amount of time, the warm up period, before
the output data are actually used to estimate the desired
measures of performance. Use of these warm up period data

would bias the output results.
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18. SIMULATION SOFTWARE FOR MANUFACTURING APPLICATIONW

There has been a dramatic increase in the use of simulation
for manufacturing analyses during the past few years. This
has been caused by the greater complexity of automated
systems, raduced computing costs brought about by
microcompute.rs and engineering workstations, improvements in
simulation software which have reduced model development
time, and the availability of graphical animation which has
resulted in greater understanding and use of simulation by
engineering managers.

Increased interest in simulation has, in turn, led to an
explosion in the number of simulation packages with a strong
orientation toward manufacturing problems, with more than 25
such products now being available. As a result, a person
trying to select simulation software for his/her organisation
or for particular application is now faced with a bewildering
variety of choices in terms of technical capabilities, ease
of use, and cost.

The situation is exacerbated by frequent changes or additions
to existing software and by the regular introduction of
entirely new simulation products. A person new to the field
of simulation modeling could literally spend three or more
months carefully evaluating software for a particular
simulation project.

There is an unfortunate impression that simulation is largely
a complicated exercise in computer programming. Thus, in
many simulation "studies" a significant amount of the effort
is spent on "coding" the simulation model in a simulation
package and, also, possibly, in selecting the software in the
first place.

As mentioned earlier model coding represents only 30 to 40%
of the total required work in a typical simulation study.
Most of the other tasks (problem formulation, data and
information collection) are, for the most part, not performed
by existing simulation software, regardless of how easy these
products are to use. Thus, it is incumbent on the simulation
developer or user to have a fair amount of expertise in
simulation methodology per se, in addition to the use of one
or more simulation products. Many universities offer courses
which cover the important simulation project activities.
TAFE has to become more involved in this area as well by
providing education, training and application skills in
simulation modelling software use. This is especially
important in Integrated Manufacturing and Industrial
Engineering Courses. The use of simulation software should
go hand in hand with physical simulation modelling.

18.1 TYPES OF SIMULATION SOFTWARE

There are two major categories of software for simulating
manufacturing or warehousing systems. A general ail purpose
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simulation language is a simulation package which is general

in nature (e.g. it could be used for modelling computer or

communication systems), but may have special features for
manufacturing such as workstations or material handling

modules. There is one simulation language, AutoMod II, which

is specifically directed toward material handling and

manufacturing problems. A model is developed in a simulation

language by writing a program using the language's modelling

constructs.

The major strength of simulation languages is the ability of

many of them to model almost any kind of manufacturing

system, regardless of the complexity of the system's material
handling equipment or control logic. Possible drawbacks of
simulation languages are the need for programming expertise

and the possibly long coding with modelling complex

manufacturing systems.

A manufacturing simulator is a computer package that allows

one to simulate a system contained in a specific class of
manufacturing systems with little or no programming. For

example, STARCELL is a simulator oriented toward

manufacturing cells.

The particular system of interest (in the domain of the

package) is typically selected for simulation by the use of

menus or graphics, without the need for programming. The

major advantage of a simulator is that the "program"

development time may be considerably less than that for a

simulation language. This may be very important, due to the

tight time constraints in many manufacturing environments.

Another advantage is that most simulators have modelling

constructs specifically related to the components of a

manufacturing system, .which is particularly desirable for
production personnel. Also, people without programming

experience or who use simulation only occasionally (e.g. a

manufacturing engineer) often prefer simulators because of

their ease of use.

The major drawback of many simulators is that they are

limited to modelling only those manutacturing configurations
allowed by their standard features. This difficulty can be
largely overcome if the simulator has the ability to "drop
down" into a lower level language (e.g. FORTRAN) to program
complicated decision logic. (Most of the model would still
be developed using menus and graphics).
Note that a complex model developed in a simulation language
by an analyst can be made more accessible to manufacturing
personnel by adding a flexible, menu driven "front end" and

also tailored output reports. The front end allows one to
make a certain set of modifications to the model without
programming. TAFE needs to teach these skills and show

students how simulation programs can be made more user

friendly and adaptable to suit any requirement.

There are two major types of manufacturing analyses for which
simulation is used. In high level analysis, the system is
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modelled at aa aggregate level and details of the operating

or control logic are not included. (A high level analysis is
often performed in the initial phases of manufacturing system

design, since detailed system information is not then

available).

Typical objectives are determining the required numbers of

machines and material handling equipment, evaluating the

effect of a change in product volume or mix, and determining
storage requirements for work in process. Manufacturing
simulators are often used for high level analyses, but a
language could be used as well.

A detailed analysis is performed to fine tune or "optimise"
the performance of the system, and the corresponding
simulation models typically represent operating or control

logic in considerable detail. Most analyses of this type are
done for existing systems, because of the need for a precise

system description.

An example of a detailed analysis would be determining the
best operating strategy for a complicated conveyor system.
Many detailed analyses are done using a simulation language
because of the need 'to model complex decision log4.:, which

may be unique to the system being studied. In c --ae cases

simulators can also be used, particularly if tny have th...

ability to drop down to a lower level language.

In addition to the two types of manufacturing analyses

discussed above, simulation is increasingly being used to
support daily scheduling decisions on the shop floor. FACTOR

and InterFaSE are scheduling orientated manufacturing

simulators with utilities for accIssing the necessary

manufacturing databases.

18.2 DESIRABLE FEATURES

There are six groups of specific features that, in my

opinion, are important for simulation software to be used in
the analysis of manufacturing systems.

18.21 General Features: One of the most important features

is modelling flexibility, because no two manufacturing
.systems are exactly the same. If the simulation package
doesn't have the necessary capabilities for a particular
application, then the system must be approximated resulting
in a model with unknown accuracy. For a simulator, it is
desirable for parts (or entries) to have general attributes

(e.g. part number, due date, etc.), which can be

appropriately changed.

Ease of model development is another very important feature,
due to the short time frame for many manufacturing analyses.
The accuracy and speed of the modelling process will be
increased if the package has good debugging aids, such as an
interactive debugger and on line help facilities.
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Fast model execution speed is particularly important when the
simulation model is to be run on a microcomputer (PC). For a

simulation model of a food manufacturing plant it took seven
hours to emulate two weeks of production on a relatively, fast

16 Megahertz (MHz) PC.

The maximum model size allowed by the simulation package may
be an important factor when the model is to be executed on a

PC. For some packages, the maximum model size will become
less important since some vendors are beginning to offer
extended model sizes on the OS/2 operating system.

It is also desirable for software to be compatible across

computer classes. Thus, for example, a model could be

developed on a PC and executed on a minicomputer or

mainframe.

18.22 Animation: This has become a widely accepted part of

the simulation of manufacturing systems. It is particularly

useful for communicating the essence of a simulation model
(or of simulation itself) to managers or other manufacturing
personnel, which greatly increases the model's credibility.

For systems with complex logic, animation may also be'useful

for "program" debugging, for model validation, and for

suggesting new control strategies. Desirable animation
features include ease of development, user creation of high

resolution icons (using bit mapped graphics), and smooth
movement of icons across the computer screen.

18.23 Statistical Capabilities: Since almost all

manufacturing systems exhibit random behaviour, it is

imperative for a simulation package to contain good
statistical capabilities and for them to be actually used.
In general, each source of randomness (e.g. processing times,
machine operating times, machine repair times, etc.) needs to

be modelled by a probability distribution, not just its mean.

A simulation package should contain a wide variety of

standard distributions (e.g. exponential, gamma, and

triangular), should be able to use distributions based on
observed shop floor data, and should contain a multiple

stream random number generator to facilitate the comparison
of alternative system designs.

Since random samples from the input probability distributions

"drive" a simulation model through time, simulation output

data (e.g. daily throughputs) are also random, and

appropriate statistical techniques must be used, to design and

interpret the simulation runs. A simulation package should
contain a command to make 'independent replications of the
model automatically, with each replication using different

random numbers, starting in the same initial state, and

resetting the statistics to "zero".

It is also desirable to have the ability to specify a warm up
period (at the end of which output statistics are reset to
zero) and to construct a confidence interval for a desired
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measure of performance (e.g. mean daily throughput) in order

to determine the statistical accuracy of the simulation

results.

18.24 Material Handling Modules: These are an important

part of most modern manufacturing systems and, furthermore,

are often difficult to model. Therefore, the availability of

flexible, easy to use modules for modelling transporters
(e.g. forklift trucks), AGV's (including contention for guide
paths), conveyors (both transport and accumulating), AS/RS,

cranes, and robots can sigpificantly reduce model development

time. It should be noeed, however, that the existing
material handling modules in some simulation packages may not
always be sufficient due to the great diversity of available

material handling systems.

18.25 Customer Support: Most users of simulation software
require some level of on going support from the vendor. This

can be in the form of general software training or may be in
providing technical support for specific modelling problems

encountered by the user. Good documentation including

numerous detailed examples, is important for software use as

well as initial installation.

18.26 Output Reports: It is desirable for a simulation
package to provide time saving standard reports for commonly

occurring performance statistics (e.g. utilisations, queue

sizes, and throughput), but also to allow tailored reports to
be developed easily. (For example, standard reports are often
not suitable for management presentations).

Furthermore, it is often of interest to obtain high quality

graphical displays (e.g. histograms or time plots of

important variables) and to have access to the individual

model output observations (rather than just the summary

statistics) so that additional analyses can be performed.

I have discussed types of simulation software and have given

a detailed list of features to consider when choosing

software for a particular application. However, the choice
of a simulation package may still be a difficult decision due

to the proliferation of simulation products and their widely
varying capabilities and prices. I recommend that potential
users, such as TAFE, consider the following activities when
making decisions:

1. Carefully determine the types of manufacturiag issues

that you want to address by simulation, paying

particular attention to the required level of model
detail.

2. Develop a short list of candidate simulation packages
based on your requirements in item 1 above, on features
of the available software, and on cost considerations.

3. Talk to several users of each product on your list
(these may be hard for TAFE to locate easily) to get

independent assessments of software strengths .and
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weaknesses.

4. If possible, get a months free trial (there should be

educational demonstration disks available, if not, most
suppliers are willing to give educational institutions
copies to view) of each product to see how it perfc-ms

on applications of particular interest to TAFE.

It should be noted that there is no simulation package which

is completely convenient and appropriate for 'all

manufacturing applications. Tnus, organisations that do a

large amount of simulation may want to consider several
simulation packages, which are used for different types of

analyses by people with different backgrounds. TAFE needs to

view several and obtain advice from appropriate teachers as

to course requirements.

Following are brief details on some simulation software

packages which should be investigated by TAFE for

suitaility.

18.3 SIMULATrON LANGUAGES

Product Vendor Approx Price
(US$)

AutoModII

CADmotion

Auto Simulations Inc. 48,000

Simulation Software 4,900

Systems Inc.

GPSS/PC Minuteman Software 1,500 2,000

INSIGHT SysTech Inc. 1,900

PCModel Simulation Software 3,900
Systems Inc.

RESQ IBM Corporation 7,500

SIMAN/Cinema Systems Modelling Corp. 1,900 - 28,00.0

SIMPLE_1 Sierra Simulations & 750

Software

SIMSCRIPT 11.5 CACI Products Co. 13,500 16,500

SLAM II Pritsker Corporation 25,000 75,000

SLAMSYSTEM Pritsker Corporation 18,000
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18.4 MANUFACTURING SIMULATORS

Product Vendor Approx. Price
(US$)

FACTOR Pritsker Corporation 35,000 250,000

HEIRTSS HEI Corporation 1,500

InterFaSE Auto Simulations Inc. 60,000

MAST CMS Research Inc. 9,500 11,900

MIC-SIM Integrated Systems 450 1,750
Technologies Inc.

Micro SAINT Micro Analysis and 1,500 2,800
Design

PROMOD Production Modelling 1,500 2,800
Corporation

SIMFACTORY CACI Products Co. 15,000 16,500

STARCELL H.J. Steudel & 3,500
Associates

WITNESS ISTEL Inc. 25,000

XCELL+ Pritsker Corporation 8,000

Of the simulation languages I would suggest that PCModel,
SIMAM/Cinema and SLAMSYSTEM be ful-ther investigated. For
Manufacturing Simulators Micro SAINT, PROMOD, gIMFACTORY and
STARCELL should be suitable. All of these recommended
packages run on IBM PC's or PC Compatibles.
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19. EDUCATIONAL CLN PC SOFTWARE

There are several simple CIM programs that are available
which convert a PC into a work station environment. These
work station environs will range from a NC machine to an APT

work station to a CAD/CAM work station to a Computer Aided
Process Planning work station. The software for emulating an

NC machine is capable of emulating the tool path both
graphically as well as controlling a physical machine.

One development of major significance is that of graphical
and scaled iconic models of flexible manufacturing equipment.
These iconic models can be described as "miniature physical

models which can emulate most of the machine tool

characteristics, motion control features and software

requirements of full scale flexible manufacturing equipment".

The graphical models range from the line graphics on a

plotter or monitor to animation on a graphics terminal.

These models can be used to construct a safe and inexpensive
environment for the instruction of: NC programming, motion
control and other CAD/CAM applications. Using graphic and
iconic components, design and motion control problems, as

well as Flexible Manufacturing systems can be analysed and
refined without having to incur a major manufacturing

expense.

This report will focus on one package which has been selected
from the many available as suitable for educational purposes

in TAFE.

The researched package consists of a CIM student.workbook and

six modules of PC software. It is available from Delmar
Publishers Inc., is titled "Computer Integrated Manufacturing
Software and Student Manual", and is written by Richard A.
Wysk, Tien-Chien Chang and Hsu-Pin Wang. This package is
nighly recommended for TAFE to purchase as it is reasonably
priced and provides a good simulation of industrial based
CIM.

The six software modules are as follows:

Disk I GENERIC
Disk 2 CNCS
Disk 3 MAPT
Disk 4 PC-CADAM2
Disk 5 KK3 and Micro-CAPP
Disk 6 Micro-GEPPS

Most of the CAM principles required of today's technicians
and engineers are embedded in the software. Following is a
brief description of the six modules:

19.1 GENIC A GENERIC NC SIMULATOR

GENIC is a generic emulator for CNC machining centres,
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milling machines and drilling machines. GENIC is capable of
emulating several different kinds of NC part programming
formats such as standard word address, tab sequential and
fixed block formats.

GENIC can not only emulate standard NC part programming
formats, but it can also emulate snecific NC words and

formats for particular machining centres which currently
exist in the market. Examples of these machines inc3ude: the
Cincinnati Milacron T-10, Pratt and Whitney Horizon V. the

Bridt Q°1i°c T and the Bridaeport Series I with an
Allen-Bradley controller. Instructions for each of these
machines have been installed as part of GENIC, hoWever, a

large variety of machines can also be emulated using GENIr by
simply describing the machine programming features.

GENIC requires the user to furnish a data file as part of the

program input. The data file should contain a complete NC
part program in a format installed in GENIC. The data file
can be created using any ASCII text editor or word processor.
Word processors provide a friendly user environment, and if
ASCII files can be created directly from them, an efficient
person-machine system results.

19.2 CNCS A CNC MACHINE SIMVLATOR

is CNC machine simulator runs on a IBM PC or PC compatible
computers and uses colour graphics to simulate the cutter
motion. The user can either plot the cutter path, the cutter
path with the image of a cutter, or real time animation of
cutter motion.

Raw material can be defined interactive on the screen and the
cutter kth shown cutting through the raw material. The
principles of CNC programming can be learned without using
actual machines. Part programs can also be prepared and
verified by CNCS before the real machining takes place.

CNCS consists of three major parts: screen editor, syntax
check facility and simulator. The screen editor can handle
part programs up to 600 blocks. On line help menus are
provided. These menus can be, displayed by pressing
appropriate function keys. Help menus include editor key
help, part program data format help, G code ani M code help.
Part programs can be prepared and edited using the editor.

The syntax check facility checks the user's part program
syntax. It prompts the user for every syntactic error
encountered. When a program is free of syntactic error, it
can be simulated graphically on the screen using the

simulator. The verified part program can be punched on paper
using the simulator.

In order to allow users to tailor CNCS to their own CNC
installation, a program INSTALL can be used to change the
part program format. CNCS checks the user part prc,gram

'format according to the installation data. The structure of
the CNCS system is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. CNCS Program Structure.

19.3 MAPT (MicroAPT) SYSTEM

---ISimWator

MAPT is a combinatibn of a text editor, a subset of the APT
(Automatic Programming Tool) processor and a real time colour
graphics NC machine simulator which runs on an IBM PC or PC

compatible microcomputer. It is a computer aided part

programming system which generates instructions for

Numerically Controlled (NC) machine tools.

Using the MAPT language, a manufacturing engineering student
specifies the geometry of a part to be machined, the motion
of the tool (cutter) and the operations involved in producing

the part. The MAPT system translates these instructions into

numerical information which 'guides the machine tool to

produce the part. Tool centre offset is adtomatically
calculated and the current version of MAPT is capable of 3

axic programming.

MAPT is an interpreter language and the user can compile
(MAPT actually interprets) a MAPT source program line by
line. The final cutter location (CL) and error messages are

printed out as the program compiles. The CL data can be
plotted with user defined geometries to verify the program.
Paper tape or paper tape format data are generated by post
processors for the target NC machine. The CL data currently
generated by MAPT is non standard.

3
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MAPT also contains a built in screen editor with help

facility. The user can get on line assistance on both editor
commands and MAPT language syntax. A user program can be
created, compiled, edited and then compiled again without
leaving the MAPT processor. A built in graphic package
allows the user to verify a program and can also simulate
cutting in real time with colour graphics and sound.

Several functions such as zooming, grid on/off, single step,

etc. are available. For TAFE colleges where an NC machine is

not available, this option can allow students to learn NC
programming without a machine.

19.4 TUE PC-CADAM SYSTEM

This allows.the user to interactively creat.e 20 part drawings
easily using a PC. Moreover, when incorporated with GENIC or
MAPT, mentioned previously, it is possible to graphically
validate the NC codes created by PC-CADAM by emulating the

cutter path on the screen. NC codes may further be used to
control a physical machining process, either through GENIC to
run a miniaturs CNC machine or a full size NC machine.

19.5 THE KK3 CLASSIFICATION AND CODING SYSTEM

Cellular Manufacturing or Group Technology (GT) is a

techniques and philosophy to increase productivity by

grouping a variety of parts having similarities of shape,
dimension and/or process route. The basis of most GT
applications is a classification and coding system. A coding
system describes the basic characteristics of the part with
respect to the part geometrical shape and/or process route

(set up, inspection and measurement). By gathering parts
with the same (or similar) code number and grouping them into

a group cell (which may be processed by a computer), its

design, process planning, manufacturing, cost estimation and
material requirements planning (MRP) are made more

systematic.

KK3 is an ideal classification and coding system which, in

its computrised form, presents several advantages:

(a) It ;ignificantly reduces error. The computer will not
make mistakes due to visual or manual error and fatigue.

(3) It decreases the time spent on coding parts. Tutorials
and queries appear on the screen instantly, eliminating
the need to turn pages or look up coding rules.

(c) It reduces the amount of manual processing of a code

number. The computer generates the number and

permanently retains it in the data base without any
human intrvention.

Interactive coding of parts is quite easy using the

computerised KK3 system. The user simply responds to queries
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with Y (yes) or N (no), or 'a number according to work piece

drawings. The current status of the coding process is

displayed at the upper right corner of the user's screen.

19.6 MIRCO-CAPP SYSTEM

This is a microcomputer based program for assisting those
individuals. who are responsible for generating manufacturing

process plans for the fabrication of discrete parts.

Classically, a printed copy of an ordered sequence of

manufacturing operations accompanies each production run of a

part through the production shop, operation by operation,
work station by work station. It is the responsibility of
process planners to generate a routing sheet describing the
sequence of operations. A reasonable production sequence for

the fabricat4on of each part is extremely important in

today's manufacturing environment. However, generating such

an operation sheet is not an easy job especially for a

process planner who works without the help of adequate

computer software.

Micro-CAPP provides a means of reducing the individual's
workload generally required for a process planner to function

productively. It is a vehicle for standardising and

streamlining production methods by reducing individual

decision making from the process planning function to the
extent possible. Micro-CAPP also provides a means of storing

process plans for each part for the convenience of later
retrieNal any time needed.

Micro-CAPP is an interactive software program. In other

words, the user communicates with the computer and invokes
the execution of various Micro-CAPP functions in a real time

mode. 1.!le communication medium used is a video display
terminal with a keyboard. Once initilised, the application
prcgram of aicro-CAPP remains in an immediately execrtable
state until the Micro-CAPP session is terminated.

19.7 MICRO -GEPPS PROCESS PLANNING SYSTEM

This is a microcomputer based generative process planning

system. It is not a full scale generative program but was

designed for educational purposes only. It was intentibnally
developed to be used as part of classroom material for

instructing Manufacturing Systems and Process Engineering
courses.

Wcro-GEPPS was specifically developed to generate
manufacturing process plans for those parts which might be:

(a) completely coded using the KK3 coding scheme, and

(b) fabricated by using a CNC lathe.

Ia other words, a part may not be planned using Micro-GEPPS

if its geometric complexity is beyond tha description
capability of KK3, or it is non rotational.
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20. SIMVLATING CELL ACTIVITIES IN TNE CIM ENVIRONMENT

Interest in Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) has been
steadily increasing as Many industries consider automation
and CIM a necessity to compete in the market place. By

definition, the CIM environment requires high level control
of production processes and operation. An important key to
the successful implementation of CIM is integration, as the
interactions between shop floor planning, control, and
resource allocation must hP -integrated during both planning
and operational phases.

A manufacturing cell, in which machine centres are dedicated
to the production of similar parts grouped in families via
cellular manufacturing, simplifies planning and control.

This is because each cell can be treated as a semi
independent sub system, similar to "the factory within a
factory" concept. As a result, the work cell design allows
the production system to be more responsive to product
changes, thus making the system more market oriented.

The work cell concept also simplifies the problem of
controlling automatic robotic material handling systems by
limiting their range and ve:satility requirements.
Furthermore, the work cell approach reduces total machine set
up time, thus making Just In Time strategies possible. Work
cell structures also improve process quality by allowing a
transfer of diagnostic knowledge between similar operat_ ns
on different parts.

To analyse the design or operational strategies of a cellular
manufacturing system, it is necessary to build a physical or
mathematical prototype of it. Physical experimentation
within the system itself often is too disruptive and costly,
and is sometimes not feasible if the work cell is in the

design stage. Mear value analysis and network.queuing theory
provide rough cut analysis for cell design questions but fail
to give the detailed time history needed to examine decisions
made on a day to day basis. For these reasons, discrete
event computer simulation is an attractive alternative.

Computer simulation estimates the cell model's system

characteristics for specific operatirl conditions by
accumulating statistical data on it over a period of time.
Simulations also enable the user to maintain stricter control
over the experimental environment than can be done within the
actual system.

Cell simulation is the process of developing a model of a
work cell, encoding the model into a computer language, and

then utilising the computerised modal to analyse the

behaviour of the work cell over time.

The model is first expressed in narrative form, and then as a
computer code. When the (lode is run, it traces the movement
of each individual part from its arrival in the work cell
through the various work centres on its route to the exit.
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Individual operations are characterised by a processing time
(per part) and a possible set up.time.

A work centre will be either idle, due to a momentary lack of
work or a "problem" such as unscheduled maintenance, or it

will be busy. A run may consist of tracing the flow for

thousands of. individual parts, in which case various
performance measures, such as throughput times for each part
type, utilisation of each work centre, numbc:' of each part
type, utilisation at each station, number'cf each part type
that was delinquent to due date, scrap rates, and work in
process at each work centre, can be accumulated.

Obviously, a variety of information is required to develop a

cell simulation. Specifically, any factor that influences

set up and processing times, arrival times, routing, and

management of queues at each work centre can affect the

performance measures. Some of this information is "data",

such as the processing and set up times and the routes, but
other information deals with loading and cell management.

Cell loading involves selecting the sequence of jobs to run,
choosing certain jobs to be loaded and run simultaneously,*
and choosing the batch and transfer lot sizes. These are
parameters in the simulation and can be adjusted by the user

to identify "good" values. Cell management involves rules
applied,at the work centres which assign priorities to jobs

. in the queue. A first come first served rule is a typical
default value, but can give very r,or due.date performance
under certain conditions. Thus a simulation can incorporate
various management schemes that the user can adjust. By

allowing the user to evaluate cell performance under various

data, loading, and management factors, cell simulation is a

powerful management tool.

Several studies have investigated the use of simulation for
long or short term decision making. The study of scheduling
algorithms and their effect on shop floor performance is
usually pursued using simulation models, and some work also
has used simulation tO develop expert systems for shop floor

control. In addition, simulation can be used to decide upon
appropriate control strategy when certain transient events
occur.

In the past, simulation often was frowned upon for .

manufacturing analysis because of problems associated with

programming complexity. Several recent developments,

however, make it much more convenient to implement
manufacturing systems, and especially cell simulations. They

are as follows:

1. Data collected routinely by the CIM system can be
converted into data needed by a typical simulation.

2. Syntax free (menu driven) simulation languages have been
developed which greatly reduce programming complexity.

3. Animation, typical in most simulation languages, can
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enhance the decision maker's understanding of the time

dependent system behaviour.

4. Cell activities are confined in their scale and range,

thus models need not consider the interactive
complexities of the entire production system.

5. Developments in future CIM systems may make it possible

to automatically restructure and augment simulation
models and databases with minim=1 human interaction.

In two distinct cases, simulation provides useful information
about work cell characteristics. The first is during the
design process of a work cell or an individual product.
Simulation allows the user to look at an "optimal" choice
which can be made with reference to the desired performance
characteristics, such as throughput time or average waiting

time. Simulation accounts for the probabilistic nature of

the manufacturing process and outputs both transient (short
term or daily) and steady state (long term or monthly)
solutions to performance questions.

In this case, simulation provides a high level of integration
to a CIM system. Suppose a designer wants to estimate the
various production requirements for a conceptualised -part.

The part may be conceptualised, designed, and represented in
a product database of the CIM system. This design then flows

to a process planning module (computer or human), where
various routes are hypothesised, given the constraints of the

current system. In its most developed stage, simulation then

would access part information from the product database,
routing information from the process planning module and
other higher level information, such as expected demand,
current machine layouts,* and performance characteristics, to
provide the user with information which'may be synthesized

into estimates .of cost, equipment, personnel, and. time
requirements for the given conceptualised part.

The other case in which work cell simulation provides useful
informaticn to a CIM system is in he management of a work
dell during transient, destabilising phenomena. Some

examples of such sporadic and/or catastrophic events include

machine breakdown, worker or material shortage, critical

short term increases in demand, sudden decreases in

process/product quality, or the introduction of a new part

into the work cell.

These events could possibly decrease or paralyze work cell

efficiency. In the event of these types of occurrences, a

factory manager could first manipulate the simulation

database to emulate the event, and then simulate various
managerial schemes, such as different loading patterns,

alternative routings, additional labour or emergency
equipment, and varying transfer lot sizes, to determine the

optimal decision.

In each of these cases, there is a subtle way in which
simulation can point to the information needs for integrated
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operation. Since the operation of a simulation traces the

movement of each part, it follows that at every point in

time, the location of every part, the length of every queue,

and the available capacity at every work centre is known by

the simulation. This information may not be used to control

or manage the flow for a particular model, but it could be
utilised to develop more responsive management decisions.

Thus a simulation contains more real time information than is

known by any sinale source in a typical inanufacturing

setting, and so it may be used as a test bed for management
strategies that depend upon cell status information that may

not be available. In this way, a simulation can serve as a

framework to test certain information structures in CIM.

The use of cellular manufacturing techniques is an important

part of CIM. Cells simplify the planning and control of the

CIM system, and make the company more efficient and

responsive. Simulating cell activities can be useful to both

the cell designer and the factory manager, and simulation can
be used to derive the time dependent behaviour of the cell,

thus making it an efficient decision making tool.

Due to its usefulness in predicting cell behaviour,

simulation will eventually become an integral part of the CIM

environment.

R9
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21. A PROPOSED SIMULATION STUDENT PROJECT ON CAD/CAM
INTEGRATI9N

21.1 ABSTRACT

The integration of CAD (Computer-Aided Design) and CAM
(Computer-Aided Manufacturing) has benefited many large

companies who could afford the system. The existence of a
completely integrated and affordable system of CAD and CAM on

a micro-computer is still a dream to come true for many
smaller companies. However, ,the decreasing cost of
microelectronic devices has resulted in the feasibility of
low cost CAD/CAM systems on an economic scale more likely in
the very near future.

This proposed simulation example presents this integration by
means of a pilot study on gear shaft design. Not only is
this example an excellent and affordable teaching project it

is also suitable for a small company to enter CIM in- a

relatively small way without spending huge amounts of money.

The project is carried out on a PC and makes use of a CAD
package (AutoCAD) and a CAM package (Lathe Productivity
Package).

The project consists of three main phases. Phase one
involves an interactive design analysis and drafting in 2D
and 3D of the designed shaft. The second phase consists of
the process planning routine which calculates the speed and
feed rate of the turning operation. Information regarding
the tools used is also determined here. The last phase is
the manufacturing phase. Simulation of the manufacturing
proceus could be viewed using the Lathe Productivity Package.
At the same time, 'NC codes for the manufacturing operations

could be retrieved to be subsequently, transferred to a

controller which drives the CNC lathe.

A decent CAD/CAM system similar to, that described in this
example costs in the vicinity of $25,000, which is much

cheaper and 'easier to maintain than larger systems and

appeals more to small and medium sized companies.

21.2 INTRODUCTION

Computer aided design (CAM- and computer aided manufacturing
(CAM) systems have existed separately for a number of years.
The activities within CAD have been centred around analysis
and optimising particular designs, Finite element is an
example of this. Within CAM, the data processing
capabilities of computers have been exploited for production

scheduling and inventory gontrol and the mathematical
capabilities have been exploited for aiding the production of
Numerical Control (NC) codes. Thus in the past, CAD and CAM
have been developed separately within the design and
production functions of the companies, each function seeking
to exploit computers in its own way.

9 0
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In recent years, the use of integrated CAD and CAM systems

has increased substantially. Unfortunately the cost of such

systems has put them -out of the reach of many small

manufacturing companies. While the larger companies who
could afford the system enjoy the harvest resulting from such
integration, small to medium sized companies could only "sit

and watch".

This example proposes a PC-based integration of CAD and CAM.

An attempt is made at presenting the basic concepts of such
integration and the way integration can be implemented using
personal computers by. means of a case study on shaft design

and manufacture.

21.3 CAD, CAM AND CAPP

21.41 Dtfinition of CAD

CAD or Computer Aided Design can be defined as any design
activity that involves the effective use of the computer to
create, modify or document an engineering design. The scope

of CAD ranges. from the analySis and cptimisation of the

design to the final presentation of the product design in

drawing forms.

. 21.32. Dtfinition of CAM

CAM or Computer Aided Manufacturing is defined as the

effective use of computer technology in the planning,

management and control of the manufacturing function. The

applications of CAM can be divided intd two broad categories

namely:

(1) Manufacturing planning
(2) Manufacturing control

CAM applications for manufacturing planning are those in

which the computer is used to support the production

function, but there is no direct connection between the

computer and the process. Some production activities include

cost estimation, computer aided process planning (CAPP),

computer assisted NC part programming and production and
inventory planning.

Manufacturing control is mainly concerned with managing and

controlling the physical operations in the factory to

implement the manufacturing plans. Included in the control
function are shop floor control, inventory control, quality
control and various other activities.

In this example, the thajor considerations of CAM are placed
in the generation of process planning route sheets, process
cost estimation and the derivation of NC codes.

21.33 Definition of Ci.PP

It is important to discuss Computer Aided Process Planning
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(CAPP) at this point because it has often been identified as

an important link between design and manufacturing in a

CAD/CAM system. Process planning can best be defined as the
sub system responsible for the conversion of design data to

work instructions. Its task'consists of translating part
design specifications from an engineering drawing into

manufacturing operation instructions required to convert a
part from rough to a finished state.

Geometric features, dimensional sizes and material

specifications of the part must be available in order to

select an- appropriate sequence of processing operations and
specific machines or workstations. Operation details such as
cutting speeds, feed rates and tooling information are then

determined. From these values, the standard times for the

process and the expected processing costs are then

calculated. The resulting process plan is documented as

either a cost estimate, a job routing (or operation route)
sheet, or as coded instructions for NC equipment. All three
applf.lations mentioned above are considered in the case study

of this proposed teaching simulation modelling example.

4?1.4 CAD/CAM

The combination of CAD and CAM in the term CAD/CAM is

symbolic of efforts to integrate tile design and manufacturing
functions in a firm into a continuum of activities, rather
than to treat them as two separate and disparate activities,
as they have been considered in the past.

21.5 MICROCOMPUTER BASED INTEGRATICW OF CAD AND CA4 SYSTEMS

It suffices to say that the success of integrating CAD and

CAM requires "glue" in the form of plans, architecture,

databases and utilities (both hardware and software). This
glue facilitates effective transfer of information between
the design and manufacturing environments.

21.51 Basic hardware elements

'The workstation used consists of

(1) An IBM-AT with EGA card.
(2) A digitizer With AutoCAD template to serve as an

input device to CAD and CAM functions using a puck.

(3) Printer and plotter as output devices.

21.52 Software packages

The three main software packages used for the case study on
shaft design and manufacture are:

(1) AutoCAD by AutoDESK.
(2) Lathe Productivity Package by NC Microproducts.

(3) dBASE III Plus or dBASE IV by Ashton-Tate
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21.53 Gear Shaft Design and Manufacture

Due its simplicity, the gear shaft design is chosen for the

case study. To start of with, a basic model of a gear shaft

is already created for the user. The shaft considered is

loaded with a pulley, two gears and supported by two

bearings. The shaft is to be turned on a CNC lathe. It is

assumed that the user is familiar with the basic theory

behind gear shaft design. Fbur routines are written in

AutoLISP to perform shaft design, process planning and the

derivation of NC codes. They are:

(1) Design analysis outine.
(2) Automated drafting routine.
(3) Process planning routine.
(4) NC codes generation routine.

21.54 Design Analysis Routine

The purpose of this routine is to calculate the diameter of

each section of the shaft giwan the safety factor of which
these sections of the shaft have to satisfy. These diameters

will depend upon the combined stress due to bending moment

and torque. The routine is usen interactive in nature
requiring values like the loadings of the external components

and also the design factors. These design factors are stored

in an AutoCAD facility called the slide library relieving the

user from having to look into other sources of these data.

The shaft is analyzed using Distortion Energy Criterion. In

specifying the Stress Concentration Factor, the.diameter of

the shaft is initially assumed. An iterative process is

necessary to select the appropriate diameter.

The diameters of the shaft calculated are stored in an

external file which is used as input to the process planning

routine. In determining the material for the shaft and the
type of bearings, the routine calls a dBASE III Plus program

.to automatically extract the suitable stock available in

inventory.

21.55 Drafting Routine

Two AutoLISP programs are written; one to draw the 2D

engineering drawing of the shaft and the other to draw the 3D

representation of the designed shaft. In the process of
drawing the designed shaft, an upper half of the shaft is
also drawn and stored in a BLOCK which will later be used as

input for ale CAM routine to generate NC codes for the

turning operation.

21.56 Process Plan .xutine

To simplify the process plan, the following assumptions are

made:

(1) machining speed is a function of material hardness

and material strength.
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(2) tool material has a carbiie tip.

The main applications of CAPP considered are:

(1) generation of process route sheet.
(2) process cost estimation.

The process route ti,heet generation routine consists of 3

subroutines namely:

* development of new process plan.
* generation of process plan summary.
* generation of detailed process plan.

The estimated processing cost is assumed to be a function of
the machining time.. The machining time in turn is calculated

as a function of machining speed, feed, and the depth of cut
of each operation pass. The values for the set-up cost and
the overhead cost are 'hypothetically given, whereas the

machining cost and the direct labour cost are calculated as a
function of the total estimated machining time. All these
data are stored in a database file of dBASE III Plus.

21. 7 NC Code Generation Routine

The Lathe Productivity Package is made use of in this CAM
routine to automate and simplify the tooling process for'
turning applications. Its input are.the data output from the
design analysis and process planning routines.

21.58 Bow AutoCAD, Lithe Productivity Package and dBASE III
Plus work together

Data extracted from AutoCAD are formatted in a form called
Comma Delimited Format (CDF) which can be readily imported by

dBASE III Plus programs. The procedure to transfer
attributes from AutoCAD to dBASE III Plus is briefly outlined

below:

create a template file with a TXT extension.
assign a name for each of AutoCAD drawing's
attributes using ATTDEF function in AutOCAD. Define
the drawing and its attributes as a BLOCK and use
the INSERT command to assign data to the previously
defined attributes.

* use ATTTEXT function to extract the attributes from
AutoCAD.

* load the extracted data into dBASE III Plus using
COPY FROM command in dBASE III Plus.

The values of the attributes stored in database files under
dBASE III Plus can also be extracted for use by AutoLISP
routines inside AutoCAD. However, these attributes must
first be converted to the format recognizable by AutoLISP. A

.
simple BASIC program is written to accomplish this format

conversion. The CDF data output from dBASE III Plus is

converted to a "one word per line" format readable from

within AutoLISP.
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This interchangability of data between an external database

and AutoCAD means that smooth information flow is pdssible
between departments within a company.

The building block approach of AutoCAD to geometry

development is extremely adaptable to numerical control

usage. Since the Lathe Productivity Package is totally

integrated inside AutoCAD, the parts programmer has all the

functions of AutoCAD available to assist in the tooling

process as well as the added functions of the former.

21.6 CONCLUSION

In its simplest form, integrating CAD and CAM systems means
that useful information is easily transferable back and. forth

between design and manufacturing. As manufacturing companies
begin to acquire a reasonable amount of computing hardware

and software, it becomes timely and appropriate to more
effectively utilize their existing resources by focusing on

the integration of activities within their companies. This

will significantly help us reach the kind of creativity that

is needed as a nation to insure long term productivity
growth.

By using a simpls example such as shaft design and

manufacture to demonstrate the integration of PC-based CAD

and CAM systems, this proposed example has shown that the
personal computer offers a new trend and an exciting future
for engineering design and the manufacturing industry.
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22. GENERAL SPECIFICATION

It is virtually impossible to compile a general specification
for physical modelling systems as the equipment required
could vary considerably from centre to centre and application

to application. Depending on the projects attempted, at the
various centres, different components and equipment would be

needed for successful operation.

However, the following could be used as a guide for a general

requirement at each TAFE centre teaching Integrated
Manufacturing and related courses:

1. Provide a complete IM flexible teaching cell (similar to
the TQ system) consisting of a CNC lathe, CNC Mill, two
robots, visual inspection machine, AGV, two small

conveyors and robot traverse unit. The specification of
the equipment for this cell is as indicated in the

section on machine specifications, Appendix F and other
areas of this report.

2. One small teaching robot (similar to TQ's MA2000 or
MA3000). Specification details can be obtained from the

equipment included in Appendix F and the machine
specification section of this report.

3. One small educational CNC Lathe and one small

educational CNC Mill (similar to the Spectralight

series). Specification details as per the machine
section of this report and Appendix F.

4. One small lightweight engraving machine (similar to

Roland's CAMM-2). Specifications are as per Appendix F
and the machine detailed section of this report.

5. One small lightweight plastic film cutting machine
(similar to Roland's CAMM-1). Specifications are as per

Appendix F and the machine detailed section of this

report.

6. One compact 3D Modelling Machine (similar to Roland's
CAMM-3). Specifications are as per Appendix F and the
machine detailed sectior of this report.

7. At least 3 IBM Compatible AT PC's for interfacing and

controlling of CIM physical models. Specifications as
Per standard TAFE Computer Unit (TAFENET & CTU) details.

8. One CIM cell simulator device including software

(similar to the Cimulator). Specification details as
described in the machine detailed section of this

report.

9. One PLC data communication and logic training board.
Specification details as described in the machine
detailed section of this report.

9 6
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10. At least two Fishertechnik or Lego type kits for
modelling purposes. R.stfer to Appendix F for details.

11. Two commercially available programmable logic
controllers with built in power supplies.

12. A kit of components consisting of counters and timers,
servo, stepper and brake motors, microswitches,
photocells, proximity switches, pneumatic valves and
solenoids, pressure and flow control switches, sensors,
relays, reed switches, magnets, diodes, transistors,

resistors and other suitable electronic components.

This kit should include wire, cables (data and
electrical), plugs, vero boards, bread boards, sockets,

screws, lugs, solder and other consumables necessary for
building electronic devices.

13. Various mechanical components, timber, plastic, nylon,
etc. for building models to be supplied as required.
This should be organised at the local teacher level for
model and project construction.

14. One small train set for use as a model AGV and to teach
logic control, etc.

15. One CIM software emulation package similar to the six
modules available from Delmar Publishers Inc. Please

refer to the simulation section of this report for

details.

16. Suitable CAD/CAM software packages (such as Au,oCAD,

Quickdraw, VersaCAD, CadKey, SmartCAM, AutoCAM,

MasterCAM) for interfacing and post processor
communication direct with machine tools. Several of

these packages are already available at some TAFE

Centres and as such specification details are readily
available from TAFE Computer Units (TAFENET & CTU).

17. Innovative students and dedicated teaching staff to

develop and construct suitable physical models and

projects.

All of the above are recommended for the successful teaching
and application of CIM phy3ical modelling. However, the

suggested bare essentials at each centre sho,Ild be items 2,

3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17.

Other devices and equipment could also be used, the list is

by no means final. With the suggested package of equipment,
together with innovation and dedication, Physical Modelling
and Simulation could be successful utilised for teaching CIM
and Mechatronic techniques and applications in a cost

effective manner without the need for large industrial

machines and packages.
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23. CONCLUSION

This report has discussed many options which readers may or

may not agree with. However, I trust that it provides some
suggestions and ideas that stimulate thinking towards

providing continuing education in integrated manufacturing in

a cost effective, efficient and productive manner. TAFE

needs to provide its customers with the best service it can

within the constraints and limits oft its available resources.

23.1 COMPUTER CENTRED SYSTEMS

The technical vision of the factory of the future is a plant

operated as one big, computer controlled cell. A part can be

computer designed (computer aided design) and its fabrication
instructions can be generated by computer aided manufacturing

(CAD/CAM). Then the correct material can be automatically

selected and automatically moved through the computer

controlled equipment necessary to fabricate and assemble it.
Along the way, the part will be subject to computer generated

test procedures. Link it all together and you have computer

integrated manufacturing (CIM) or as I prefer just plain
integrated manufacturing (IM).

Personally I do not think that for multiple products the true

automated factory will result, certainly not in Australia.
We will always need people as an interface within integrated
manufacturing to make the whole thing work.

Limited instances of true CIM are working today (however, not
in Australia yet), but a major software problem is linking

all the various systems. In most companies, islands of
automation operate independently of each other because the
computer languages used by each cannot traverse the gulf
between them, but headway is being made on that problem too.

General Motors' Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP) is a

long step toward developing a standard software interface
between machines and systems.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a phrase denoting software
that replicates features of reasoning; that is, it uses a set

of decision rules to make limited judgements that go beyond

just applying straightforward formulas to data. The 1.est

known laboratory versions are programs.that play chess and .

win against all but the most expert human opponents.

In many companies, a materials system and an accounting

system using computers is old hat. Order entry is by

computer. Distribution inventories are controlled by

computer. Sometimes all these systems are rolled together

into one big system with exchange of data. Material

Requirements Planning (MRP) is extended to link with

capacity, accounting, financial, and logistics data, perhaps

into one grand approach called Manufacturing Resources

Planning (MRPII) which true integrated manufacturing

requires.
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The potential in such approaches is great if the people using

them can surmount the problems. Ccimputer systems do not

correct basic problems by themselves. People do, and more

can be wasted with computers than without them.

The aim, of course, is to add value to everything we do and

eliminate costly waste. The key point is to recognise that

computerisation of manufacturing provides technical

possibilities to create waste as well as eliminate it.

Managements sometimes incorrectly assume that automation is

synonymous with manufacturing excellence. They are too much
fascinated with the technology and too little fascinated with
the totality of human development necessary to make it work

well.

A computer is a tool. AI is a tool. A robot is a tool.
Linked together, automation still consists of tools to be
used wisely or unwisely. If the name robot did not suggest
humanoid characteristics, robots might be better applied

tools.

In the end, people make anything work. Companies striving to
make IM work tell the same story. It takes leadership from
the top and an integrated effort by all functions of the
organisation. People must learn to think in a new way.

Computer integrated manufacturing is really people integrated

manuflcturing. People and process development come first

pre automation preparation.

Computerisation alone does not identify waste, correct many
quality problems, rethink how to structure the design of a

family of products, set a marketing strategy, or make

suggestions for improvement. It does not create a need for
disciplined integration, such that these problems must be

addressed, if they can be seen through all the systems

surrounding them. If basic disciplines can be achieved in a

simple way, the expense of automating the waste can be

avoided. Automate where waste is eliminated by doing so.

23.2 REVOLUTION

Change and revolution in manufacturing are words that

Australian business people have had trouble with

understanding and implementing. However, our competitive
situation is dire. Traditional manufacturing techniques will

not work well encllgh any longer if we are to become World
Class Manufacturers.

Small changes are not good enough, we need to adopt more

radical approaches in both management philosophy and

techniques. We need a "revolution" in our thinking, we need

to be flexible, we need to be willing to change and above all

we need to listen and communicate with all levels of our
manufacturing enterprises.

Success in manufacturing today requires that Australian

managers m_itch overseas standards and become internationally
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competitive in terms of cost, quality and delivery.

Although yesterday's methods were quite successful, they are

now very outeated. Use of techniques such as Just In Time

(JIT) Manufacturing, Totll Quality Management (TQM) and

Integrated Manufacturing (IM) are essential if more

Australian companies aim to compete with overseas firms both

locally and abroad.

The main requirements for successful use of these techniques
are willingness to change entrenched attitudes, coupled with
patience, time and above all, a commitment from top

management to make them work. JIT, TQM and Integrated
Manufacturing challenges managers to re-examine their

traditional approach to managing manufacturing firms and to

embrace a new set of values involving a progressive reduction

in the production costs and improvement in quality of

manufactured goods. These changes cannot be made overnight.

TAFE can assist greatly in the challenge, however, TAFE must

first accept the challew/e. Using physical modelling

techniques to introduce and train students in Integrated

Manufacturing w1l provide industry with the much needed
skills at a fraction of the cost that would be required using

full size equipment.

23.3 TAFEMANAGENENT COMMITMENT

If quality education, continuous improvement and the

principles of TQM are conspicuously and continuously on the

agenda and in the communications of top management, without

the implementation of carefully planned innovations, the

initiative is bound to fail. Lip service to any topic,
especially quality improvement and integrated manufacturing,

is the kiss of death.

What is important is what top management pays attention to,

so top management must pay attention to quality in all areas.
One method of embedding quality in the corporate mindset is

to include it as a factor in the strategic planning and
competitive analysis processes, where it will become a

subject of major importance requiring continuing attention.

If TAFE and the various Governments work together to help
develop a better trained workforce then Australia is on the

way to becoming a World Class Manufacturer.

23.4 TRAINING

Hundreds of industrial companies now have many believers, in

TQM/JIT and Ili, around the world, but many are frustrated

over the question of how to implement their beliefs.

WCM means continual and rapid improvement. Similarly, WCM
implementation means continual and rapid training. In other

words, the training effort must somehow be streamlined so
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that it doesn't keep progress on hold.

Everyone is a trainer and this is a must if we are to learn
how to be world class manufacturers. In the past training
has been an easy target for budget cuts; training budgets

have long been lean in most manufacturing companies. There

are exceptions: IBM, for example, have always maintained high

training budgets. Aside from the inherent benefits of

training, IBM has relied on training to imalce ito no lay off

policy possible. Training to avoid lay offs helps make

people more versatile and better able to see the big picture,
but those are long term benefits. WCM requires training for
versatility and involvement in problem solving, which are

short run, everyday benefits.

The message is clear:

1. Australian industry must inject substantially more

resources into training to match the prodigious sums
that WCM companies in Japan and West Germany invest in

it.

2. Training is the foundation of implementation.

3. Training is everybody's business.

23.5 TEE ROLE OF TAFE

The New South Wales Department of Technical and Further

Education has been involved in teaching and training all

levels of industry and business in not only the so called

traditional Industrial Engineering techniques, but also in

Juct. In Time (JIT), Total Quality Control (TQC),

Manufacturing Resources Planning (MRP), Computer Aided Design

(CAD), Computer Aided Manufacture (CAM), Computer Aided

Engineering (CAE). Flexible Manufacturing Systems (PM8),

Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM), etc. Not only are

these subject areas part of Certificate and Associate Diploma

Courses, they are also available as stand alone short

courses.

Other States in Australia are also heavily involved in

Integrated Manufacturing education. There are centres of
manufacturing technology training in both Victoria and South
Australia which have done a great deal in providing industry

with the necessary training and education in Integrated

Manufacturing and Total Quality Management. Western

Australia and Queensland are also proceeding along the same

path.

TAFE in New South Wales also provides fee for service courses
conducted at organisations own premises. These have been
very successful and around 12 TQC courses were run in 1988 in

the Sydney area at such companies as GEC, Taubmans, Van Leer,

ABEA Brown-Boveri and Castrol.

TQC, JIT, MRP and CAM courses are well attended in NSW at all
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colleges to the point that extra classes often had to be
arranged to cope with t A demand. TQC always has very large

classes and continues '.4) very popular with a demand that 'is

hard to meet with the limited 'resources available.

This is a major problem; Australian indnstry and business are
asking for training in the techniques which have made Japan
and West Germany a success in the manufacturing world, but
this has resource implications at a time when governments are

trying to reduce costs. What is called for is a greater
appreciation, by all parties, that if we manage effectively

and invest in the training of the workforce, greater

productivity will come.

State and Federal goverments have a role in providing

funding and resources to supply industry with the trainirtg

and "tools" it needs if we are to achieve World Class
Manufacturing. There must be a major priority given to

training and educating industry and the business world in the

new technology areas. TAFE has a major role to play in

educating business and industry in the philosophy, principles
and techniques necessary for our manufacturing survival.

A good example is the NSW TAFE Department, mainly through the

efforts of a few dedicated teachers, which has done an

excellent job in getting the message across and was the first
TAFE organisation to start a course on TQC. However, we must

do more; we must use a TQM approach to the teaching of all

subjects. A start has been made in this area, with teachers

from the Industrial Engineering Division of the School of

Mechanical Engineering, in NSW, conducting TQC classes for

other teachers within the school. Other teachers have

conducted TQM seminars, at the college level, for all staff

and a few pilot projects are being attempted. TAPE

Departments in other states are also spreading the message.

I believe that we are currently teaching, in the majority of

cases, the right material in our colleges, and are using the

right tools. However, we are not teaching it in enough
locations and the appropriate subjects should be taught at
more colleges than at ptesent in NSW and other states. We

must focus more on the proper integration, orientation and

technical support of nese concepts in light of modern

manufacturing systems and their special requirements.

TAFE needs to work on the knowledge base basis, that is to

use the knowledge of its expert teachers, in each field, to
train others and to ensure the experience and knowledge is
not wasted and stored for future reference and use. TAFE,

like industry, has valuable assets its people. They must

La utilised for the transfer of experience, knowledge and
skills, especially in the latest technology areas, to

students. In this way Australia can continue to work towards

true integrated manufacturing.

Simulation techniques will help considerably in this area as

TAFE cannot possible hope to provide high capital equipment

in every area. Modelling, properly utilised, in conjunction
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with the skills of its staff, will achieve the same teaching

objective as obtained by using full scale equipment.

A reliable method must be developed, and a favourable

environment created with continuing education, to keep every

student and employee up to date and practiced in the method.

In this way we should obtain the driving power for managerial

sucCess in TAFE. There is a need for TAFE to impart

knowledge and skills in the principles of managerial

engineering and how to apply them for Australia to compete as

a World Class Manufacturing nation.

23.6 THE ROLE OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANISATIONS

Consultants and industrial and management institutions all

have a part to play in educating the business sector in

learning and applying the principles and techniques of JIT,

TQC, MRP, CIM, etc.

Consultants, such as the Technology Transfer Council which

prepared a report on JIT Manufacturing Opportunities for the

N.S.W. Government, have done much to present the benefits of

JIT to the manufacturing sector. They treat each company as

a project and design a programme to meet each individual's

need. In this way appropriate techniques are used for

specific companies and implemented accordingly.

Institutions and business organisations have also provided

members evenings with guest speakers (people from industry

who have applied the techniques to their own organisations)

and lecture training programmes. The following organisations

provide knowledge and applications to industry and business:

(a) Institute of Industrial Engineers.

(b) Institution of Production Engineers.

(c) Institution of Engineers Australia.

(d) Australian Institute of Management.

(e) Australian Production and Inventory Control Society.

(f) Australian Organisation for Quality.

(g) Total Quality Management Institute.

(h) The Institute of Quality Assurance.

(i) Society of Manufacturing Engineers.

(j) Australian Institute of Engineering Associates.

(k) Standards Australia.

23.7 THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENTS

As the widespread application of particularly JIT, TQM and IM

are now urgently required the State and Federal Governments

have a vital role to play with respect to:

1. Awareness and Promotional Activities.

2. Developme of Appropriate Infrastructure.

The experience of those already involved has been so

profound, that the most important need now is to keep the
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momentum going.

Visible Government support is needed to convince many
companies that they may not be here in five or ten years time

if they don't adopt a different approach to their mode of

operation.

Government funding and incentives are very important and

together with the encouragement and endorsement of the

"newer" techniques will go a long way to helping Australia
become a World Class Manufacturer.

Of importance is the fact that Governments have the necessary
consultation mechanisms in place to bring people together and
thereby ensure effective introduction of what is often called
a radical new approach to manufacturing.

Integ2ation of TQM with Manufacturing Systems is important
for World Class Manufacturing. It should be noted that the

traditional tools of industrial engineering are still
important and should be used, but we now find them imbedded
in a larger environment of integrated sub systems. We are
now moving from "islands of automation" and "functional fox
holes" to data integrated systems. If we are to fully
address the problems of integrated manufacturing, we must

base both long and short term decision making upon

consistent, accurate, integrated data.

We have, in the past, made excuses, rather than progress. We
have thrived on chaos for far too long. An attitude of good
enough is not good enough today, and if we do not change, the

gravestones marking our industrial plants will read "We

thought we were good enough".

A recent survey of manufacturers by the Australian Bureau of
Statistics reinforces the bad news. Only a third of those
surveyed had implemented Integrated Manufacturing techniques
such as CAD/ChM, CNC and FMS. Only 15% practised Total
Quality Management or Just In Time Production. This is a
sorry story indeed and indicates apathy on the part of

Australian manufacturers. If they are not prepared to take
up the challenge then the future could be very bleak indeed.

One of the very best ways to improve productivity is through
improving the excellence of everything we do, thereby
eliminating waste and providing our customers with world
class producl:s and services.

We must get our act together and learn from the Japanese and
others if we are to survive in the world market place. We

have the tools and people to become world class

manufacturers, so let's stop talking about it and work
towards excellence as others have.

Improvements are like inventions. If we are motivated, and
persistent enough to believe that we can accomplish

something, then we will realise our dreams. History has
proven this over and over. It is a challenge to the
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established structures, assumptions, old systems, and habits
that I wanted to convey in this report. It is an imagination

for the future and an optimistic thinking which will keep us

moving forward.

I am optimistic about the future of Australian manufacturing
and I am sure we can thrive on excellence rather than chaos.

It is no good working towards the year 2000 if we do not
change our attitudes, philosophy and techniques. We cannot
wait any longer; if we do then we just won't be here in the

year 2000.

Richard Baker
(< R & R DATA '.>
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25.1 CAD APPLICATION SOFTWARE, INTEGRATION & COMMUNICATION

We will now discuss how CAD packages have developed from
humble beginnings to the point where several high quality
versions are currently available. We will also look at
latest trends in software development and what the future

holds.

25.11 HISTORY

Technical computing and its application in the building and
construction, mining, textile and manufacturing industries is

less than a generation old. It was in the early 50's that

John Bennett, Professor Emeritus of Computing Science at
Sydney University, performed the first structural analysis by

computer at Cambridge University in the UK. We have come a

long way since then with large complex advanced analyses
being performed daily as a matter of routine.

Indeed, without these packages it would not have been

possible to put a man on the moon, have advanced supersonic

aircraft such as Concorde nor have the standard of

intercontinental data communication that is available today.

The 50's saw the beginning of computer graphics and, indeed,

in 1956 a US engineer (perhaps the Jules Verne of CAD)
prophetically drew out the elements of a CAD system. It can

be seen from the slide that these show a remarkable

correlation with the CAD systems of today.

However, it was to be over a decade before the first

generation of commercial CAD Systems became available, with

companies such as Computervision launching tfoir first

offerings onto the market in the early 70's. These, and even

the far more sophisticated developments of the late 70's, are

now seen as the dinosaurs, the leviathans, of CAD/CAM

systems.

In 1977 the first wave of a new revolution started that was

the development, by Steve Jobs in his backyard garage, of the

Apple I. This was the birth of the microcomputer revolution

and, a decade later, Jobs has just launched his "NEXT"

machine which will see a further revolution in speed and
capabilities in the next decade.

Although Apple were the initiators of the first

microcomputer, it was not until IBM announced the first PC in

the early 80's that microcomputers became "legitimate".

Since then the pace of development has continued

exponentially and unabated with, for example, recently the
"Personal IRIS" being announced with incredible real time
graphics capabilities.

The early 80's also saw the introduction of the workstation

concept for CAD, with Autotrol being the first company to use
the Apollo as a platform for their software.
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In 1982 the next revolution started - that was the

announcement of the first version of AutoCAD. Just as the

IBM PC became the de facto standard in the MSDOS world,

AutoCAD was destined to fulfil a similar position in the

microCAD arena. The reasons for this were the superb

marketing of the product and the wide array of platforms on

which it was made available.

Other products, such as VersaCAD and RoboCAD, would perhaps
have provided a real challenge at this stage if they had had

a similar promotional approach.

By 1985 it was becoming evident that most 2D CADrafting could

be quite capably handled by micros, with the only limitations
of this 'Aardware being their database capabilities.

25.12 ACADS INVOLVEMENT

In 1981, when AutoCAD was barely more than a gleam in its
fGunding fathers' eyes, the federal government published the

first report on the application of CAD in Australian

industry. ACADS was the author of the publication and 3000

copies were subsequently circulated, sold and widely

distributed.

One of the primary conclusions, highlighted by the report,

was that the key to effective productivity of an installed

CAD system was the availability of "overlaid" front end

application software. The CADrafting software was seen as

the basic tool with which to build the total system.

Numerous case studies, in different application areas and

countries, have substantiated this. It is significant to

note that AutoCAD has spawned hundreds of third party

packages.

Also foreseen in 1981, but hardly realising its important

role, was the future need for data exchange between CAD

systems. Both national and international groups are devoting

considerable resources to this and ACADS has provided input

to the IGES standard. AutoCAD's DXF has itself become
something of a "de facto" standard and Release 10 further
improves its communications capabilities.

25.13 APPLICATION SOFTNARE

Over the past 20 years a vast amount of application specific

software has been developed, primarily in languages such as
FORTRAN and BASIC and, more recently, in PASCAL and C. Much

of this software is now an everyday tool of trade in

professional practices but the user interface to most of them

still remains primitive.

It is certainly far less sophisticated than those which many
users are accustomed to with packages suci7 as LOTUS 1-2-3,

DBASE and word processing packages such as MSWORD,

WORDPERFECT, SPELLBINDER & WORDSTAR. Hence, many users are
looking to simplify the method of entry to their application
packages, to make them far more user friendly and integrate
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them with the current generation of CAD software.

This will also have the added benefit of enabling data to be

reused: it must be remembered that the initial entry of data
into any computer system is costly and, it is only when that
data is multiply reused, that the real productivity and cost

savings eventuate.

Which software should be chosen for this integration process?
There are tans of thousands of programs existing and it is

important that only the best of these be selected for

integration. In this respect ACADS', and other similar

overseas organisations', Comparative Reports on Software

Evaluation are invaluable in "picking the winners".

25.14 METHODOLOGY OF INTEGRATION

Freedom of choice is one of the hallmarks of democracies and,
although it would be far simpler if there were only one CAD
package which everyone used the real world decries that this

should be so. It is hence very important that any

integration ensures that the application software is not

inexorably tied: rather that there be a clearly defined

system interface. This will also allow the application
software to be maintained as a separate entity by the

authoring organisation, which can ensure that a professional
level of support and documentation are maintained.

It must also be recognised that there will be an increasing
need for direct data exchange between CAD systems themselves
and to that end the availability of direct translators, such
as those supplied through OCTAL, and neutral format (IGES)

translators is very vital.

It is significant to note that in the Standards Australia,

together with ACADS, have launchod IGES-4 as a National

Standard. This year a 2D subset for the A/E/C Industries
will also be published by our National Standards Association;
this will lead to simpler transfer of information within the

industry. This subset has been developed for Standards by an

ACADS Working Group and had drawn heavily on contacts through

FACE, the International Federation, in both the USA and
several European countries. The good news is that we all
seem to be heading in the same direction!

25.15 THE FUTURE

2D CADrafting, and to some extent 3D CAD modelling, is now an

everyday tool of trade. However the question of product

databases, classification and real "modelling" are the

challenges for the future. This is where the proposed ISO-
STEP Standard (and corresponding US PDES) will emerge in the

1990's as the key factors.

An ISO Group, primarily European based, is currently working
on the whole question of "information protocol" for the
building and construction industry and tackling the whole
question of building modelling. This will be particularly
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necessary as robots are introducedto the process - both for
the construction and routine maintenance-of_the buildings of

the future. A new international journal "Computer Integrated
Construction" has recently been launched from the UK and will

provided up to date information.

Future developments are limited only by our imagination a

real challenge to us all.

25.2 ROW DOES CAD FIT INTO MANUFACTURING?

How can CAD interact with other software packages to build a

more complete manufacturing system?

CAD is not just a drafting tool, but has uses in areas
ranging from product design, to NC programming, purchasing,
production and even marketing.

By interfacing CAD with other software tools the full

versatility of integration starts to be realised. One must

look in greater depth at the approaches that may be taken
when creating a computerised system that may be used to
generate NC programs from products that have been designed or
drawn in a CAD package.

By using a computerised system to generate an NC program that

relatc. directly to the drawing of a product guarantees
greater accuracy and quality in manufacture. It also has
advantages in reduction of material wastage, response times

and the overall cost of the final product.

To those manufacturers that take a superficial view of

CAD and see it only as a drafting package for preparing

product drawings check your AIM.

CAD is a tool, it is not a magic wand. Companies cannot
iavest in CAD or CAM or CIM and somehow expect because the
dollars have been spent economic miracles will take place.
Bad products will not increase sales, poorly trained workers
will not produce top quality products, scrap, waste and high

warranty costs will not provide increased profits.

New high technology tools are becoming increasingly available
to our manufacturing companies, but unfortunately a very high

proportion of .pur manufacturing companies are not in a

position to makW the best use of them.

The problems are many and varied, but I hold total quality
control to be the most important and powerful tool available
to industry both yesterday, today and tomorrow.

To achieve total quality control the whole company including
all the King's men must be involved.

To manage quality you must have facts not opinions or best
guessed. To collect and store these facts one needs many
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things and one of the most important is a good management

system.

I believe that Australian companies will not and cannot
compete on a world scene without making full use of the

latest technologies. Manufactitringcorapanies must introduce

CAD/CAM with NC and CNC machines as Iu11 -as manufacturing

philosophies embodied in systems like Just-In-Time where
appropriate. In coming years it will be commonplace to see

PC's on every office desk and increasing numbers on the

production floor. We are already seeing the paper tape being

eliminated with direct connection of PC's to NC machines.

The thrust behind all this is to obtain productivity

improvement by the elimination of NON-VALUE ADDING steps in
the production process aiid by getting the facts right, being

able to control the capacity to manufacture and the quality

system.

This may all appear straight forward so where is the problem?

Do you try and make the system fit the business or do you
make the business fit the system? The truth is you can't do

either until you know:

(a) How the company operates.
(b) Ensure that the way the business operates is effective.

(c) Ensure that it continues to operate in a repeatable and

effective manner.
(d) Design a system to automate this process.
(e) Train employees/operators to urse the computer systems

and understand the disciplines required.

(f) Use the data now available to further understand and
improve the process.

The amount of detail about the management/manufacturing
process required to carry out this task is massive. You must

study the process, in particular the administration process,

sales, service, goods received and despatched, material

handling and finally the ordering of material.

From the intense study of the company and analysis of hoW it

operates, you must create a number of management policies
which document the "current best way" of running the system -

you want people totally involved but computers are expert
systems and certain disciplines must be maintained.

In a JIT environment, for example, you cannot afford to come

unstuck with quality or material supply, if you do, the

manufacturing process comes to a halt. The resources which

are consumed by companies to administer the buying and

selling of goods is very wasteful and vast savings can be
obtained by a concerted effort in this area.

It is possible tc order material in the correct quantity
today from the triggering of a Kanban card to the faxing of a

computer generated order in under 5 mins.
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When the goods are received it is possible to enter thsw
(paperwise) in under 5 mins and when the invoice is received
from the supplier the creditors department, by checking the
screen for order/goods received/etc., can process the order
for payment in less than 5 mins.

Analysis shows on the above process alone, that many

companies are running at 50 to 80% failure rate per invoice,
because goods are not supplied by due date and need to be
rescheduled (sometimes many times), goods delivered may not
match the requirements of the order, etc.

In most non Just In Time companies much of what I have said
lies hidden from view because of excess stock, lack of good
communication and data records and the breaks in the material

flow path.

Once a total integrated system is installed a strong

discipline is required to stop operators cheating the system.

Staff will tell you it is not economically viable to try and

solve the problem.

Why?

Why would someone do that? I'll tell you why, because its
the easy way out, appears in the short term to be cost
effective, its allowed to happen by poor supervision, lack of

training, bad management through lack of accurate

information. To reap thd benefits of a integrated system you

need to work closely with your suppliers/employees otherwise
the system will not deliver all the benefits you should be

receiving.

With the data now available, you can obtain performance
charts of suppliers who deliver on time, who has the worst
record for price increases, records of quality defect returns

etc. Faster response to your own warranty problems and

feedback to engineering and production to eliminate the

problems.

You can obtain some massive productivity improvements from
graphical CNC programming and use of CAD, but I now believe
the benefits to flow from real control of purchasing, quality
and elimination of waste in administration, can make the
improvements flowing from reductions in the production time,

pale into insignificance.

Too much effort is placed on "reducing the time" we spend
Value Adding in the interests of productivity and "too

little" effort eliminating the non-value adding processes.

Designers cannot reside in ivory towers with their drawing
boards or CAD systems, they must get down on the produQtion
floor and talk to production engineers and workers, there is

a lot to .be learned. Products must be designed for

manufacture and therefore capable of being manufactured by
the people and the machines in the company. CAD/CAM can help
this process in a most powerful manner.
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World competition has not only elevated quality standards to

new heights, it has forced manufacturers to look at the whole

process including design but most importantly, the way we

think.

A recent quote by Mr. Doug Lewis of General Dynamics "The

Goal of CIM is Simple : Getting the right data, tools, parts
and skills to the right process at the right time. The data

is the toughest". I have a comment on that, I agree data is

tough but in Australia getting the correct skills can also be

pretty tough.

Expert systems tend also to require expert people too.

25.3 CAD/CAM AN OVERVIEW

A brief formal definition of CAD/CAM is the application of
computer technology to any or all aspects of production from
design through to fabrication.

To be more complete, we could break it down a little further.
CAD describes the use of computers to aid in the creation of
schematics, plots and other drawings which are of sufficient

accuracy to be used to guide the production of manufactured
goods, components or structures.

CAM, on the other hand, describes the use of computers to
produce data employed to assist in or control all or part of

manufacturing processes. These processes include such things
as numerically controlled machine tooling, parts programming,

and robotics.

By putting the power of CAD and CAM together, industry has a
formidable production tool that can not only add speed to
most manufacturing tasks, but can make them more efficient,
more accurate, and more versatile.

There is no easy way to be more succinct about what CAD/CAM

means. It is a very complicated business'. It is hard to get

a firm handle on thiii technology, and most people end up
getting thoroughly bogged down in tedious definitions and
incomprehensible jargon.

However, if we just look at the technology we can begin to

see that the world of CAD/CAM is, at its roots, essentially
visual. It consists of computers and the pictures they can

draw. At that level it seems straightforward.

The complications COMIev in the application of computer

pictures to practical industrial problems. After all, when

we say CAD/CAM 0 "visual", we imply many things.

Creativity, for instance, is one such implication. As much

as anything, it is creativity that has given rise to the

entire CAD/CAM industry. The ability to use computer

pictures to create useful items, drawings, designs,

illustrations, is what has spurred additional research and
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developments in CAD/CAM. That research has not slowed.

25.31 Ektending Our Vision

Developing new tools is second nature to human beings.

Perhaps the most important of all our new tools is the
computer. The proof of that can be found by noting the
myriad of ways in which we put computers to use.

CAD/CAM is just a small segment of the computer industry, but

its among the fastest growing. The potential for applying
computers to manufacturing and draughting tasks is still not
fully defined, let alone realised. The future of CAD/CAM is

bound to be rich and various. Australia is fervently
pursuing it in many industries as a stepping stone to full

CIM operation.

Using computers to produce and manipulate pictorial data
augments our modern penchant for all things visual. Visual

media are a powerful means for disseminating information,
expressing ideas, and advancing opinions.

25.32 CAD/CAM Vs. Computer Graphics

To get a precise understanding of what CAD/CAM is, we must
also be aware of what it is not. It is valuable, therefore,

before we begin to fall into a semantic triangle, to

understand the meanings of and the differences between the
terms "computer graphics" and "computer aided design/computer

aided manufacturing". In common usage the terms are often
synonymous.

"Computer graphics" is the more general term. It refers to
the entire branch of computer science which deals with the
creation or modification of pictorial data for any purpose.
"Computer aided design/computer aided manufacturing", on the

other hand, refers more specifically to the application of

computer graphics to problems encountered in draughting or in
the support of production processes. By extension, it also
entails things beyond computer graphics, such as numerical
control, group technology, and data base management.

More important, CAD/CAM also implies a technology in which
there is an interactivity between a person and a machine -
that is where the computer operator and computer system

communicate in meaningful ways. This is a singularly

important conapt.

The distinction is uoeful because it provides a convenient
way to differentiate between two entirely different ways of

thinking. Computer graphics is a generalised, multi
disciplined approach to creating any kind of image. CAD/CAM,

on the other hand, is an ordered, comprehensive application
of graphics technology to a specific task - product

development. In either case, they are decidedly visual

disciplines. A person and a machine work together
manipulating lines and space and form and colour and geometry

and in doing so create something new.
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25.33 A Tool for the hind - AA extension of our Hands

Perhaps the simplest way tc regard CAD/CAM is as a tool for

the mind rather than a tool just for the hands. It extends
our mental abilities, makes the creative part of design work
faster and more visual, allows us, in fact, to see what we
are thinking. To this extent it may even enable us to extend

our imaginations into areas never ventured before. This is

not an overstatement, but make no mistake - CAD/CAM is, after
all, a tool, and only as good as the people who use it.

Computer graphics allows us to draw with a computer rather

than a pencil. However, CAD/CAM allows us to do more. It

allows us to draw and then to evaluate what we have created.

This is very important extension to simple graphics, because

it is in the evaluation that the creative talents of the
engineer and draughtsperson can be most revealed.

Yet while an int grated CAD/CAM system may be new and

unusual, the tasks required of it are much the same as those
required of engineering and draughting tools in use half a
century ago. CAD/CAM requires no new engineering or design

concepts. Design analysis, mathematical and mechanical

modelling, draughting, documentation, process planning,

machine tooling, fabrication, and group technology are all

old concepts and were around before CAD/CAM became
established in the marketplace.

25.34 The Power of Integration

The real power of CAD/CAM as a design tool, however, is

larger than simply speeding up the design cycle. CAD/CAM

also has a built in ability to integrate all the tasks

related to the entire design manufacturing process. By

coordinating both the tasks and the data generated by those
tasks, the CAD/CAM system is a ready made focal point for the

entire design and manufacturing operation.

By breaking down these tasks even further we can see how this
integration might work. Consider the individual tasks that
go into taking a product from idea through production. Take

as an example, designing a glass mould.

The company is in need of a mould design which can be used to
manufacture a wine glass. Using the specifications required
by the product design, the mould designer first creates a
mathematical model of the mould and of the finished wine

glass. By doing this, the designer can account for the
important design considerations of the mould at once and then

analyse the possibilities online. With the entire product
depicted in purely mathematical terms, the designer can
consider fluict flow, stresses, the implication of applying
heat and cold, densities, as well as the more visual
properties of complex curves and surfaces, three dimensional

space, and intersections. The CAD/CAM system totally
eliminates the need to build a physical model of either the
wine glass or the mould.
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When the mould designer is satisfied with the mathematical
model, he or she can proceed to build a mechanical model of
the wine glass mould. The mechanical mould represents a
)ractical application of the information generated by the
mathematical model. It takes into account such real world

considerations as commercially available materials, standard

manufacturing tools, and their tolerances. Moreover, the

part image (in this case, the finished class) and the mould
image can be displayed on the workstation screen

simultaneously so the designer can compare the two visually.

Next the designer translates all this information into

standard engineering drawings. The drawings are a record of

all the physical attributes of the design and might well
depict the mould from a variety of angles. The system will
help create these varied perspectives automatically.

There is a danger in all this, however. The object in

automating the design process with CAD/CAM is to create
engineering drawings that are useful but not redundant. By

speeding up the ability of the designer to create drawings

the CAD/CAM system Alay encourage a proliferation of

unnecessary drawings. However, if these drawings are grouped
together in families according to the type of part depicted

or according to the perspective depicted, the system can
actually reduce the number of new designs being created,

The efficiency of the system lies substantially in how it is

managed. through proper management, designers will be able

to find existing drawings that will fit the needs of their

current project. In this way, design retrieval functions are

streamlined and costs are further reduced.

25. 4 A PRACTICAL APPROACH TO INTRODUCING CAD/CAM TO THE
AUSTRALIAN MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

The Australian Manufacturing Industry is presently going
through a regrowth and learning phase brought about by the
increased demand for Australian made products.

Manufacturing companies fall into three main categories

relating to CAD/CAM (new technology).

1. Experienced Users: COmpanies that have been using
CAD/CAM technology for some time and developed a large,
skilled, efficient team to implement it.

2. Limited Experience: Companies that have some CAD or CAM
equipment with limited experience in the area, probably
experienced with CNC, but new at CAD.

3. Future Usersi- Companies producing goods with old

technology equipment without experience or knowledge of

CAD/CAM.

Experienced users can be divided into two sub groups:

1 8
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(a) A company having a parent company overseas where
development knowledge of CAD/CAM is passed back to the

Australian firm, e.g. Ford, General Motors, etc.

(b) Firms that have made a commitment to lead Australia in
the high technology manufacturing area, e.g. Diecraft

Australia, Bell Dies, etc.

These two sub groups have invested millions of dollars in
CAD/CAM hardware, software, and the gaining of necessary
experience to operate and become technically efficient and
profitable in the manufacture of their products.

This experience has been gained over the past ten years,

usually on main frame or super mini computers. Staff

required to operate in this category are top level personnel

who have been through a very expensive learning curve to
become proficient.

It would 7ppear that the less experienced categories have an
immense task if they emulate the more experienced companies.
However, with the advent of powerful micro computers, and the
development of relevant software in the past three years, the

situation is somewhat less arduous. Micro Based CAD/CAM is a

solution.

25.41 WHY MICRO BASED?

Approximately 9096 of the Australian manufacturing companies

have less than $20 million turnover. This means the solution
used to introduce the new technology must be cost effective.

1. Mobile Workforce

A large percentage of the Australian workforce moves
from company to company, therefore the micro based
CAD/CAM system which has a shorter operator learning

curve than other more expensive systems, has a distinct
advantage when it comes to attracting or training
replacement staff with the required skills.

2. Computer Hardware

Current trends and the speed of development in the

computer hardware industry are showing that whatever
computer is purchased today will be totally outdated in
less than three years. Faster computing speeds and huge
storage capabilities are happily operating from ever
decreasing size boxes.

Current state of the art micro computer workstations can
be purchased for less than $15,000 with some having
speeds reaching 6 MIPS, 25MHz processing, RAM figures

only fantasised about a few years ago, and screen
graphic resolution of 1024 x 104 or better.

3. Hardware Obsolescence - A Fact of Life

1 1 9
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The lower initial cost of the micro computer based
workstation will allow the computer hardware to be

thrown out after three years, or at the least, parked
into a less demanding role in the company, such as the

Accounting Department.

The selection of micro computers will allow a company
to update frequently into the future and remain current

with the degree of flexibility required. Micro

computers are a good low cost starting point and if
higher capabilities are necessary, they can be linked to

a mainframe computer.

4. Maintenance Costs

The maintenance costs on a non-micro computer are such
that a company could afford to buy at least three or
four complete micro systems each year.

25.42 MICRO CAD/CAM IMPLEMENTATION

Due to the rapid developments in computers over the past ten

years there is a low cost solution taking practical small
steps to become productive with CAD/CAM.

Analyse needs before talking to suppliers. Ask

yourself these questions (or find the answers to

them):

* What company products could be manufactured more
efficiently using rnmputer numerical controlled
machine tools?

* What productivity improvement and cost saving could

be expected?

- Smaller inventories
Smaller economic batches

* What method is the company currently using to
produce store and modify component drawings?

(ii) Introduce a Micro Based CAD/CAM System

Talk to other uses. Send staff on training courses.
Ask the suppliers to see a demonstration of a complete

operational system, not simply CAD or CAM. Then

purchase a micro based CAD/CAM system.

(iii) Train Suitable Staff

Select suitable staff to be trained on the system from
the drawing office or middle level trade background.
Train more than one team. The optimum combination is
a person from the drawing office partnering a person
from the shop floor.
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With suitable operatives they will tend to train each

other from their respective strengths. The actual
training should be undertaken at both a recognised
training centre, such as TAFE, and on the job.

However, this may be subject to availability.

Also middle level management should gain awareness
training on the system so that they will be more

supportive. Information and experience gained from
the training should pe incorporated in the selection

of the machine tools.

(iv) Selection of CNC Machine Tools

Go through a similar process as for the selection of

CAD/CAM systems. This is the most expensive step and
should be planned and implemented correctly. The

micro computer to machine tool communication link

should be set up and tested during this stage.

(v) Tool Setting Procedures

A common tool setting and offset
adopted and strictly adhered
company. Any small changes in

should be notified to all

immediately.

(vi) Time to Become Fully Productive

procedure should be
to throughout the
tool specifications
relevant sections

Transition Phase: Change in procedures and the time
taken to learn the new procedures will result in a
temporary reduction in productivity. It is essential
for management n;t to pressure their staff to become

more productive during the experience gathering

period.

The natural tendency to overload staff in order to
achieve immediate monetary returns from the expensive
equipment must be avoided to prevent equipment and

product damage.

Time should be allowed for the teams
competent with the new equipment.
understanding and participation by
essential during this early phase.
operating the equipment gain more
confidence, improved productivity will

to become fully
Encouragement,
management is
As the people
experience and
follow.

25.43 SELECTION OF SUITABLE MICRO BASED CAD/CAff SOFTWW:

1. SOFTWARE

The main points to be considered are:

Popular, widespread use software.
Possible emergence of user groups.
Easy to use.
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Basic and'extended training available locally, and at
reasonable cost.
The package should be capable of covering future
company strategies.
An interactive artificial intelligence language is a
must so that effective CAM software can be supported.
Local technical support.
DXF DXB & (IGES?) neutral files available in order
that interaction with other systems can be achieved
if desired.
Support third party "add on" software.
Ensure ease of access to updates at reasonable cost.

2. MICRO CAM SOFTWARE

The key features to consider are:

Easy to use.
Quick to operate and learn.
Basic and extended training available.
Development and technical support in Australia.
Automated rough cut metal removability to desired
shape.
Finish cut option.
Tool offset compensation for flat or ball nose
cutters on sloped or radius surfaces calculated and
set in CAD system (rough and finished cutter paths
generated).
Access to the machine tool canned cycles.
Sub program capabilities.
Machine tool communications.
Micro turnkey type system where the software is

customised to suit your needs, or will you
be responsible for the extensive tailoring required
before it becomes productive?
No cther language to learn.
Pre production cutter path checxing facilities.

25.44 CAP/CAM PROGRAMS FOR HOME OR OFFICE

The lower cost of Micro CAD/CAM systems makes it possible for
a contract tool designer or consultant to produce design
drawings and the machining programs from the home or office.

The machining instructions can then be transferred to a local

contract tooling shop's CNC machine where the die or

component will be manufactured.

Communications between the two parties is essential and tool
and machine setting parameters known by the tool designer.

25.45 TAKE CARE WEN SELECTING THE CNC MACHINE TOOL

Traps for the Beginner:

When a company is purchasing a new CNC machine tool for the
first time, the management and staff will only gain

experience in operating the machine once it has been

installed.
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At first, just operating the machine at the base level is

enough to cope with, as the operator's competence improves to

a level where the machine's option capabilities can be tried,

it is often found that the options were not part of the
machine purchase. This is like purchasing a pushbike with

one pedal missing, and when you try to purchase another pedal

you may be told it cannot be fitted after the sale.

1. Always purchase a machine with all the options and
memory size that will be required in the future.

2. Check price differences on quotes for the same machine

that all options and memory sizes are the same.

3. Make sure that the controller has appropriate
communication port to allow information transfer to a

CAD system.

25.451 CNC Machine Maintenance: Who's Fault?

CNC machines are generally manufactured with different

companies being responsible for the controller, electrical
switch gear and the mechanical section. This makes for an
interesting situation when a problem occurs.

The solution sometimes is to communicate to all the companies
involved that you don't care who's fault it is, you just want

the machine fixed. This may require bringing the maintenance

technicians from all companies on to the site at the same

time.

25.46 OVERVIEW OF CAD/CAM INTRODUCTION

It is recommended that new entrants into the CAD/CAM hi-tech
area should do so by way of micro computers.

These micro based CAD/CAM systems should be introduced using
small, practical steps which include operator and management

training, tool setting procedures and the time allowed to
become experienced. This will yield improve productivity.

By the time the company is experienced and ready for the step

towards a larger system, current trends would indicate a
larger system may not be necessary, because with the rapid
developments taking place in both hardware and software, the
power and capability at the micro computer level will handle
even the most complex tasks in the not too distant future.

For companies already experienced and successfully using a
mainframe or mini CAD/CAM system, the expensive learning
curve and transition phase is behind them. The direction to
take in the future, considering the rapid developments taking
place in computing hardware and software, would be to

introduce stank alone micro systems to complement their

mainframe. The micro systems would free the mainframe to be

more productive at solving extremely complex tasks.

Those companies about to introduce CAD/CAM are in a fortunate
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position because recent developments in computer hardware and
software has reduced the costs involved.

25.5 NC PROGRAMMING: CURRENT AND IN THE FUTURE

Numerical control has come a long way since the early days.

This section will discuss the direction NC and CNC has

followed from its beginnings to the current day and its
future utilisation in the Integrated Manufacturing

environment.

25.51 EVOLUTION OF NC

In the early days of the industrial age, machine tools were

manually operated. The resulting process was often slow and

of reduced accuracy.

This century has seen machinery become more automated,

thereby reducing machine-operator intervention in the

manufacturing process. As automation increased, machines
that may turn out 20,000 components per day, will generally
be able to produce only a limited class of components. Until

recently prototypes and low volume components were produced

by manually operated machine tools.

With the advent of new hard-to-machine materials and

requirements for very high tolerances, the best human
operators have reached the limit of their abilities. These

requirements together with the need for component

flexibility, have lead to a form of automatic machine

control. Known by the generic name, Numerical Control

(frequently abbreviated NC).

25.52 NUMERICAL CONTROL

NC is not a kind of machine tool but a concept of machine
control whereby numbers, letters and symbols are used to
convey instructions to the machine. NC is a technique for
controlling a wide variety of machines. For this reason NC

has been applied to assembly machines, inspection equipment,

and metal cutting machine tools (to name only a few

applications).

NC is a method of controlling an operation, and the

instructions for control are in the form of a permanent
process control records that may be utilized any number of
times at a later time and date.

The numerical control system forms a communication link which
has many similarities to conventional processes. Symbolic
instructions are input to an electronic control unit which
decodes them, performs any logical operations required, and
outputs precise instructions that control the operation of
the machine. Many NC systems contain sensing devices that
transmit machine status back to the control unit. It is this

feedback that enables the controller to verify that the
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machine operation conforms to the symbolic input

instructions.

25.53 COMPUTERISED NUMERICAL CONTROL

Computerised Nume!ical Control (CNC) is a numerical control
system wherein a stored computer program is used to generate

some or all of the basic numerical control commands from u3re

generic NC input instructions. The diffg?rence between
conventional NC equipment and CNC is the addition of the
computer as part of the machine tool controller.

25.54 CAD/CAN

Computer Aided Design (CAD) and Computer Aided Manufacturing
(CAM) are the functions of using a computer as a tool to aid

in the design and manufacturing processes. The design stage
involves the use of a computer program to both generate and
evaluate a database which is able to graphically depict the

part to be manufactured. The CAM stage, using additional
scftware, and generally additional user input, acts on the

database to produce the required NC code to manufacture the

part on the NC controlled machine tools.

Distributed Numerical Control (DNC) can be defined as a

system connecting a set of numerically controlled machines to

a common computer storage media. The computer system looks
after data storage, data retrieval and sending to the various

machine tools. The NC data can be sent to a machine tool as

a complete program or distributed on demand as the machine
tools require the data.

Using a CAD/CAM system to generate any required NC data
involves a number of steps. As a first step, a geometric

database is generated. This geometric database can then be

used to generate a file generally containing APT like

statements which relate to machine tool cutter locations.
For this reason this file is termed a load of tools, spindle
speeds and turning on coolants, may also be included. A post

processing program with the aid of a machine data file
converts the cutter location file data to the appropriate NC

data. The machine data file is machine specific data file so

that a general post processor may be used to prepare NC data
for any number of machine tools.

25.55 CAD/CANHMACRINING FUNCTIONS

A range of procedures are available for generating cutter

location files. They include:

point-to-point machining
drive curve machining
planar milling
surface machining

Point-to-point operations are an easy way of creating tool
path data for functions.such as drilling, ta,:ving, boring,

counterboring, and reaming. Other uses might include spot

1 25
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welding and riveting operations. The points at which the

operations are to be carried out are selected from the

graphical database. Certain parameters for say a drilling
operation may be saved in a cutter location file cycle

command. These cycle commands are readily converted machine

tool cycle commands.

Drive curve machining provides a way of generating a tool

path using a number of geometric curves to control the

movement of the cutting tool. The cutter motion is generally
controlled in discrete steps along individual curves. With

the definition of a planar part surface on which the tool
makes contact, the use of a drive curve along which the tool

moves and the definition of a check curve*which may be used

to limit the movement of the tool, the tool path may be
constructed of a series of discrete tool movements.

Previously defined check curves may become current drive

curves. End of curves are also used as intermediate tool

stopping positions.

Planar milling can be used to provide multiple tool passes on

a planar surface. Geometric curves or special boundary

entities are used to limit the tool movement. Both pocketing
routines inside the defined boundary or profiling on, inside

or outside the boundary are also possible. Depending on the

algorithm used, additional avoidance pockets can also be

defined such that the tool does not enter into these areas.

Surface milling can be applied to any geometric surfaces.
Various algorithms are used for determining how the cutter

will move over the selected surface(s). Most of the

algorithms follow a common procedure. This includes the
determination of a set of points on the surface (or off the
surface by a preselected amount of stock is required). The

tool programming point can now be determined through the use

of surface normals, tool axis vectors, and tool geometry.
Any gouge checking procedures can then be applied between the

tool in its current surface contact position, other regions
of the surface and adjacent surfaces. In moving the tool
from one contact point to the next contact point through a
straight line, the surface which need not be flat, may also

be gouged. Any predefined intol/outol may be taken into
consideration by adding intermediate surface points and/or of
setting the surface contact points along surface normals to

meet the required intol/outol values.

25. 56 CAD/CAM MACHINING DEVELOPMENTS

It is questionable if we will ever reach the capability where

a graphical database for a part to be manufactured can simply

be presented to the machining module of a CAD/CAM system and
expect the complete cutter location file and/or NC data file
to be generated. Each machine shop tends to cut similar

parts somewhat differently. There is no best way to cut any

particular surface type. The best method to machine a

surface depends on a number of factors such as how the
surface is orientated, how accessible the surface is and what

is the machine tool configuration. For most manufacturing
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operations, tolerances, feeds, spindle speeds, depth of cut,

clamping and a dozen other criteria will always need to be

specified.

25.57 NC DATA REVIEW AND EP ITING

CAD/CAM systems can reduce the time spent on rework and
machine down time by allowing programmers to view and edit

the tool path graphically. The ability to see the tool move

around the part and check that there are proper clearances

between tool and fixtures has saved many a programmer's

nerves.

Displaying the tool moving around the part is one form of

checking. Another more useful method would be to display the

resulting surface that would be left after the tool path has

been replayed on the graphics screen.

After the NC data has been generated some editing is

sometimes still required. Again it would be useful if the NC

data can be compared to a graphical model so that any changes

made can be verified of the machine tool.

Both methods of editing should allow the simultaneous display

of the tool graphically displayed on the part and the

relative line of code in the cutter location file or the NC

data file.
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26. APPENDIX B ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND EXPERT SYSTEMS
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26.1 ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a scientific field concerned
with creating computer systems which can achieve human levels

of reasoning. More precisely, AI is the branch of

information science that focuses on developing computer

programs able to perform tasks normally associated with
intelligent human behaviour.

This is to be achieved through a collection of computer
supported techniques emulating some of the natural

capabilities of human beings. Examples are knowledge

representation, inference capabilities, problem solving,

engaging in dialog, and understanding natural language, as

well as speech recognition and synthesis, computer vision,
and robotics.

Artificial Intelligence can also be defined as a branch of
information science whose objective lks to endow machines with
reasoning and perceptual capabilities. Characteristic of AI

is that it:

1. Manipulates symbols rather than numbers.
2. Makes inferences and deductions from information at

hand.
3. Applies knowledge in solving a problem.
4. Uses its knowledge and its associated rules to prune the

exponential growth occuring in complex real world

situations.

Today the focus today is on knowledge engineering. Knowledge

engineering is the process of capturing and representing
knowledge in a computer system. It includes acquisition,
learning, knowledge directed database specification, and

design methodologies. Knowledge based environments encompass
such issues as decision support systems, CAD/CAM, robotics,
and VLSI (very large scale integration) design.

A rule based system is able to reason about its own search
effort in addition to reaching decisions about the problem
domain. That calls for a new way of structuring based on

four areas:

1. A knowledge bank containing domain facts and rules
associated with the problem.

2. A inference mechanism acting as the control structure
for utilising the knowledge bank in search of a solution

to the problem.

3. A global database keeping track of input data, problem
status, and the relevant history of what has been

accomplished so far.

4. A dialog engine able to engage in person machine

communication, guide, extract answers, and present

results.
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Knowledge engineering is the applied science side of

artificial intelligence.

The top challenge in this applied science effort is knowledge
representation: from knowledge acquisition to the development

of rules and the facilitation to be provided by 'the

interactive use of those rules. The latter is known as
knowledge utilisation. Knowledge representation is presently
a rather manual process of working with experts. Therefore

we seek automatic methods of transferring and transforming
knowledge into computer representation.

Knowledge engineering deals with know how which is inherent
in the development of several processes, the most important

being:

Learning systems.
Knowledge directed specifications.
Design methodologies for rule based systems.
Symbolic computing approaches.

Just because many tasks cannot be automated by using

conventional computing techniques, they require the

capability of symbol manipulation. Symbol manipulation calls

for valid, tested approaches provided by knowledge

engineering, which is also instrumental in constructing
inference paths for decision, explanation, and justification.

Knowledge engineering describes the process under study and
outlines its rules. Such work reflects the often neglected
fact that there is a fairly close correlation between the
kinds of knowledge existing in an organisation and the sort
of problems faced in conducting the organisation's business.

Much of the work on knowledge engineering involves the

acquisition of know how. It starts with the capability of
extracting knowledge from experts, mapping it in computer
based form, and then using it.

26.2 EXPERT SYSTEMS

Expert systems are playing an increasing vital role in many

computer systems. Yet there remains a lot of confusion about

what an expert system is and when it can be applied. This

type of software provides the tools and techniques to capture
human expertise and automate human reasoning.

Conventional programs tell the computer what to do; with

expert systems, we tell the computer what we know. If a well
defined set of instructions can be prepared for obtaining a
solution, then traditional programming is in order. For

these systems, the programmer or analyst gives the computer a

detailed road map for performing repetitive tasks with

different data. If, on the other hand, we have no step'by

step method and the solution relies on a large body of
knowledge, an expert system is called for.
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Expert systems approach ill structured problems the way

people normally solve them: by matching facts about a given

situation against a knowledge base to reach a conclusion.

They consist of three basic parts: a working memory or
database containing facts about the current situation or
problem, a knowledge base containing information based on the

expert's experience and knowledge about the specific problem

and an inference engine, which is the mechanism for using the

information in the database and knowledge base.

For most expert systems, the knowledge base is rule based.

That is, it comprises a set of if-then statements, or rules.

Each rule consists of one or more conditions , and a

conclusion. If the facts about the current situation in the

working memory match the conditions stated in the the

rule is "fired", and the conclusions of that rule are added

to the facts about the situation in the working memory.

The inference engine, also called a rule interpreter,

examines facts about the situation in working memory and the

rules in the knowledge base. It identifies the rules to be

fired and determines in what order the rulea will be

implemented. The inference engine also is responsible for

telling the user what rules have Peen fired and how the

system arrived at its conclusion.

Inference engines have two basic control strategies: forward

chaining and backward chaining. For example, assume the

following knowledge base:

Rule 1: If (animal flies) and (animal is a mammal) then

(aniial is a bat).

Rule 2: If (animal is a bat) then (animal is nocturnal).

Rule 3: If (animal has hair) then (animal is a mammal).

Suppose that the facts entered into working memory are

"animal flies" and "animal has ha3r".

Forward chaining involves searching the knowledge base to

determine which rules can be fired based on facts in working

memory. As we know that "animal has hair", Rule 3 can be

fired, and the conclusion that the "animal is a mammal" can

be added to working memory.

Due to the fact that we know that "animals flies" and "animal

is a mammal", Rule 1 can be fired and that the conclusion

"animal is a bat" can be added to working memory. Lastly,

because "animal is bat" is true, Rule 2 can be fired and

"animal is nocturnal" can be concluded.

Backward chaining involves proving a hypothesis is true.

Assume for the above illustration that the goal is to prove
the "animal is a bat". The conclusions in the knowledge base

are searched .to identify the conditions for "animal is a

bat",
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Rule 1 indicates that "animal is a bat" if "animal flies" and

"animal is a mammal". As "animal flies" is known to be true,

the conclusions in the knowledge base are searched for

conditions for "animal is mammal".

Rule 3 indicates that "animal is a mammal" if "animal has
hair". As "animal has hair" is known to be true, "animal is
a mammal" is proved, and the goal is reached.

Expert system shells contain pre packaged .knowledge
representation diagrams and inferencing techniques that

provide a framework for the development of expert systems.

Many shells include step by step guidelines with examples
letting the developer implement user friendly, interactive
expert systems without knowledge of either programming or
expert system techniques, (TAFE should start off using this
approach when introducing this topic). Some allow for

inclusion of uncertain data and imprecise knowledge; others
construct rules based on a set of examples.

Successful implementation of an expert system depends on
several key components. First a well defined application
domain must be established, and domain experts must be

available to provide the expertise to build the knowledge
base and to validate system results. Second, an expert
system-developer or knowledge engineer must be available to
work with the domain experts to create the knowledge base and
build up the system.

The knowledge engineer is also responsible for determining
the hardware environment and selecting tools.

With a considerable investment in time and money, an employee

can develop expertise and become a valuable asset. This

asset tends to erode through attrition, promotion and

retirement. If the knowledge, experience and advice of

experts is captured, it can be used after they have gone.

TAFE needs to work on the basis of using the knowledge of its
expert teachers, in each field, to train others and to ensure
the experience and knowledge is not wasted and stored for
future reference and use. TAFE, like industry, has valuable
assets - its people. Their expertise, in the latest

technology areas, should be utilised for the transfer of
experience, knowledge and skills to students. In this way

Australia can continue to work towards true integrated

manufacturing.

Simulation techniques will help considerable in this area as

TAFE cannot possible hope to provide high capital equipment
in every area. Modelling, properly utilised, will achieve
the same objectie in conjunction with the skills of its
staff.

A reliable method must be developed, a favourable environment
created and continuing education to keep every student up to
date and practiced in the method. In this way we should
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obtain the driving power for managerial success in TAFE.

What I really mean is that TAFE needs to provide reliable
methods to impart knowledge and skills in the principles of
managerial engineering and how to apply them for Australia to
compete as a World Class Manufacturing nation.
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27. APPENDIX C INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING OF THE FUTURE
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27.1 INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT OF TWE FUTVRE

Thanks to the Japanese initiative, there is much talk about

the fifth generation computer. The key to this generation is

in the networking of multiple processing units. This linking

provides a new task; that of dividing the problem so multiple
processing units will be able to work on portions of the same
problem concurrently and in parallel, then piece together the

whole solution.

Together with the fifth generation computer is the notion of

fifth generation management (FGM), which assumes a well

developed and flexible infrastructure of networked functions,

together with their computers and applications, capable of

referencing a common data architecture. In the first four
generations of management, raw material and information are
passed serially from one department to the next Moreover, .

the hierarchical mode of organisation predominates, even in

the third and fourth generations of management.

In FGM, each of the functions becomes a node, or decision

point, on the network. These nodes become reference points,

or knowledge centres, capable of teaming with other nodes to

support the enterprises's business strategy. FGM assumes the

computer integrative management . of the manufacturing

enterprise. First its focus is not just on the manufacturing

function, but on the entire enterprise. Second, it is

integrative, not integrated, because manufacturers are

involved in a continually evolving integrative process.

Third, each of the departmental functions and sub functions

become nodes in a network capable of bringing their

accumulated knowledge to bear in an interactive mode as the

functions work in parallel.

Goaded by promises about CIM, companies are focusing on the
technology and forgetting the logiz: cf management. The new

computer based technology is slowly being put into

traditional manufacturing companies.

The traditional manufacturing logic has been to divide and
sub divide the production processes to manage the sequential

flow of raw material through work in process to finished
product. This makes it easier to assign responsibility and

assign responsibility and maintain accountability. It is the

source, unfortunately, of many internal political battles,

even as the informal organisation gets the work out the door.

Often, the written company policy is superseded by a series

of accommodations between functional departments.

However, this has led, in many instances, to what can be
referred to as "human disintegrated manufacturing" because

humans have had to conform to the idiosyncrasies of an

environment that has been slow to appreciate and use the

range of their talents. Moreover, the hierarchical

organisation has made meaningful communication between
departments cumbersome at the best.
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Many companies are indeed stumbling along with their efforts
to install CIM, and as long as the emphasis is primarily on
the computer and manufacturing with a bent for interfacing,
this trouble will persist. Problems occur because each
functional department has its own dialect which is difficult
to understand by the other functions without adequate

translation.

ln the traditional manual manufacturing approach, human
translation takes place each step of the way. For example,
manufacturing engineering takes engineering drawings and red
pencils them, knowing the product can never be produced as
drawn. The experience and collective wisdom of each
functional group, usually undocumented, is an invisible yet
extremely valuable company resource. Computer interfaced
manufacturing (CIM I) bypasses this reservoir of knowledge.

Each functional department has its own set of meanings for
key terms which causes part of the problem. Terms such as
"part", "project", sub assembly", and "tolerance" are
understood differently in different parts of the company.
When files with these and other terms are to be used directly
in other departments, there will be problems because of the

following conditions:

(a) The saw-. -1rds are used, but they have different
meanings.

(b) Different words are used, yet they may have the same
meaning.

(c) The same words have differing shades of meaning.

(d) The same words take on different meanings, depending on
the context in which they are used.

Experienced employees can interpret different meanings for

key terms and compensate for them. This ability is a

valuable company resource, although it is not usually
recognised.

It is not enough to simply interface these nodes or decision
points. They need to be related to a common reference
context: strategic vision, values, common reference data
architecture, group technology, and so forth.

The common reference context has three time elements: the

strategic business vision (future orientation), the flexible

infrastructure of networked computers and professionals
(present orientation), and stored knowledge and common and
agreed on definitions of key terms (part orientation).

Now let us consider an additional layer representing the
transition to CIM II (computer integrative management of the
manufacturing enterprise), which supports FGM. The new logic
assumes networked infrastructure and adds a way of

coordinating the managers, professionals, and employees in a
dynamic and flexible manner, allowing for reconfiguration of
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the business.

The traditional organisation was held together by a "command

and control" structure where everyone's job was clearly

defined. However, the new "Knowledge Era" requires a

different approach to control and coordination. As the

functions use the computer networked infrastructure to

communicate in an iterative manner, management must provide

focus and direction.

Rather than being separate boxes on an organisational chart,

in a flatter and more participative environment the

responsibilities of functional decision points (nodes)

overlap. However, there is the potential for ambiguity in

this type of structure, and it is management's responsibility
to handle this ambiguity and variety. A clearly articulated
strategic business vision becomes the glue of ,,rganisation.

When attention shifts to integrating the functions in a more

dynamic whole, then the stage will be set for more rapid

progress. Certianly CIM I, the interfacing of the key

functions, is a necessary precondition for CIM II, as it is

part of the process of building the necessary communications

infrastructure. However, the physical linking of functions

will not lead to true integration, hence the distinction
between CIM I and CIM II concerned with connectivity, the

physical linking of computer nodes, but it is also

attitudinal and referential.

In short, the distinction between CIM I and CIM II is as

important, if not more so, than the shift from material
requirements planning (MRP), which dealt with just production

and inventory control, to manufacturing resource planaing

(MRP II), which includes most aspects of manufacturing

planning and control.

Traditionally, manufacturing enterprises have been thought of

as hierarchies managing activities through a process of

serialised handoffs of product information from one function

to the next.

However, there are challenges to this model. First,

companies are producing more with less direct labour (3-15%
costs, depending on the industry). Second, they need fewer
levels of management (down from 8-12 levels to 4-6 levels).
Third, the transformation of data and information into useful

knowledge is now as important, if not more so, than the
transformation of raw material into finished goods. Only a

few touch the product, but almost everyone touches

inPIrmation about it.

Manufacturing in the 1990's will demand a qualitatively
different approach to management from what has been known in

the past. What type of management will this be? This

question is zt the heart of the quest for FGM.

Unfortunately, many mistake computer interfaced manufacturing

(CIM I) for CIM II. CIM I leaves the traditional structure
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in place and simply wires together the various functions

through digital communication. It still operates in a

sequential fashion. CIM II is based on the various functions

working together in parallel.

The logic of traditional manufacturing management, even with

CIM I, is almost 180 degrees from the logic of CIM II. If

this goes unrecognised, then new technology will continue to

be "stuffed" into old organisational skins. The logic of CIM

II rests on a much deeper understanding of organisational

integration. This leads to the search for understanding of

FGM, which needs its own perspective. In FGM, what has to be

integrated? How is this integrative process to be carried

out? To simplify a complex process, FGM will require inter

weaving five threads.

In a manufacturing enterprise, five m7-jor areas need to be
dynamically interrelated and integrated. Traditionally, each

area lives in its own world with its own professional
societies and training. Each has its own educational feeder

systems. The task is to weave a tapestry that utilises the

strengths of the entire garment.

The five threads of CIM II include management context,

business, technical, information architecture, and production

systems. The points of intersection of the tapestry should
be thought of as the rodes where decisions are made.

The task of managing a network of nodes is qualitatively
different from managing a standardised set of functions, as

it is done in second generation organisations. FGM requires

nodes (people as decision makers) to interact on an ongoing

basis as new products and processes are developed. Marketing

perceives a new opportunity, so it has engineering sketch a

possible design. Manufacturing engineering is asked to

simultaneously sketch the production process, and finance

assists in determining costs. These functions work back and

forth to refine their concepts and determine the probability

of market success. Each of the functions serves as a node

and is involved with things to resolve.

A nodal network is a give and take or back and forth

environment, rather than a sequential hand off process. This

means there is a need for continually focusing the efforts

the efforts of the nodes, and this requires a good and clear

strategic business vision.

In all companies, a strategic business vision is not an off

the shelf commodity. It must be crafted and grown through

the interactions of many key persons in the organisation and

must be engineered in the creative sense of the word. Often

professionalo and middle managers have innovative solutions
to marketing's perceived needs, and these individuals can
help develop a strategic vision in dialogue with top

executives.

In a nodal organisation, many responsibilities overlap, the

horizon of concern extends beyond the narrowly confined
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borders of individual functional responsibilities. For

example, engineering worries about how a product will be

serviced. The black and whiteness of second generation

management is replaced by the fuzzy borders of FGM.

The fuzzy borders of overlapping nodes imply that there are

problems to be faced in developing marketable products and

that processes cannot be easily compartmentalised. Most

business challenges require the insight and experience of a

multitude of resources, which need to work together in teams

to get the job done.

Rather than being thought of as conventional functions, the

nodes in FGM are knowledge centres that unite around the

challenge to bring the ins4e;hts of their disciplines to its

solution. Nodal knowledge centres do not wait for

responsibility to be assigned. Instead, managers and

professionals assume responsibility for projects after the

proper internal negotiations.

Integration requires more than just technology. FGM an CIM

II cannot be achieved without strong executive leadership.

Success in this arena demands technology with the realignment

of departmental charters, reward systems, accounting

practices, organisational designs, career paths, and

management styles.

FGM nurtures an integrative atmosphere where knowledge

centres are expected to work together in an iterative

fashion. In this context, management can more effectively

lead interrogatively; that is, by well placed questions.
These questions can be extremely effective in keeping the

various working teams focused on the organisation's

objectives.

Top executives also can use questions to bring the various

functions into closer working relationships. Too often CIM

is an undertaking of the manufacturing manager or engineering

manager. However, the litmus test of true CIM II effort will

be based on the involvement not only of manufacturing and

engineering, but also of marketing, finance, human resources,

and information systems.

Needless to say, these changes can be threatening and can

upset the culture and delicate balance of political

accommodations between functional groups. Change brings more

uncertainty than most people are ready to cope with, thus

hampering the transition to FGM.

Traditional management cultures have assumed that the key to

success is in managing the "routine". This has often led to

an under utilisation of the talents of managers,

professionals, and workers because they are expected to "fit

in" like cogs.

Well defined bureaucratic structures hold traditional

manufacturing enterprises together. Yet these companies lack

the quickness of mind and nimbleness of foot to adapt to
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changing competitive environments. Automation is seen as a

way to further eliminate people and to make the processes
even more routine. FGM, on the other hand, is focused on
managing variety.

FGM is a creative response to the need to manage variety,
ambiguity, uncertainty, and even chaos. Therefore, managers,

professionals, and workers need to learn to work as over
lapping nodes and decision points in a larger network.

If in FGM, key managers and professionals need to work

together as teams with issues to resolve, narrowly defined

job responsibilities and restrictive departmental charters

will be hindrance. Instead, a climate of trust, openness,
and information sharing is essential, made possible by

changes in reward systems, job definitions, and departmental

charters. CIM II provides the technical resources to enhance

human capabilities to mange the variety of constantly

changing competitive conditions.

In addition to the shift to a more nodal form of. management,

the management context thread refers to the values and

operating philosophy established by executive management. In

manufacturing companies over the last five years, acceptance

of a new set of operating values has begun. This includes
Just In Time, Total Quality Control, and Design For Assembly.

Companies are realising that the cost of poor quality is much
higher than conventional wisdom has assumed. JIT and TQC now

are becoming more widely accepted, and they can often serve
as excellent lead Ins to CIM II, since they expose the real'
problems and opportunities within the manufacturing

enterprise. In fact, not only are they excellent lead ins,

but they are also essential components of CIM II.

One of the most exciting ideas of FGM is the shift from an
organisational architecture of narrowly defined functional
responsibilities to one of overlapping nodes.

The traditional architecture of management assumes a fairly

static environment where responsibilities can be well

defined. The best metaphor for this organisation has been
the organisation chart drawn on paper. This serves as a
spatial representation of the key responsibilities in the
organisation. However, an organisation exists more in time

than space. Time is a more difficult metaphor to describe

and picture, especially human and organisational time.

New tools are needed to focus the nodes on the business and
technical challenges of the company. A shared vision needs
to emerge to help sharpen this focus, and it will come not
only from the top executives, but also from within the

enterprise. It will be translated into concrete results
through the use of project management techniques and small
group involvement activities (SGIA).

Certainly, the use of teams is not a new phenomenon in

manufacturing. FGM tips the scales, however, in a new
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direction. The general disciplines remain, but within the

context of nodal organisational architecture. The nodal

project management teams are supported by an evolving digital

information infrastructure, together with well thought out

standards and protocols, so that it is easy to pass

meaningful information between nodes.

This nodal project management approach requires open ended

careers and overlapping departmental responsibilities. There

must be room for organisational growth that then creates a
higher level of engagement and commitment on ,the part of all

employees. Moreover, motivation is, in part, self generating

as the quality of human interaction improves.

Taken together, these shifts suggest several important

contrasts between traditional management and FGM.

Functional departments will begin to give way to knowledge
centres built around a more explicit understanding of human

and organisational time. They will develop cellular

manufacturing and other JIT techniques, TQC principles,

engineering standards, and the like so that these resources

can flow with the organisation over time and be drawn on as a

resource.

It is likely in the future that there will be managers of

major knowledge centres much as mangers of functional

departments exist today. Rather than giving orders, they

will be sharing their vision. Rather than giving orders,

they will be sharing their vision. Moreover, they will spend

a lot of time identifying and developing the talent they need

for their centres.

This leads into the second point: people will more explicitly

seek "careers" rather than "jobs". A job is a slot to fill;

careers, on the other hand, presuppose intellectual

involvement in the tasks at hand and expect the person and

teams of persons to be "decision nodes".

This is also why education, rather than training, is the key.

In the functions and slot model of industrial organisations,

people had to be trained to fit into the organisation. In

FGM, people will be expected to grow in understanding of

their professional responsibilities. TAFE has a major role

to play in this education process now and in the future, if

Australia is to compete with other countries and become a
World Class Manufacturer in all fields.

The problem with members of traditional management

philosophies is that they have been poor learners. They have

not taken the time to sort out their visions of the future

and experience, lessons, and knowledge of the past. Tneir

weakness is that they have imploded into the present,

creating a black hole of understanding. This leads to

informational amnesia. without strong roots in the past and

without the broadening vision of the future, both of which

exist in the present, amnesia sets in.
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Finally, data is assumed to be disposable. Records are kept,
but retrieval is cumbersome at best. Data is one of the most
important assets that a company has. The 1990's will be the
decad f the data.

FGM can offer a whole new way of organising and managing

manufacturing enterprises. Rather than the divisive
fragmentation so common in companies, a dynamic interaction
is in the offing that will challenge as businesses build and

grow.
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28.1 ACRONYMS USED IN THE REPORT

ACADS Australian Computer Aided Drafting Society

ACTU Australian Council of Trade Unions

AGV Automated Guided Vehicle

AI Artificial Intelligence

APT Automatically Programmed Tool

ASCII American Standard Code for InformatioA Interchange

BIT Binary Digit

BON Bill Of Materials

CAD Computer Aided Desian

CAE Computer Aided Engineering

CAM Computer Aided Manufacturing

CAPP Computer Aided Process Planning

CIM Computer Integrated Manufacturing

CL Cutter Location

CNC Computer Numerical Control

CNCS Computer Numerical Control Simulator

CTU Computer Training Unit (TAFE)

DNC Distributed or Direct Numerical Control

EPROM Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory

FEA Finite Element Analysis

FGM Fifth Generation Management

FMS Flexible Manufacturing System

GT Group Technology

HZ Hertz (frequency)

IGES International Graphics Exchange Standard

ISO International Standard's Association

IM Integrated Manufacturing

JIT Just In Time (Production)
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MAP Manufacturing Automation Protocol

MAPT Micro Automatically Programmed Tool

MHZ Megahertz

MRP Materials Requirements Planning

MRPII Manufacturing Resources Planning

MSDOS Microsoft Disk Operating System

MTIA Metal Trades Industry Association

NC Numerical Control

OPT Optimised Production Technology

OS/2 Operating System 2

PC Personal Computer

PLC Programmable Logic Controller

RAM Random Access Memory

ROM Read Only Memory

SGIA Small Group Involvement Activities

TAFE Technical And Further Education

TAFENET Technical And Further Education Network (Computer)

TQC Total Quality Control

TQM Total Quality Management

VA Value Analysis

VAM Value Added Management

VE Value Engineering

VLSI Very Large Scale Integration

WCM World Class Manufacturing
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29. APPENDIX E AN FAAMPLE OF A FMS FOR TRAINING
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30. APPENDIX F LEGO, SMALL CNC, ROBOTS & CNC EQUIPMENT
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Mechanical principles me
'Mechanical principles ate eaily understood when students

build and investigatp their own models in a learning by doing
environment

e,The problem solving approach is in exciting and meaningful
to learn about stability, levers, gears, pulleys, friction, the
mission of energy, etc. LEGO Technic Sets are ideal for

.

tEGO Toolsnic 1 Simpie Machines - introduces most of the basic
mechanicalzoncepts, including gears, pulleys, and levers.
LEGO litho* 11 - Powered Machines - goes a step further and introduces

4 worm gears, the electric motor, chain links, universal coupling, and
differential gearing.

1 Teacher's guides are available for both sets, see
extracts below and on page 4.

%

LEGO Technic Class Packs
As with any good class resource, these materiall

are most effective when there are sufficient
materials to get a whole class working on a topic.

As each set is suitable for two, possibly three
students, we have create" Class Packs of sets.

e offer realistic and economical solutions for the busy
classroom teacher.
Inquire about Simple Machines, Powered Machines and
Technology and Control Class Packs.

Stability and structures Levers

.)
'Gearing

0

1035 Toadies Guido for LEGO TochnIc I
A complete guide on how to utilize the LEGO Technic I set in
the classroom. The guide is aimed a primary school
teachers. The guide explains the most important mechanical
principles one by one and suggests activities to suit. There
are also suggestions for topic or project work, e.g., farming,
energy and technoLgy (see extracts).
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Build a windmill
yourself and use it.
Now wind as a
source of power
has real meaning
in class
discus-
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'Renewable
Energy
Sources:. .
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-1030 LEGO Tiohnic I -
Simple Machines -
Complete Student's Set
Contains 179 LEGO Technic elements,
such as gears, belts, racks and pinions, a
strong storage box with transparent lid.
and 20 activity cards. Suitable for 2-3
students working together.

ats
op/.

V

g
..IMV

(44.0kte..Z.

Here's one solution to the problem:
'Design a system that uses as little effort
iias possible to litt 100 gra.. : weight to a

height of 10 crne. Other solutions
ca .ld be a winch or a block

and tackle. Only testing
and measuring various

models' performance
will prove which

method is the
most

N -
Powered Machines -

Complete Studenre Set
Contains 278 LEGO Technic elements

including a 4.5 V DC motor, a battery stick
gear wheels, worm gears, chains, a

differential gear, a strong storage box,
and 20 activity cards. The set is suitable

for 2-3 students working together. ;
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Who should use LEGO Trodmic?
if you are* Primary Teechek then matitleit at
motivating resource evalable scisnoliand
and problem solving. There's iota of helots Wieleirlhet
Teacher* Guides and in the renge of kw Topic pultinlit 1.from the LEGO Educatkinel Consultants.'
Have fun es you am learning with topics sum al 'A:724
Structures and Frameworice, kwentionktAllidnE Vitcdc
In secondary schools the materials are ideal for innetigetklg
'Machines' and_ ON wendtafive and qualitative work on Levws.
Pulifyll, Golfs. modlenM Advantage,
The Technic II motor doubles u a gerwator leading t0 thOloration ot
efficiency in energy interconversion and tranarnillaiorn:1;i:*..E

The range of LEGO Technic products in this brochure ions** ot:
1030 LEGO Technic I
1031 Extra Activity Cards for LEGO Technic I
1032 LEGO Technic II
1033 Extra ActMty Cards for LEGO Technic II
1034 Large Resource Set foe LEO° Technic I andil
1035 Teachers Guide for LEGO Technic I
1036 Teachers Guide for LEGO Technic II
1038 LEGO Technic Buggy
1039 LEGO Technic Manual Control Panel
All the Sets above are compatible with the LEGO Technic Control
range of materials for schools.
The LEGO Technic Control materials explore computer control of a
wide variety of domestic and industrial machines.
A separate brochure illustrates this part of the range and is available
fromyour LEGO Educational Consultant or The LEGO Education
Division. (See back page for details.)

The Sets in this Brochure

Belt transmission Chain transmission

;0**

1036 Teachees Guide tor LEGO Technic II
A complete guide on how to utilize the LEGO Technic II set.
The guide is suitable for teachers of students, Years 5 to 9.

Describes how to work with mechanical principles
and how to us." them in technology. Gives ideas

for problem solving activities (see extract).

Worm gears are often
used for applications where

; a very slow movement is
needed. This barrier uses

: double worm reduction to
get a very slow output from
the motor.
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'simple
Rosana Se for LEGO Technic I and II

"%film 1516 LEGO Technic elements of all kinds
wedeln) LEGO Technic l and II (see these sets for

itimplements farge constructions and group projects
Good supplement when doing problem solving activities

Provides a stock for replacement of lost components in

student's sets
Contains teacher s guides for LEGO Technic I and II

Includes 2 motors, switches and battery boxes

Strong storage box

LEGO Span Parts SorvIco
All items from the LEGO Technic and II
sets are available from our extensive spare
parts service (art.nos. 1314 1341)

Ask for spare parts information from your
LEGO Educational Consuttant or from
The LEGO Education Division
LEGO Australia Pty. Limited
P 0 Box 639
Lane Cove 2066
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'Problem solving is an exciting and meaningful way to learn.

,
Here are some solutions children have devised to some
problems set by
the teacher'



Classroom Pecks for Busy Teachers.
The LEGO Education DMsion also supplies classroom
packs of materials for a wide variety of subject areas
and age levels, e.g.,
O Early Childhood Packs for young children
O Social Studios Packs for Primary Schools
O Mathematics Packs for Primary and Secondary

schools
O Science and Technology Packs for Primary and

Secondary schools
O Computer Control Packs for Primary and

Secondary schools.

For further information contact:

or the LEGO Education DMsion
LEGO Australia Pty. Umited
P 0 Box 639
Lane Cove 2066
Phone 02 428 9666.
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/The task is to move an object around a warehouse Here students
have designed a fork lift to solve the problem They have even
written a control program.
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10341 LEGO Mullahs Un Ireful Buggy I
Contains 117 LEGO Technic elements including special elements such as
2 x4.5 volt DC LEGO motors, worm gears. and gears. The set also includes a
full-colour workcard for building 2 different models. Add a felt tip pen and
some elements from a Technic I or ll Set and you have a 'Turtle that draws
big colour graphics.

9.

1039 LEGO Technic Manual Control I
Contains 39 elements including special elements such as 3 s% 'itch panels, 3
electric cables and 1 battery box. The set includes a full-colour workcard for
assembling different control panels. Excellent for controlling large
constructions with more than 1 motor.

enui name LEGO d a mastered trade mark 01987 LEGO Group LEGO Austraka Ply Ltd P 013o, 639 2 Lrbcoln Street, Lane Cove 2066, Sydney N S W Prmteo fl Denmark by Arnold Thomsen, EOM; 950 112 AUS
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LEGO Technic
iiidmic Control materials are the Ideal motivating resource to help you
Computing, Computer Awareness, Science, Maths, Technology and

Arts, Physics and Engineering.

The emphasis Is on relevance, realism and ease of use. Realism in the building
and use of the models and realism In the LEGO Lines Control program. Relev-
ance because the program and models closely resemble the industrial and

!domestic control systems that affect our daily life.

iReallsm and relevance motivate students. And motivation :eads to learning and
SUCCOSS.

t Why use LEGO Technic Control materials In the classroom or laboratory?
a) Wry simply, LEGO materials are so universally understood and liked by child-
ren that motivation is high from the moment they are introduced into the class-

; room,

b) In modern living we are constantly interfacing ourselves with computer ope-
. rated machinery, washing machines, sliding doors, bank tellers, car park gates.
traffic lights If education is to reflect real life and prepare students for it -
there is a solid reason for teaching using this approach.

c) Using the build-it-yourself ipproach students really understand so much
more about machines, computers, themselves and real life. The skills of plan-
ning and co-operation, manipulation, measurement, logical thinking, recording
and evaluation are stretched and reinforced by building and programming rea-
listic automated machinery and systems.

d) And finally, Computer Studies and Computer Awareness courses will all con-
tain segments on the application of computers in everyday situations. Senior
computing courses now have strands involving Robotics or Control, the impact
of 'computerization" on our lifestyles, computer programming, etc ...

Computer Control of motorised mechanical processes is now a fact of life and
LEGO motorised models provide ideal 'systems in miniature' to explore compu-
ter control.

950 035 Teschas Resource Pack for Apple
Computer*
1455 Tischer* Resource Pack for BBC
Computer*.
Both the above packs are very similar in con-
tent. In fact, the same activities can be carried
out in classes with both types of computer
allowing maximum ease in lesson planning.
The material has been developed to form a
course in Computers and Technology. The con-
cept was developed by British Schools Techno-
logy (BST), the Micro Electronics Project (MEP)
and the LEGO Group with strong input from
Australia. The Apple version was entirely
devised, written.and Walled in Australia.
The Teachers Guide gives very thorough step-
by-step guidance for the teacher with lots of
planning hints for classroom organization.
The kit assumes no knowledge of computers!
You can either use the kit as a systematic step-
by-step course in Computers and Technology
suitabW for Grades 7 to 10 or choose parts of it
as a mufti-disciplinary resource. The Guide
gives lots of hints for starting points for Maths,
Science, etc.
For the enthusiasts or senior classes there are
sections for Basic, Machine Code am; Logo
methods of communicating with models or
scientific tools built from the sets.
All the materials invite the step-by-step algo-
rithmic approach to problem solving and the
(more natural) trial and error discovery
methods.
Ten identical Student Resource Books are
designed to supply a complete class the infor-
mation necessary for groups to progress at
their own speed on any project.
All projects, assignments, programming sheets,
etc., are in laminated loose leaf form in a spe-
cial folder. All these materials are photocopiable.

Classroom motorists uo Assignment: 5a
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Assignment: 5a

iYou will need
Computer system and LEGO Laws

disk
A motor, a light brick and an opts).

sensor brick
Itesources booklet R7-1110

Connect the motof the ught bnck and the
ootosenso1 bnck to the ,nterface as shown

I In I dnnks dispensing warm. drink
to be pumped out only when a coin hos
Imo inserted Design a pogrom to
this problem using the LEGO motor as
the pump motor end the light brick end
?re-sensor as a coin detector.

_

LEGO Lines is a special control prog
designed for maximum flexibility and
challenge. It requires no prior know-
ledge of computers.
Students use simple key strokes to
gram the six outputs and two inputs
create immensely powerful control
sequences.
There are only seven key words:
REPEAT ENDREPEAT FOREVER ENDil
IF COUNT and UNTIL.
The last three make the computer loo
at the LEGO optosensor built into the
models. (Please note: BBC version
illustrated).

I.
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I Solving a control problem
Assignment 5.
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LEGO Technic Control I
ontains 404 elements including special elements such
s 2 x4.5 volt DC motors, light bricks, 2 LEGO optosen-inc, and counting Thscs. All elements are supplied in a

work bench storage box with transparent lid. The
ludes 5 full-colour building instructions. inspiration

,r other models, and a user's guide.

c
iu sted models include an automatic washing

ne, an automatic superinarket door. an 'intelligent'
eyor belt, a robot arm, a programmable ferns wheel,

able racing car etc., etc.
le optosensor contains an infra red emitter and receiver

is a patented LEGO product. Its low mass, flexibility
reliability makes it a powerful scientific tool in its own

tie III -.4;

9750 LEGO
Interface A
The interface comes
with a special power supply
and a user's guide.
The interface is specially designed for
school use and is very robust, clearly
labelled, and easy to use. It has
six output ports, allowing com-
binations of 4.5 volt DC LEGO
motors and light bricks to be
connected. LEGO Optosen-
sors can be plugged into the
two inputs.
The interface is fully internally
protected against overloads,
etc., and is electrically isolated
from the computer by optical
coupling, meaning total safety
for the user and the computer.

-iiso
4.4

c

t

Phase 1: Mame 2:
177-.74-*- -

nrisso.7--0

Problem
Design a device which can pick up Work out a number of ideas that
LEGO bricks from platform and may solve the problem. Then
place on a conveyor belt, choose the most likely candidate

And work out some design details.0710.M......ur-saoler important detail is the posi-
it ----, of sensors
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using LEGO Technic Control
Phase 3:

Build a model! You can either build
a model from the building instruc-
tions from the LEGO Technic Con-
trol I Set, adapt the instructions, or
build one according to your own
designs.

Phis:4:-

Testing' Now is the time to test
and time the functions of your
model. The LEGO Technic Manual
Control panel allows full testing of
all functions (except the sensor)
without the problem of overrrun-
ning any action. Repeating of the
manual control sequences can
form the basic preprogramming for
the computer. At this stage 'feed-
back* is by the human eye'

(- l
t se) a)

-

Phose),SI,

a

A few attempts at working the con-
trol sequence using the manual
control panel and a watch should
refine the sequence enough for it
to be typed directly into the com-
puter.

4

:?;

And now the first run under com-
puter control! Here the accurate
timing and regulated power out-
puts of the automated system
makes its presence felt. The
emergency 'Stop button on the
interface will save inaccurately
programmed models from pos-
sible f destruction!
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!LEGO Technic Control II

ii
"wamarmloomor

Here a student has programmed a
model to accurately measure the size

of different objects.
This advanced experimenters set
features models which invite com-
puting enthusiasts to explore infor-
mation processing in a more complex
fashion than that exhibited by LEGO

Lines.
The models can be used as tools
for science, tools for exploring
control and as tools for process-
ing and recording information.
Some models work well with
the LEGO Lines control
program, others
work best °MOPttt
when 00
program-

40
med in ,

BASIC
LEGO or PASCAL.
Explorations of
time, velocity and
acceleration can
be made with
the counting
disk and
optosensor \1/4
(making low
mass licker
timer!).

661.0 ei6

The traffic light model is simple to build but is a real
challenge to program. Real traffic flow situations
can be simulated andoptosensors can be used to
feedback information to the computer.

1k.

..4-.1

rierThe X-Y plotter can be programmeu
using LEGO Lines to draw all sorts
of shapes and patterns. However, using other

computer languages the plotter can be made to
record data in graphical form.

4.

1092 LEGO Technic Control 11

Contains 458 elements including special elements

such as 3 LEGO 4.5 vott DC motors, 6 light bricks,

and 2 LEGO optosensors, and counting discs. The
set includes 5 full-colour building instructions, inspi-

ration for othermodels, and a user's guide.
The models suggested include a measuring caliper,

an X-Y plotter, an automatic warehouse, etc.

5

6



Classroom Packs for Busy Teachers.
The LEGO Education DMsion also supplies
classroom packs of materials for a wide variety of subject
areas and age levels, e.g.,
0 Early Childhood Packs for young children
0 Social Studies Packs for Primary Schools
0 Mathematics Packs for Primary and Secondary

schools
0 Science and Technology Packs for Primary and

Secondary schools
0 Computer Control Packs for Primary and

Secondary schools.

For further information contact:

or the LEGO Education DMsion
LEGO Australia Pty. Limited"-,
P 0 Box 639
Lane Cove 2066
Phone 02 428 9666.

°-)

'ON\

t.f Uipz,
4Righ ".4!"Ir

AMP
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-

10311 LEGO Technic Unlvarul Buggy I
Contains 117 LEGO Technic elements including special elements such as
2 x4.5 volt DC LEGO motors, worm gears, and gears. The set also includes a
full-colour workcard for building 2 different models.
che 2motor buggy is well-suited to demonstrate vehicle control by the use of
either manual control - or with a LEGO Interface A - computer control
By edding a few bricks and a felt tip pen the Buggy can be used to draw geo-
rnetnc shapes or patterns lust like a 'Turtle

(_)

ttrz tr_ing tirak_qt.

-fairEArgaw-

1039 LEGO TochnIc Manual Control I
Contains 39 elements including special elements such as 3 switch panels,
3 electric cables and 1 battery box The set includes a full-colour workcard for
assembling different control panels Excellent as an intermediate level between
simple manual control and computer control

The name LEGC Is a redrstered trade mark c1987 LEGO &ohm LEGO Austraha Pty Ltd PCI Bo. 6J9 LALufn Street Lane,Cole 2066 Sydney N S
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The plotter has sensor e5eo
control on both sliding bed c3

oand transverse action pen e,o°eand time control for penup/ e)e°odown. It can be adapted to o
take a "three colour head" ots o

c5`'`5O5e't5e.





Relativity Pty Limited
A.62 Telegraph Rood
Pymble NSW 2073
Australia

PO Box 288 Pymble NSW 2073
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: ::i Relativity

TMC-1000TM

Telephone (02) 449 2575
(02) AA 7618

International + 612 449 2575

Facsimile (02) 488 9967
International + 612 488 9967

TABLETOP MACHINING CENTER

Alt

)

°:;1471. VIC
)

),C0)

tr,s,f4)..ki At.:

A. .3.;

Description

The TMC-1000m Tabletop Machining Center is a CNC mill
system specifically designed for machining of small parts
directly tram an lEit4r PC or compatible computer. Using
standard NC G and M codes (EIA PS- 274D), the menu-
drIven TMC-10001m milling control program provides
linear interpolation on the X, V. and Z axes with circular
interpolation on any two axes. Tool path verification s,
ware is included with the system to simulate motion of
the tool on the computer screen.

The TMC-1000"4 is a powerful. industrial grade 3-axis
milling system with the capability to machine a large

40/1

r

4Va

"

1

I.

Ivariety of parts in plastics. aluminum, and steel. With the
spectraCAMD4 option. users can easily machine parts
directly from CAD drawings with many pobular CAD
packages such as AutoCAD*. VersaCAD', and CADKEr. I

The TMC-1000"4 system consists of the 3-oxis mill, elec-
tronic interfacing, control software, and complete docu-
mentation

LIGHT MACHINES .

CORPORATION
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Specifications
MECHAN1CAL/EtECIRtCAL
X axis trove! 280 mm
Y axis travel ....... 130 mm
Z axis travel . ... 1 55 Trim
Tobie stze . . . 460 x 160 sin
Throat . . 165 mm plus options
Feedrates 5 to 635 mrn/mi n
Rindution (hotfstep) . 0 .006 mm
RePeatobility 1- 0 . 0 13 trim
Spindle . . . . . R8 taper
Spindle motor ... . . . 1 HP CC Control led
Spindle speed range" 500 - 5000 RPM
Hold down provision . . 1 T-s lots
Steppers ..... 10.8 kg.em 200 step
Power required 240V AC 50Hz 7.5A

" 10000 RPM option

STANDARD ACCESSORIES
draw bolt
3/8 hold down clomps
1/4' R8 miting collet
1/4' high speed steel end mil

PARTAl LISTING Of NC CODES
GCodes
GCO-Ropid traverse
GEO-Linea Interpolation
G02-Ckculor Interpolation-clockwise
G03-Ckcular Interpolation-counterclockwise
G04-Dwell
G05-Pouse
G1 7.G18,G19 Plane Selection for circular
interpolotk.in
G25.G26.G35.G36-Robot synchronization
G90-Absolute coordinates
G9 1-incrementol coordinates
G92-Preset position

1.4-Codes
M02-Erid of program
M03-SpIndle on
M05-Spindie off
M1 0-Clomp air vise
M1 14inclarnp air vise
M20-Chain to next program
M25M26M35.M36-Robot synchronization
M47-Repeat program

Features
MECHANIC&

Hardened and ground steel Meat ways
Zero backlash ball screws on all axes
Stiff sand cost base (1 in wall thickness)
R8 spindle (compatible with Bridgeport'
me tooling)
Bellows covers on Y and Z axis woYs
Hord onodized crossilde surface

ELECTRICAL
Direct robot interfacing capability
High performonce 'chopper' drive for
steppers
Optically Isolated AC Outputs
Direct bus Interface - 1mhz data
honsfer rote

SOFTWARE
EIA RS.2740 standord G&M code NC
progranrning
Simultaneous Meat interpolation on ail
three axes
Circulor Interpolation with center point
or rockus entry on any two axes
Helcal interpolation
Instantaneous X. Y. and Zxis position
reodout on compute, display
Tool length offset tor up to four tools
Progrommoble spindle on/off
Keyboard and/or Microsoffer compatible
mouse operated menus
Buitt.in fuN screen NC program editor
with mouse control
Graphic tool path verification
Programmed pause, dwell, chain, ond
repeat functions
Computer-controlled log, go to position,
and traverse motion
Scaling of part programs
Inch and metric programming
Incremental and absolute programming
Program memory for 10(X) blocks
expandable with chaining command
EirOt messages
Operationot mode single block and
continuous run
HELP functions
cAD/CAM interface option
Computer disk storage a NC Plogratns
on had or floppy ask drives

SAFETY FEATURES
Transparent 1/4' Lexon safety shield
Emergency stop switch on front of mochlne

Options
INC-1200 Milling Mochinisl KR - Includes: milling
vise with hold-down clanDS. Re Coefil
high speed end mill set.

TMC-1400 Ak Vise Robots In/effac - includes: Air
vise, solenoid valve. and all tubing required to
Intedoce with 1/4' pipe fittings from filtered shop
dr (6340 psi) Ak Cornixelea Rpith is am
available

SL-654 spectroCAMm- CAM program allows for
automatic progromrning of the TMC-1000 axf
input from pod geometry created Laing Au-
toCADO, VersoCADO, CADKEYO. and other
poputs CAD PaCkageS whiCh supPort the DXF Me
format

Ordering information
MODEL NUMMI

IMC-1000 Tabletop Mochining Center - IBM PC.
PCXT. AT. Personal System /2 models 25 ond 30, or
100% compatible CNC nial System

Specifications subject to chonge without notice.

MAC 10:0 and footaaCAN loaclarnola al Ughl Madam Com
MA Par. Al. and Palma *own") cis lasastnala at WA Cap
IrldOolsces Is a tasclomot of ISictpospart Madman &Mon of team. Inc.
AutoCAD Is badoirot of Waded( Comoallon
VwsoCAD a trachoma* of VsnaCAD Capacitors
CAPV so boOaraol, of Mao Combo, foNinv. IC
!Amason Is a Iraderrat at Pixtosoa Ccoorallon
Lima 4 0 Irotterratt of Gonad Elactet tassoaassa

LIGHT MACHINES
CORPORATION

Relolivity Oty Limited is incorporated in New South Wolf,
as trustee of the Relativity Unit Trust



Relativity
spectraLIGHT nw CNC MILL SYSTEM

Relativity Pty limited
A-62 Telegraph Rood
Pymble NSW 2073
Australia

PO Box 288 Pymble NSW 2073
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Description
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Telephone (02) 449 2575
(02) 44 7618

International + 612 449 2575

Facsimile (02) 488 9967
International + 612 488 9967

..won eW:s40.10
coorewATION

The spectroUGHT Mill system is on affordable and com-
plete solution tor honds-on CNC.

The system includes an NC mill with software bnd an
electronic controller which connects dkectiy to the IBM'
PC, MN , Personal System/2w model 30. 100% IBM
compatible computers or the Applenew . qnd ilbsw
computers. The controller allows for direct connection to
robotics systems for complete FMS

The menu-driven computer software has a built-ln edttor
and uses standard NC codes (EIA RS 274D), including
three-axis linear interpolation and two-axis circular
interpolation. Tool path verification, a standard feature
of the system, facilitates the graphic simulation of tool
motion and the removal of material.

The spectraLIGHT Mill provides a comprehensive, cost-
effective and easy-to-use method



I
Specifications

IllsatosANICAL/ELECTRICAL
Tabie to spindle
Throat

lraids travel
Y axis hovel ....
Z axis hovel
Radiates ... ,, ......... .. ..

.

Features-

205 min
90 min

230 inn
1 30 min
140 - 160 rim

. 2 . 5 - 239 rA/rein
0 . 003 nim
9 . 5 an
0.511P C (0.37A kW)

. 200 - 2000 RPM
(2) T-slots

Resolution (half-step)

ISPSpii= motor .....
bore

Spindle speed range. .... .. ..

Hold down provision .

Power requked
Bose dknension
SWOON) weight

I
BOrIWARE/DOCUMENTADON

7.2 kg .cm (200 steps/rev).
2 40V AC 6A max

. ... . 560 x 560 an
. approx. 45 kg

IOM model $L-364 - Progrommang capability I- 1000 NC blocks
Disk storoge capocIty appioximately 201300 NC blocks
Requkes 25SIC RAM. one 5-1 hr floppy disk drive. coior graphics odoptor

IApple model SL-356 - Programming copobaly 1.300 NC blocks
Disk storoge capocity opproximately 5 003 NC blocks
Requires 64K RAM. one 5.1 14 tipppy disk drive

Control and verification softwore on diskette
IComprehensive users manuol included

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

I5/16-24 draw bolt and washer
1/4' ming collet
IN higt speed steel end mill

ISAFETY FEATURES

Full fronspaent Lenin* safety shield with Interlock switch

Emergency stop switch on fiont Panel
IAgustable Omit swItch on mill coknn

Specifications ore subiect to chonge wIthout notice

I
IOrdering information

I
I
I
I
I
I

MODEL NUMBERS

SL354 spectroUGHT IBM PC and compatble CNC Mia System

SL-355 spectroUGH1 Apple CNC Mill System

Relativity Ply Limited
A-62 Telegraph Rood
Pymble NSW 2073
Australia

PO Box 288 Pymble NSW 2073

Bocklash compensation
Fultstep ond haltstep resolution
Dkect robot intertocing copability
RS-274D stondcsd G&M code NC programming
Compatible with CAD/CAM pockoges to Interface with CAD
Programmobie spindle on/off
Computer -contrciled Jog ond traverse motion
Instantaneous X ond Z-axis position readout on computer display
Built-in NC program editor
Graphic toolpath vefificallon
Programmed pouts. dwel than, and repeat functions
Manuot ond progrommoble AC outlet control
Scaling of port progrorns
Single step mode
Inch and metric programming
One-year knifed warranty

FARM. LISTING OF NC CODES FOR spectroUGHT MILL SYSTEM

G-Cedes
GOO-Rapid traverse
G014lneor Interpolation .

GM-Circular interpolotion-clockwise
G03-Cercular InterpolotIon-counterclockwise
G04-Dwell
GOS-Pause
G25.G26.G35.G36-Robot synchroneotion
G90-Absolute coordinates
G91-4ncremental coordinates

M-Codes
M02-End of program
M03-Spindle on
MOS-Spindle off
MID-Clamp air vise
M1 1-Unclarnp ok vise
M20-Chain to next progrom
M25M26,M35A436-ilobot syncNorization
M47-Repeat program

Options
51-204 Milling Machinist itlt - inciudes: Milling Vise with hold.clown
clomps, 1 /I3' and 3/16' milling collets. 316 end mil holder,3116' ond 1/4'

end mills with i/4' shanks, bonng hood, boring tool.

51-414 Air Vise Robotic inledece -Includes: Ak vise, solenoid valve. and
oll tubing requked to interface with 114' pipe fittings from filtered shop or

(t0- 100 psi). Air compressor option is also avaitoble

11)vchutIG.q a a kocaornork or llph1 Macho* Corpou*on
Agsse BO auf OC.II are Iradurnole Of APP. CONVIIIII1 he
IN KM Al und Pomona *Marta Go Iworlernolo or MN Capon:lawn
town I u *Werra* al Genoa fisclic Caeotallan

Relativity
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Telephone (02) 449 2575
(02) 44 7618

international + 612 449 2575

Facsimile (02) 488 9967
International + 612 488 9967
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spectraLIGHT rm PC CNC LATHE SYSTEM

Relativity Pty limited
A.62 Telegraph Road
Pyrnble NSW 2073
Australia

PO Box 288 Pymble NSW 2073
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Telephone (02) 449 2575
(02) 44 7618

International +612 449 2575

facsimile (02)488 9967
International +612 488 9967

Descri tion
The spectraLIGHT PC system is the affordable and com-
plete solution for hands-on CAD/CAM/CNC.

The system Includes an NC lathe with complete software
and on electronic controller which directly connects to
IBMs PC. XTTu API; Personal System/2n4 model 30 or 100%
eompatble computers. The controller allows for direct
connection to an air chuck . robot, and the conversion of
the lathe to a full three-axis computer-controlled CNC
milling machine.

The menu-driven computer software has a built-in editor
and uses conventional CNC code, Including linear and
circular interpolation. Tool path verification, a standard

feature of the system, facilitates the graphiciation o
tool motion and the removal of material.

Multiple tool programming with offsets for up to four tools'
is also Included. The optlonal Graphic-Aided Parts Pro-
gramming package allows for complete CAD/CAM/CNC
Integration.

The spectraLIGHT PC provides a comprehensive, cost-
effective, and easy-to-use method for hands-on
of CNC.

I 72
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Specificotkon
MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL
Swing over bed
Swing over croes side ....
Distonce between centers
Crou Ode length .

Spindle speed range
Spindle bore .

SPindle toper..

Fr/vireos . .

Resolution (hoe-step)
Positioning repeatability .

Hoid down provision .

NRPIDed
Power mooted
Dose dimension
SYPPYK) WelObt

Features
.

Bocktosh compensation
Fulstep and holl.dep resolution
Med robot WerfccIng capoblity
R5.2740 stondord GDM code NC prooromming
Multiple fool programming copobety for up to fors kr*
Programmable sande onion
Computemonholed jog anti traverse motion
instontoneous X and Zpsi position readout on computer deploy
Sue in NC ProCliam edlof
Graphic toolpoth vorilication
progrornmed paw. dwell. eh*. ond repeat hrctions
Monuol ond progammble AC outlet control
Scaling of part pogroms
Single step mode
inch ond metric PrOGIallinks0
Easy conversion 16rne wIth men() option
One-year breed warronty

90 vm
32 mm

205 mm
205 em
0.51111 AC (0.37 kW)
200-2000 RPM
10 mm
II MT
2.5 to 230 am/mtn
0.003 mm
/- 0.013 mm
(2) T-slots
7.2 kg.cm 1200 steps/rev)
240V AC 614 max.
635 x 546 mm
approx. 45 kg

SOCIWARE/DOMMENTADON
Programming moodily I -1.000 NC blocks
Dier storage capacity oPProsimotteY 20D33 NC blocks
Requires 2561( RAN. one floppy dsk drive. C0101 gropNcs adopter
Control and verification softwore on diskette
Conpreherrive users manuol

STANDARD ACCRSSORIES
Toolpost with HSS tool btt.
Industrial prod* chuck . 3' diameter. 3-tow sett centerng with T drive key
and 2 sets of give.

SAFETY FEATURES
Fri tramp:sent !Axon safety shield wtth hterlock swtich
Emergency slop swttch on front ponel
Adustoble In* avtich on lathe bed

SPeclecations ore *Meat to change without notice

Ordering InformatiOn
MOOR WWII
SL-104 spectroUGHT PC CNC Lathe System

Relativity Ply Limited
A-62 Telegraph Road
Pymble NSW 2073
Australia

PO Box 288 Pymble NSW 2073

Front and rear %tow o( cored* ksrock mount sye embus
Mowing AC outlet hookups, nil and robot iniedoces.

Options
R-706 CUMICUWM PACKAGE - A comprehensive NC trairelg pockoge
which inckides on instructor's guide. horeparencies. and a student
manual (SOOT).

51.402 MACHINIST KR Includes dowbor ond colet set. highlpe6d tool
set. carbide tool set, steady rest. Alen 'T clever. cut-off tool and holder.
0 ond I deod centers. No center. center de set foes plate. lathe
dog. Jocobs chuck. two 2-position tool posts.

51.404 MIWNG OPIION converts spechalIGHT PC into a 3-ctris program-
mable Fitting mochlne. System Includes 3-axis rrel software. interfocing.
and verticol column with Linde and stepper drive.

51402 GRAP.41C-AID( D PARIS PROGRAM (CAPP) - a graphic CAD/CAM
Pockage that enobles the operator la cfraw two-cenenskinal ports on
the computer monitor and generate roughing cuts tang a 'mouse The
software we then outomattcoly genera* on NC port program from the
drawing which con be stored on d*. Complete documentation and
softwore diskette are included. This pockoge may be ordered without
the spectratiGHT loll* and used as a stand dale programming station
with tool path verification softwore included.

lOocvoLIGHT4 o *Worm& or Lio14 'Amnon Ccroaollon
OCKT. AI. an! Poroyol Sotrn/2 es Oedemas of IPA Capooton

Limo o floOmenot or Grow f iscbt Coovolb.
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Relativity Pty Limited
A.62 Telegraph Road
Pymble NSW 2073
Australia

PO Box 288 Pymble NSW 2073

Relativity
Telephone (02) 449 2575

(02) 44 7618
International + 612 449 2575

Facsimile (02) 488 9967
International 4 612 A88 9967

spectraLIGHT im CNC MILLING OPTION

tr

outomin,
VilkWM)* - "- t..12 . .

4,811101018/..

1 1 !

I

Description
The Milling Option for the spectraLIGHT system is an
economical way to odd CNC milling capabilities to the
spectraUGHT lathe. The system consists of a special
stepper motor-driven vertical column with headstock and
spindle motor that mounts on the spectraLIGHT lathe
bed, allowing 3-axis milling operations to be performed.
Usinq standard NC codes (BA RS 274D), the menu-driven
spectraUGHT milling control program provides linear
interpolation on the X. V. and Z axes with circular interpo-
lation on the X and Y axes. Tool path verification soft-
ware is included with the system to simulate motion of the
tool on the computer screen.

The spectraLIGHT Milling Option offers Instructors the 1
capability of introducing students to both CNC lathe and
milling operations cost-effectively. Multiple systems can
be configured as lathes and/or mills, thus completing
students' exposure to CNC concepts.

This option consists of a motorized vertical milling column,
control software, and complete documentation. The
spectraLIGHT lathe can be converted to a mill in a matte
of minutes With relative ease.

1 74
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IFeatures._
Bockkish compensation
Full-step and holt-step resolution
Drect robot interfacing copobikty
RS-2741) stondord G&M code NC progromrrxng
Progrommable spindle on/oti
Computer-contro4ed jog ond traverse motion
Instantaneous X. Y. ond Z-oxis readout on computer display
8u41In NC program editor
Grophic tocapoth verification
Programmed pause. dwel. chain, ond repeat functions
Monuol and programmoble AC outlet control
Scaling of port programs
Single step mode
inch and metric progromrning
Lathe bed mount allows for quick conversion from tithe to ma
one-year limited worronly

IOptions
51.-204 MitUNG MACHINIST KIT - includes m4ing vee miming collets ( I/8'
3/16% and 1/4).3/Ef end ma holder. end mat set (MY. 3/ It'. oncl 1/4') with
114* shanks. hold down set. boring heod, boring tool with 3/13 sNInk

31.-501 FOUR JAW CHUCK - includes 41aw chuck. 4 law hold down set, and
chuck .to-T slot odopter

vocleoLOGlif o poOemork of igN Mochnes Coroponon
M o WoOornork of OM COrpof Wort

AM** O frochomork of *PPM Convula

Specifications
M(CHANICAt/EtiCTRICAt
throat . . ..... . 65 gas

travel X oxis . . ..., 115

travel Y axis . 170 NM
Travel cute . . .., 140 ma
Spindle motor . 0.25 HP AC 10.18 kW)

Spindle speed range.. ... 200 - 2000 RPM
Spindle bore . . . 10 as
Spindle toper .

Feedrates
Resolution (holfstep) .

Positioning repootabEty
Hold down provision
Stepper motor
Dimens.ons .

ShIPP03 wee0h1

2.5 tO 230 =Wain
0.003 ma
*1- 0.013 wa
121 T-Slota
7.2 kg.ca (200 steps/rev)
5136/1 x 200H x 2301,
approx 10 kg

SOF1WARE/DOCUMENTAT1ON
Programming capability. 131:0 NC blochs on ApiNe's

11,000 NC blocks on IBM PC*
Disk storooe copocity. opprox 5.033NC blocks on Apple.

opprox. 20.000NC blocks on IBM PC
Control and venficalco software on diskette
Compreherisive user s monuol/troning guide

SAFETY ;EATURES
Transparent solely shreld
Emergency stop switch on front panel of lathe stops ma spindle rotation
Actiustable knit switch prevents tool from hitting cross-slide

Specifications ore skied to chonge witnout notice

Ordering Information
MOOEL NUMIERS
St-304- Milling option tot spectroUGHT PC (31.-104)
St.-305 - Mang option for spectroLIGHT (St.-105) Note: this model is a

2-1/2 axis system Some of the specifications obove do not apply
- Milling option for spectroUGHT II (SL-105)
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Relativity Pty limited
A.62 Telegraph Road
Pymble NSW 2073
Australia

".
T.'.: Relativity

Telephone (02) 449 2575
(02) 44 7618

International + 612 449 2575

Facsimile (02) 488 9967
PO Box 288 Pymble NSW 2073 Internalional + 612 488 9967

GRAPHIC-AIDED PARTS PROGRAMMING
A CAD/CAM PART PROGRAMMING PACKAGE FOR THE spectraLIGHT ro CNC LATHE SYSTEM

Kr".. FIFJe.R.OP 4(:,
_et xr-

"No '9

1.
NL

r....11
- . : I. 4 ;

CAPP MENU The usei-Nendly GAPP menu is displayed on the
monita. The selections ore ordered in a logical progression with
heip functions available.

DRAW PART (FINISH CUT) - Drawing the pod. or finish cut. is done with
the keyboard Of mouse fa Ire or rodius moves. The stock outIne is
displayed after setting up with INITIAIJZE

ROUGHING CMS - Roughkx, cuts ore entered wills the mouse or
keyboord to remove stock before the finish cut is mode

Description
OVERVIEW

The Graphic-Aided Parts Program (GAPP) h a graphic-
oriented software package that allows users to design parts
and generate NC code that h compatble with the
spectraLIGHT CNC lathe system.

Using a -mouse-equipped" Apple"' or IBMIDPC computer.
users can create their own part designs on the computer
monitor screen. This Computer-Aided Design (CAD) feature
includes profile. roughing cuts, and fine-mode resolution to

GAPP's user-friendly software includes help functions and
error messages that prompt the user through correct pro-
gramming procedures at every step. GAPP will automati-
cally generate a complete NC code sequence from the
finished design. thus providing the Computer-Aided Manu-
facturing (CAM) link between CAD & CNC.

The GAPP program includes the Tool Path Verification
Program that graphically displays the NC cutting process
resulting in the finished part. With thh, users can verify the
results of their efforts before running the NC program on the
spectraLIGHT lathe.

STEPS TO CREATE A PART USING GARD

Design part and select tooling; sketch dimensions
Start GAPP; initialize stock size and units
Draw the part with the finish cuts on the screen: enter M-
code functions by keyboard or mouse
Enter the roughing cuts graphically
Generate the NC code
List the code on the screen
Save the drawing
Run tool path verification on the program generated
Machine the part on the lathe

LIGHT MACHINES
CORPORATION

1 '7 6



FINISHED DRAWING GAPP stInishect drawing showing both tho
finish cuts ond toughing cuts

IIGENERATE NC CODE The finished drawing is converted Into NC
code that con control the spectral IGHI lothe to machine a Mil

ITOOL PATH votticAnoti the CAPP generated NC code con
be grophicatty verified on the monitor screendbefore a part is
mactvned on the spectral IGI If lathe

Features
Fosy to use
I ogicol progression with menu
I nter orc center by center point or rodius with mouse
Activote M codes by pointing ond clicking with mouse
Stondord or metric meosurements
Absolute ond incrementol position disploy
Locote position to .0001 with fine resolution mode
Undo commond ond edit function for both line ond
radius cuts
Generotion of NC codes from grophic drown-1gs
(CAD/CAM)

Options
SL-803 APPLE WU MOUSE - Grophic input device for use
with GAPP progrom on Apple Ile or Il+rw computers (The
Apple tics"' computer comes with o mouse).

SL-813 IBM PC COMPATIBLE MOUSE - Graphic input device
for use with GAPP progrom on IBM PC or compatible
computers.

Ordering Information
MODEL NUMBERS

S1601 - Grophics-Aided Ports Progromming package for
the spectroUGHT (Apple system SL-105 ) Requires 64K RAM
ond Apple mouse.

SL-602 - Graphics-Aided Ports Progromming packoge for
the spectroLIGHT PC (IBM PC system S1-104) Requires 256K
RAM . Microsoftm,-compatibIe mouse. and IBM color groph-
ics odopter or equivolent

St -603 - Grophics-Aided Ports Progromming packoge for
the spectroLIGHT II (Apple system SL-106) Requires 64K RAM
ond Apple mouse.

subrel to rhonoo mlfrkA fkohce

It" ,ot op II n 0 noomok of ficol Mochres Cemaohc.
Apple I. . and II. hodrmakt ACVIC COnrolo. kr

n 0 writ vonnakorkli pulkkOts Molwcj Carporohon
M. tt +At n I..koQl 01 Mrintorl r(kNvOlon
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Relativity Pty Limited
A.62 Telegraph Rood
Pymble NSW 2073
Australia

PO Box 288 Pymble NSW 2073

Relativity
Jelephone (02) 449 2575

(02) 44 7618
International + 612 449 2575

Facsimile (02) 488 9967
International 612 488 9967

,spectraCAWm
A CAD/CAM PART PROGRAMMING PACKAGE FOR THE spectraLIGHTT" CNC SYSTEM

MCCAW- DRAWING *- Path* DrOetaionais Autocoo drawing wo
port oecenetry stored on afferent aariVtg Myers Pod e soveo on 0X1:
filo format

1E-

tr.

.;

speceoCAM PAM GEOMETRY The D)ft. Is. is luoatid into specks
CAM. The issomehy a stwaven on deferent foyers to be macnineo
in dirk/rent cycies

Set
-

Ell.7217F1ar

TO01 AND MATERIAL SELECUON - Wing the mouse to soled pop.up
menu items. the tool and moierioi ore seterlea 1.401 Me st,edm

AM built in toot on., rnowsnor ituoiles

Overview

The spectroCAMIN CAD/CAN softwore po:Aoge is a graphic
oderited partkprogromming pockoge that con knpod port geome-
try from popular CAD programs such os AutoCAD,. VersaCAD*. and
CADKEN". and output NC code compatble with the spectroUGHT
Lathe. Mit and Mil Option.

The spectraCAMTm package runs on an IBM' PC XTIW or compatible
computer. Pod geometry for milling con be transferred using the
populor DXF formot from o CAD pockoge. The program is extremely
easy to use. and uses o Microsoft% compatble mouse for pop-up
menus and cophic entry.

The mill CAM module automatically generates contour rnilmg.
pocketing, and facing with a sophisticated cutter-compensation
algorithm for 2-1/2 axis Mang from the pod gaometry. Lathe CAM
generates roughing cycles and contouring.

Extensive help is avoklable on line, and pop-up 'dialog boxes
prompt the USet for information when necessary.

The spectroCAMm pockoge then outputs the NC code to o text file
which con be graphically verified or run on The spectraUGHT Mill or
Lothe.

The spectroCAM," software packoge is o powerful tool to povide
total hands-on training from CAD to CNC ond provide the PAIssing
link to convert CAD drawings into finished parts completely auto-
moticolly The spectroCAMm package was designed specifically
for educational and industrial users as o comprehensive CAD/CAM
pockoge that is very 6:11,1 to use.

slips TO CREATE A PART USING tqtratpriAM

Design port on CAD system such as AutoCAD. and
save fde in DXF format.

Load port geometry into spectraCAM

Generate footpath using outomatic contouring, roughing
facing. %)nd pocketting routines.

Save footpath as NC program.

Run the spectraUGHT control program to graphi-
colly verify the program, then machine the port.

LIGHT MACHINES
CORPORATION
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surtniPocanNo PARAMETERS - The parometer dialog bat tot
Dockeeng Is used to select slab size. cutter coregierza:lort and ottver
pcwometers

MOM TOCAPAIN The finished toot path is shown tor the two
Pocreffing cycles. loci motion crzi be emulated with tho cutter

.:49 olong the path when thn footpath generated

111 NC CODE LISTING the footpath Is converted Into NC code which can
control the IDOCIIOUGHT MI110 Inachhe the port

!L

System Requirements
18M PC XPu. Atm. PS/21" or compatible with at least 512K RAM.
floppy disk, hard disk. porollel port. 8087 (80287 on AT) numeric
coprocessor. ond EGA or CGA monitor and cord (EGA recom-
mended)

Features
Reads DO fie 10a1101 10r CAD C-eometry.
Zoom ond pon available In middle of program
Switch layers trs milder ot program
Assign Z depth for GOCh layer (me)
Contouring cycle wtth cutter compensation
FacIng Cycle
Pocketing Cycle
Roughing Cycle (lothe)
Outputs standard G&M codes compatible with specrraLIGHT
Built-In tool ond material library

Ordering information
MODEL NUMBER
SL-654 - spectroCAM CAD/CAM package for the
sPectroLIGHT for IBM* PC or compatible computers.
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taectrollrpH1 and spectroCAM ace trademarks ot UgN Machines Corporation
18Mrs. PC Xt. Al. and PS/2 cm trademarks of International
easiness Machines Corporation.
Microsoft ts ailgitered trademark of Microsoft COrParellan
AuloCAD and AutoSketch are realtlered kadernada or Autodosk. Inc
VersaCAD ts regkheed trodemcsit of VersoCAD CotParattn
CADKEY ts registerred trademark of Micro Control Systems. Inc
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Roland puts you at the cutting edge of technology

with its desk top sign-maker. CAMM-1, the ultimate
unit for both plotting and cutting functions. CAMM-1
quickly produces ';ut out characters, signs and
advertisements for in-store merchandising and,

-simply replacing the knife with your selection of pens,
provides a perfect method for drawing posters, price
tags, announcements, letters and graphics.

Compatible with almost all popular CAD software,
you can produce simple or intricate designs on your
personal computer, safe in the knowledge that output
to your CAMM-1 will ensure perfect, professional,
eye-catching results. With CAMM-1, you can also edit
or modify data for c.:,nstant update requirements.

t

Faatures Include:
Inbuilt alpha-numeric fonts.
A 1K data buffer.
8K re-plot buffer for repeat output.

11 Retention of configuration data even when
power is off.

NNW

I 0

Dimensions of 735mm (W) X 275mm (D) X 200m
(H), offering versatility and lightweight
characteristics, ideal for counters, desktops and
portability.

.11 Use of adhesive sheets, rolls of paper or similar
material in widths up to 500mm for continuous
operation.

CAMM-1 is the ideal choice when it comes to
selecting your next sign writer. Call Roland for the
name of your nearest Authorised Roland CAMM
dealer, for a free demonstration NOW.

Your guarantee of quality: A ful112 month warranty on ail
products, covering both labor and pads, is given on all

01 .nmom DIGITAL OROUF:
Roland DG Australia Pty Ltd
Head Office:
50-52 Garden Street, South Yarra, Victoria 3141.
Telephone: (03) 241 1254. Facsimile: (03) 241 1257.

38 Campbell Avenue, Dee Why West,
New South Wales 2099.
Telephone: (02) 982 8266. Facsimile: (02) 981 1875.

Roland - Drawing ahead of the rest
Sgn configuration produced by SPACEWRITE LETTERING SYSTEMS

utillstng the IDOM system
RO DG 7323
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I Specifications

IIII CAMM-1

Operational Method Intorartiyo usind control parrot koys and an I_CO

Type

Adhesive Sheets -- -

Moving paper
_ ....._ . _

450mm to 500mm (17 3 4 to 19 I 1 16 i in width (rolls may be used)-
Paper Sheets ISO A3 A2 (ANSI B C) ( Pinch miter snoet tpedi

Maximum Cutting/Plotting Range X axis 800mrn (31 1 2 t '1 axis 475mm118-3 4 i

Mechanical Resolution 006mry-

Software Resolution 0025mm step

Distance Accuracy ±0 2% or less of travelling distance or ±0 i mm .ynichever is larger

Repeatability =01mm or less

Number of Pens/Cutters Used I (manually replaceable!

Cutters Special CAMM-1 cutters only

Pens Water-based fiber-tipped pens thick pens

Plotting/Cutting Speed 2010 150mm 113,16 to 5-15 16 I sec Imay be set in 14 steps of 10mm sec Incremertsl

Pen/Cutter Pressure Continuously variable manually from 20g to 120g

Commands CAMM-GLIII (Mode 1-compatible with commancs for Roland DG s CAMM-2 CAMM-3
Mode 2compatibIn with HP-GL commandsi

Display Back-illuminated LCDI20 characters x 2 linesl

Control: 4 cursor keys FUNC key ENTER key POWER swilc^ CUTTER PRESSURE control

Interface Parallel (Centronics) Serial IR,232C1

Data Buffer I K Byte

Replot Buffer AK Sytes

Built-In Font

Other Functions

Dimensions

Outline Font Ft-red Character Width Vector Font

Oft-line cutting Cutter trail correction (may be used tn the cutting mode)

735 (Mx 2751D1x 200 (H)128-15 16 x10-7 8 x 7-7 8 )

Weight 13 5 Kg (29 lb 76ozi

Operating Environment Temperature 5 'C to 40 C Relative humidity 3500 to 80°i) (No dew formina)

RELATIVITY Pty Liillted

A-62 Telegraph Road, Pyible

PO Sox 2613, Pyoble hSv 2033
Phone (02) e4-1618 MI 40-2515

Fax (On 488-9961

181

Roland
DIGITAL GROUP

Roland DG Australia Pty Ltd
Head Office:
50-52 Garden Street, South Yarra, Victoria 3141.
Telephone: (03) 241 1254. Facsimile: (03) 241 1257.

38 Campbell Avenue, Dee Why West,
New South Wales 2099.
Telephone: (02) 982 8266: Facsimile: (02) 981 1875.

Roland - Drawing ahead of the rest
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with CAMM4 and
a little help from your DC,

rft .;%:land DG CAMM-3 (Computer Aided
Modelling Machine) is a nal three dimensional
micro-milling station, that interfaceq
directty with your personal computer

Using linear int bon. CAMM-3
enables designers and engineers to turn
video images into solid, three dimensional
modes

Featur
Desktop CAE (Computer Aided Engineennij),

that shortens the design/modelling process.
Integrated PC based

CAD/CAM 77t2
The ideal solution for

irwestment casting and tool
Path oaks&

Woad it rsOsIsodndorent el Voluted Cameratte,
kioCAD s copeimed trademark at &MOW( Inc

True, 3D modelling results.
S Using Rolands 3D Micromodeller
CAD/CAM software, CAMM-3
operates as a stand alone system or
it can be interfaced with AutoCAD,
VersaCAD and many other popular
Computer Aided Design software
Programa.

Mills almost any material rang 1g
from wax, wood and plastic, to non-
ferrous metals.

Contact Roland DG today, and
arrange a demonstration that will
knock your block off.

Your guerseis *war A AM 12 eon* warmly
sweeing Malabar NM pule 'item en pedal".

Roland Cotpendlon Auakalla Lid.
50 Garden Street South Yarra. Vic. 3141.
Telephone: (03)241 1254 Facfrnie: (03)241 1257

4.:eir 38 Campbell Avenue, Dee Why West NSW 2099
Telephcne: (cei 982 8266 Facsimile: (02)981 1875
Telex 27769

land
MEM INGITAL GROUP
Roland IkawIngaltord of tho rest
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Specifications

CAMM-3 MODEL PNC4000

XV TABLE SZE

AXIS TRAVEL PI.Y.1)

TOOL CHUCK

PRECISION

Mt FEED RATE fSPEED)

SPINDLE MOTOR

WEMT
SIZEtoata

SOGnrn x 170mm (190- 11/16* x 6-11/161

180r7m x 150mm x 1501yrn (7-1116* x x 5-7/8')

WIN Type (drd cluk Mall)
0 01rtrnidep keen/ Processing at 0 005mrrvdep

1 2M/rnet (set Ober mentrolly by prograrrong)

100W AC Comnialor Meta .

meg (121 31be )

500evn x 5130nen x 580mra
19-11/16" x 223/4* x 22.3/4*

C O N T R O L S C a d e t - R U S E M O T O R O N O F F . C R ESET.

SENSOR FEED RME
Deb kW-ON/OFF, WARE SWIT
PcomconaM 21, ad. PI, P2. NOME. ENTER
JOG-Fed Feed KW( Y. 11

Ane Adede Dale (X Y. WNLIAL ON/OFF
Ernercitm aop: Widie kicfte Ceirdrok
Pod* %doh

SPINDLE RPM

tERFACE

C4SPLAYS

a000- 10 000rprn moue! corer ol)

Pateel fCenvonaYSenel (RS-232C)

X. Y end Z hes 00a1Ccadelme Replays (urd-001rren)

Table Feed Rae

Strde RPM

Error Inrkator

CONTROL COAIMANDS CANM-GL1 (WM &spiv Lasuege

STANDARD 06 Cale MO
ACCESSORIES COIN Wenches (2I

AC Cad
Cam" B3116 (4)
SerdorSeich
FUMES (2)

AC Motor thou (4)
T NA Set (2)
Uses Manuel
CAMM-GL t Canmend Reference Manua(

RELATIVITY Pty !hilted

A-62 Telegraph Road, PrIble
PO Box 208, Pyable NSV 2173

Phone (02) 44-7618 (02) 419-2575
Fax (02) 481-9967

1 R3

Specifications may change without notice.

oland
DIGITAL GROUP

Roland DG Australia PtY Ltd .

Head Office:
50-52 Garden Street, South Yarra, Victoria 3141.
Telephone: (03) 241 1254. Facsimile: (03) 241 1257.

38 'Campbell Avenue, Dee Why West,
New South Wales 2099.
Telephone: (02) 982 8266;.;Facsimile: (02) 981 1875.

Roland - Drawing ahead of the rest
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I II I a i e'ep ro
CAM111-2 and your PC

The art of engraving has eniered
the age of CoMpuiewS and Roland's
CAMM-2 is at the forefront of this
exciting technology. CAMM-2 will
engrave any message or image onto
soft metals, plastic, wood and
perspex.

Using existing software with
drivers written for Roland orli-P A3
size Meer% eimPty tYPe jtour name or
scan a photograph and CAMM-2
gutkly and efficiently converts it into
an eng=g,ede reproduction. You can
also enlarge, reduce or alter
existing hard copy input through your
graphics software to produce
effective, eye catching results.

Plaques, labels, signs and
kvgage tags are only some of the
monad applications produced at a
fraction of the time and money once
spent on conventional methods.

Easy to use, lightweight and compatible with almost any type of
computer, CAMM-2 is literally the breakthrough you've been looking
for in the art of sign language.

Engraving bed of 200mm x 140mm area with full clearance on
front and sides for oversize sheets.

Sign length is governed only by available material.
Engraves to a maximum depth of 5mm.

:
,g-

Use with the SYA-350 buffer for
'hands-off operation.

Comprehensive details available
from all Authorised Roland Dealers.

Contact Rdand today for further
information about the revolutionary
CAMM-2 and develop your own sign
lanDuagt

Yew gmenlee of quality: A kill 12
mango winly,,eavarIng both ibor
and pada la Oen on products.

Noland Corparadon Australia Ply Ltd
50-52 Garden Street South Yana
Vtc. 3141. Tat (03)241 1254.
Fax (03) 241 1257

38 Campbell Ave. Dee Why West.
NSW 2099. Tek (02)982 8266.
Fax (02)981 1875. Telex 27769

Noland DO New Zealand
9 Nugent &net. Grafton. Auckland 1.
Tet (9) 39 9715. Telex: NZ (74)60518

R- land
MINN DIGITAL GROUP
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Specifications

CAMM-2

X-Y Table Wm 200 x 140mm (7-7/6" x 5-9/161

Worldng Rang*

Software Resolution

X axis : 203mm 17-7/81 Y axle : 140mm (5-9/161 Z axis : 10mm (7/161

0.01mm/step

Operational Speed X, Y axis 18m/min. (71"/minj max. Z axis 0.6m/min. (23-5/3"/min) max.

SpMao Motor )C motor

Spindle Revolutions 11,003rpnr-----

Operating Temperature 5*C-40°C

I:Smoking
Engraving machine : 424(W) x 316(D) x 150(H)mm (16-3/4"(W) x 12-9/1610) x 5-15/16"(H)]

Controller : 180(W) x 323(0) x 130(H)mm (7-1/6"(W) x 12-3/4"(D) x 5-1/8"(H)]

Weight

MP*
interface

Engraving machine : 13kg (281b. 66oz) Controller : 6kg (131b. 230z)

LCD

Parallel (Centronics) Serial (RS-232C)

RELATIVITY Pty Limited

A42 Telegraph Road, Pymbie
PO Sox 288, Pyr':e NSV 2073

Phone (02) 44-7618 (02) 449-2575
Fax (02) 488-9967

R5

Specifications may change without notice

Roland
MIMI DIGITAL GROUP
Roland DG Australia Pty Ltd
Head Office:
50-52 Garden Street, South Yarra, Victoria 3141.
Telephone: (03) 241 1254. Facsimile: (03) 241 1257.

38 Campbell Avenue, Dee Why West,
New South Wales 2099.
Telephone: (02) 982 8266!Facsimile: (02) 981 1875.

Roland - Drawing ahead of the rest
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ENGINEERING
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

ThERMODYNAMICS
HEAT TRANSFER/

AIR CONDITIONING &
REFRIGERATION

ri
TQ International

Bonsai! St., Long Eaton,
Nottingham NGIO 2AN

United Kingdom

Tel: (0602) 722611
International Tel +44 602 722611

Telex: 377828
Fax: (0602) 731520

International Fax: +44 602 731520
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MA9
SERIES

ROBOT
TRAVERSE
UMT
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MA
9060

The MA9060 Robot
Traverse Unit is a
5-axis, servo-
controlled robot fitted
with an additional

continuously variable sixth axis.

The high degree of flexibility afforded
by this configuration, coupled with its
powerful software, makes it ideal for
integration with CNC machines and
other CIM elements.

The MA9060 RTU is part of the TQ
CIIvi Training System.

Enlarged operating envelope

Cost effective multi machine loading
capability

Powerful supervisory software

Continuous variable traverse axis

P.L.C. compatible

Up to 28 software controlled input/
output channels
Floor or overhead mounted

. 47. "-

,

ife

A The M49060 Robot Dunne Unit
with controller and computer housed in
stacking workstation.
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Conventional robotic
handling devices are
inherently flexible and
ideal for most
machine loading

applications. In an FMS cell, however,
it is very likely that a robot will be
required to service a number of
machines and peripheral devices. The
operating envelope of the robot can
therefore become the limiting factor
when considering a multi machine cell.
The TO MA9060 has been designed to
overcome these limitations by adding
an additional traverse axis to the
MA30C10 5 axis robot. This servo
controlled traverse axis provides a
further 1.7m of reach to the robot,
giving anbversil operating envelope of
.over 3.0m.

The design of the RTU is such that it
can be supplied in an overhead or
gantry configuration in situations
where floor space is a constraint.

Up to 7S channels -of I/0 can be
controlled via the robot software
allowing it to interact with, and control,
devkes such as conveyors, buffer
carousels, CNC machines, PLCs,
inspection systems and AGV's.

The MA9060 is ideally suited for
integration of existing C.N.C.
machines where it can provide the
necessary machine loading and
supervisory sequence control.

MA9000 &des

MA2040 6 AxisfierveCastrolled Robot
(lag desalt°

MA3000 Edutosal Robot
(2kg desalt°

MA9014 Rohot/Saw F.M.S. Worked!

MA9012 Bandsaw F.M.S. Module .

MA9024 RobotikillF.M.S. Worked!

MA9022 Drik F.M.S. Module

MA3031 Rdroat Bit for
Bridgeport Milling Maddne

MA9032 Milky Mediae F.M.S.
Module

MA9044 Robot Saw/Drift F.M.S.
Worked

MA9050 Robot/C.N.C. Latbe F.M.S.
Workcell

MA9051 Micro Controlled C.N.C.
LatbeThiner

MA9057 Lathe F.M.S. Module

MA900 .6 Axis Robot Traverse Unit

MA9061 Index:hog Carolled

MA9062 'Mils Robot Traverse Unit

MA1070 Vision Systeon

MA9071 Automatic Imection System

MA9090 Automated Guided Vehicle
(A.G. V.) t,.

TQ International,
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Nottingham, NGIO 2AN,
United Kingdom.
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ROBOTICS AND

COMPUTER
INTEGRATED
MANUFACTURING

(C.I.M.)

Modular and expandable

Unique integrated A.G.V. system

In.procas automatic inspection systems
with S.P.C.

IBM compatible

High educational value designed
for training

Choke of machineatind computers

Integrated CAD CAM facnity

Networked

Management systems software

Choke of control:
PLC or Cell controller

king 440'16:w-rift
WC *Wit make. CNC late with
CADCAMfacilitieslow robomas AGV
system, vision inspection and in-proem
autontatie kupectiOnjgilidet, all mom:8d
on a compiler network



ROBOTICS AND

COMPUTER

INTEGRATED

MANUFACTURING

(CLM.)

1:93

MA2:100 6 Axis Servo Controlled Robot
(1kg deadlift)

MA3000 Educadond Robot
(24 deadlift)

MA9010 Robot/Saw F.M.S. Workcell

MA9012 Bandsaw RMS. Module

MA9020 Robot/Drill F.M.S. Waken

MA9022 Drill RM.& Module

MA9031 Retrofit Kit for
Bridgeport Milling Machine

MA9032 Milling Machine F.M.S. Module

MA9040 Robot Saw/Drill F.M.S. Worked

24A9050 Robot/CN.C. Lathe EMS. Waken

MA9051 Maw Canoeing CNC LatbeTrainer

MA9057 Lathe F.M.S. Module

MA9060 6 Axis Robot Ravens Unit

MA9061 Indexing Carousel

MA9062 7 Axis Robot Traverse Unit

MA9070 Vision System

MA9071 Automatic Inspection System

MA9090 Automated Guided Vehicle (A.G.V.)

CIM, or Conpter IntegratedManufivcaring.
is now a reality in many companies
throughout the world. The provision of
suitably trained and qualried managers,
engineers and technkians so desiga. sPedh

and maintain such systems, presents a real

challenge so today's educationalists. Under

the sponsorship of the British Government s

Department of Trade and Industry,
TQInsemaekl has developed a cost
effictive system sad:able for all levels of
education and raising in CD d mod Admnced

Mamfacturing Technol9gy (AMT). The
system is of modular design and open
construction allowing kw be couligwed to
etaajfi4VaU traWng meds.The modular
concept presents the option cfats on-going
develqamt in a *weeded logicd manner.
1)pical systems sten asa single robotICNC
machine PAIS cabal can be expanded to a
mold ;wading system with robots, autommed
:sided vehicles. vision inspection systems.
CAD CAMfacilities. antomatk inspection
and networked computer systems with off-
line programming facilities.

TQ kternational,
Bonsai' Street, Long Eaton,
Nottingham, NGIO 2AN,
United Kingdom.

Nitiosal Talt 002 722611
International Tab - .44 02 722611
National Fax 4602 731520
IsternatievAl Fut +44 02 731526
Talon 3770201E0r 0

FOR MORE INFORMAIION ON
TQ INTERNAMONAL

COMPUTER HIMORATED
MANUFACIURING
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NAMEM
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FLEXIBLE
WORK CELLS

A basic AMT cell.
comprising an MA3000

robot interacting with a CNC lathe
with Fanuc control.

Modulay and expandable

Industrial realism

Choice of contral method

Safety

Choice of machines and
computers

Designed for training

High educational value

EMS
The TQ MA9000 CIM
training system is of
modular design and open
construction allowing it to

be cOnfigured to exactly fulfil your
current needs. The modular concept
presents the option of on-going
development in a planned and logical
manner.

At the entry level, for example, a single
C.N.C. machine can be integrated with
the MA3000 robot to form a basic cell.
This combination of C.N.C. machine
tool and robot is a logical first step
towards a fully integrated CIM training
system. Expansion of the work cell at a
later date may include the addition of
further machines, an A.G.V., an
inspection station, or integration of a
CAD CAM system: all these options
and many more are possible.

The scale of the specially adapted
machine tools and robots ensures
industrial realism without the
disadvantages of the high capital and
maintenance costs associated with full
scale industrial systems.

The linking or integration of the
machine and robot can be achieved in
two ways, either by utilisation of the
powerful robot software and its
associated interface to supervise the
functions of the machine tool, or by
the use of a separate programmable
logic controller (P.L.C.). Either way, the
training capability and effectiveness of
the cell can be further enhanced by the
addition of off-line programming and
CAD CAM packages.
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The safety aspects of any machine
based system cannot be ignored. The
problems associated with industrial
robots and large scale machines are
well known to those lecturers who have
tried to use them in a training
environment.

The TQ MA9000 system solves these
problems by providing an industrially
realistic system, but in a format that is
both safe for student use and economic
on workshop area.

Automatic and interlocked guarding
ensures that machines cannot
commence their cycles until the robots
are clear of the machines and
interlocks checked.

TQ has experience of integration of
many types of machine tools and their
controllers. In most instances
individual preferences, or existing
machines, could be modified for
inclusion into a work cell or complete
CIM system.

Choice over the controlling computers
is also available. IBM XT, AT or
compatibles, as well as Acorn BBC
computers can be used.

The benefits of the modularity and
flexibility of the TQ MA9000 range
becomes increasingly clear as the
system is expanded to include two
machine tools. In this configuration,
the MA9060 Robot Traverse Unit with
its large operating envelope has the
ability to span the two machines and
service intermediate buffer storage

5

carousels such as the MA9061, or
receive material from an AG.V. (the
MA9090). As with a single machine cell
control can be either by the robot's
software acting as a supervisor or by a
separate P.L.C. In both cases,
information received from the sensors
within the cell can 1.. acted upon in a
logical manner and in accordance with
the program written by the students.
The status or condition of the
machines, the availability of parts
awaiting machining or raw material
arriving into the cell via an A.G.V. are
all detected and appropriate action
taken.

As the complexity of the cell increases,
the requirement for higher levels of
control comes into play. The ability to
remotely program and monitor the
machines in the cell, therefore,
becomes important. The concept of a
cell controller can then be introduced
in which a separate computer acts as
the supervisor to the system. This adds
a further dimension to the educational
capabilities of the system and, again,
matches industrial practices.

1 6
11111

A multi-machine cell,
comprising an MA9060

Robot 'Diverse Unit, CNC lathe
and mill with a buffer storage
carousel.
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COMI'UTER
INTEGRATED
MANUFACTURING

Typical CIM training
system comprising CNC

milling machine. CNC lathe with
CAD CAM facilities, four robots.
an AGV system, vision inspectio,n
and in-process automatic
inspection facilities; all connected
on a computer network.

Modular and expandable

Fully integrated

Cell supervision

MAP connectivity

Distributed student workstations

Simulation and off-line
programming capability

Integrated CAD CAM

Highly flexible materials
handling devices

Unique integrated AGY system

In-process automated inspection
system

Comprehensive courseware

The TQ route towards
complete CIM training
continues in a logical
manner by the addition of

further modules that can be integrated
into the system.

For example CAD CAM, software and
hardware packages can be added
enabling component design to be
created remotely from the cell before
being checked using tool path graphics
simulation and then directly
downloaded to the CNC machine tools.

The very important area of automatic
inspection is covered by two modules
in the MA9000 range: one, the
MA9070, iacludes an adapted
industrial machine vision system which
can be used for stand-alone training or
can be integrated with an MA2000
robot to form .a functional inspection
station. The second system, MA9071,
utilises an automatic precision
micrometer that combinc- iith an
ivIA2000 robot to provide an in-process
inspection station. Statistical Process
Control (S.P.C.) software is also
available in which data is downloaded
to a remote computer for subsequent
analysis.

The capability of the MA9000 system is
expanded considerably by the
inclusion of TQ's unique automated
guided vehicle (A..G.V.). This provides
a completely flexible materials
handling capability enabling the
production cell to be linked with raw
material and finished stock stores.



Even other machines elsewhere in the
workshop can be readily reached by
the A.G.V. which tracks easily initalled
metal tape fitted to the floor. When
combined with the MA9060 robot
traverse unit, the A.G.V. produces an
unrivalled flexibility of materials
handling enabling every possible
workshop configuration to be
accommodated.

As the number of elements in the
system increases, the required level of
control and communication also
increases. The accepted way of dealing
with this in industry is to install
networked communication systems and
cell controllers.

In line with this industrial practice, TQ
are able to offer Local Area Network
Systems (LANS) which link together
the controlling computers. At one level
this might include im IBM PC local
area network With central file server
whilst at the highest level the network
configuration would include a full IBM
PC LAN utilising netbios and
including a cell supervisor capable of
communicating to other higher
networks such as MAP, IBM token
ring and Ethernet.

The ability to provide a networked
system has many benefits to the
lecturer. Firstly, it represents faithfully
what is happening in industrial
installations Acre factory
communications from management to
shop floor leVel are achieved utilising
nr works. Secondly, the distributed

computers can be used as stand-alone
workstations, each student working on
a particular part of the cell for
example, CNC programming, AGV
and robot programming.

This approach maximises the
utilisation of the equipment and allows
courses to be offered on the individual
elements of the cell as a lead into the
fully integrated system.

At the leading edge of the
developments in CIM is the use of
sophisticated off-line software
packages which provide animated 3D
graphics to simulate not oi.'y the
individual elements of the FMS cell
such as robots, AGV's CNC machines
but also the total control of the system
Packages of this type running on
higher level computers and
workstations can be incorporated into
the MA9000 providing a true state of
the art training system.

No CIM system is complete without
the inclusion of management software
tools that link the various elements of
a manufacturing organisation from
sales through production control to
despatch.

Software packages can be supplied
which cover these areas and provide
further scope for widening the appeal
of the MA9000 system to include
courses such as business and
management studies.

1 0 pltiA i s,1
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CAD CAM

SIMULATION

Example CAD CAM
screens showing tool path

simulation graphics.

A 3D animated simulation
of an MA30% robot

produced by the GRASP software
package.

-111Mili

Choice of packages

Industrial capability

Direct file transfer to CNC
controllers
Tool path graphics simulation

Stand-alone or networked

M A
.(,() 0\1

The combination of
Computer Kided Design
and Computer Aided
Manufacture is a vital

element of an integrated system. In the
TQ MA9000 context CAD CAM can be
used to generate component designs
using stand-alone or networked
systems.

Drawings can be created and edited
interactively on a graphics monitor,
translated via the CAM package into a
format that, after post processing,
allows direct downloading to the CNC
machine tool.

A CAD CAM package running on a
network with a number of workstations
has the advantage of providing student
facilities which do not depend directly
on the availability of the machine tool.
This off-line technique represents a
very cost effective way of providing
hands on training and also mimics
industrial practice where CNC
machine utilisation has to be
maximised.

TQ are able to provide and integrate
most of the standard P.C. based CAD
and CAM packages available on the
market including Superdraft, Auto
CAD, PEPS 2, MLD and others.
Existing packages can also be
integrated into the CIM system. 1

71170==lmomii
Off-line programming

Design and verification of
systems
Visualisation and animation

2D *and 3D packages

M A
y\it 1,110\

Simulation is a technique
in which computer
hardware and software is
used to model and

graphically represent real physical
systems.

TQ are able to offer a basic simulation
package which runs on IBM or
compatible pC's and provides simple
2D graphical representation of the
MA2000 and MA3000 robots. The full
features of the robot software can be
exploited and checked off-line prior to
downloading to the robot A multi-user
licence for this package will allow a
class of students to develop robot
programming skills off-line in a cost
effective way.

Higher level 3D graphical simulation
packages with the capability of
modelling complete workplaces and
FMS cells including machine tools,
robots, A.G.V.'s and conveyor systems
are available. These provide animated
displays in both wire frame and full
colour shading with verification and
collision avoidance features.

Software of this type can be used to
effectively model a fully integrated
MA9000 CIM system.
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Introduction to Local Area
Networks, LAN's
Provides route to MAP/TOP
compatibility
Provides inter-machine
communication using IBM
Netbios
Enables linking to off-line
programming facilities

An essential part of any
industrial CIM system is
a computer network. TQ
has recognised the

importance of networking in CIM
training in two ways. Firstly as a
fundamental requirement to reflect
industrial practices and teach the
concepts of data management and file
transfer. Secondly, as a valuable tool
for departments and lecturing staff
involved in delivering cost effective
CIM training. A networked system is
ideal for linking existing computing
facilities which can be used for off-line
programming of the various elements
contained in the production cell. For
example, off-line C.N.C., robotics.
A.G.V. and P.L.C. software packages
'can be used to develop programs
prior to downloading to the relevant
hardware controller.

M A
NI.NORKS'

The TQ MA9000 offers networked
systems which can be configured
according to the particular installation
requirements. At the highest level this
could include a full IBM P.C. local
area network utilising netbios and
including a cell supervisor capable of
communicating to other higher
networks such as MAP, IBM token
ring and Ethernet. At a lower level a
network may involve a number of
computers equipped with.simple file
handling facilities and serial
connections to the relevant machines.

Production planning

Capacity planning

imMaterial requirements planning

Stock control

inQuality
control, and shop floor

data collection

M A
SOFN 11a

Vital to any CIM system
is the associated
management software
tools that allow efficient

control of the data flow from receipt of
customer order through production
control, engineering, manufacture to
final despatch.

Concepts such as capacity planning,
material requirements planning (MRP),
inventory control are essential in the
education of personnel involved in
CIM and AMT systems.

TQ can provide software packages
which can be used to provide effective
training in these areas with the added
advantage of relating to an actual
physical model of a manufacturing
situation.

The benefits of having management
software that relates to the physical
manufacturing cell are that the scope
of courses can be widened to include
those with a management or business
bias. Up-date courses for production
control, quality, and inventory.control
personnel can all be developed.

2r0
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NETWORKING

MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS

SOFTWARE

Diagram of a networked
system showing integration

of all components in the FMS
with a gateway to higher CIM
functions.

2
Screen layouts of typical
integrated management

software package.
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ROBOTS

MA2000 robot woh
controller and computer

housed in stacking workstation.

EnMA3000 robot with
controller and computer

housed in stacking workstation.

D.C. servo controlled 6 axis plus
gripper
Emulates industrial robot
programming methods
X-Y-Z real world
transformation software
Open construction both
hardware and software
Simulation and off-line
programming software

M A
2 0 0 0

The TQ MA2000 6-axis,
d.c. servo controlled robot
has all the features of an
industrial robot with

added benefits of safety and flexibility.
The standard software allows
programming by the teach pendant in
point to point, lead by nose and
continuous path modes as well as
direct keyboard entry. Additional
software provides transformation from
robot joint space to real world x, y, z
co-ordinates.

The off-line programming package
allows a class of students to develop
their own programs without tying up
the robot hardware. Simple graphics
are used to simulate the robot's
movement and input/output
commands prior to downloading to the
robot's controlle:. This presents a
breakthrough in robot training as the
net cost per student seat is greatly
reduced.

The MA2000 has many other unique
features including condition
monitoring of motor powers and
positional error, control of P.I.D.
algorithms, operation as a P.L.C. and
the ability to integrate the software
with vision systems and user written
programs.

201

D.C. servo controlled 5 axes plus
gripper
Readily interfaced to machine
tools
P.L.C. compatible

2kg lift capability

Off-line programming and
simulation software
Large operating envelope

M A
3 0 0 0

The TQ MA3000 has a
reach of 750mm and a
dead lift capability of 2kg
which make it ideal for

integration with industrial scale
machine tools. The sophisticated
software enables the robot to be
.programmed by a number of methods
all of which accurately match the
techniques used by full scale industrial
robots. A teach pendant can be used
for programming using either robot
joint position data or.x-y-z cartesian
data. Alternatively, off-line
programming software with graphical
simulation is available for development
of robot sequences remotely prior to
downloading to the robot. A multi-user
site licence for this package provides a
cost effective way of delivering robot
training and accurately represents
industrial practice.

As with the MA2000 various modes of
operation are provided. The ability to
use the robot controller as a P.L.C.
(programmable logic controller) is
particularly useful when interfacing the
robot to machine tools and other
devices.
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Enlarged operating envelope

laCost effective multi machine
loading capability
Powerful supervisory software

ElContinuous
variable traverse

axis
P.L.C. compatible

Up to 28 softwart controlled
input/output channels
Floor or overheadloption

M A
9 0.6 0

Conventional robotic
handling devices are
inherently flexible and
ideal for most machine

loading applications. In an FMS cell,
however, it is very likely that a robot
will be required to service a number of
machines and peripheral devices. The
operating envelope of the robot can
therefore become the limiting factor
when considering a multi machine cell.
The TQ MA9060 has been designed to
overcome these limitations by adding
an additional traverse axis to the
MA3000 5 axis robot This servo
controlled traverae axis provides a
further 1.7m of reach to the robot,
giving an overall operating envelope of
over 3.0m.

The design of the RTU is such that it
can be supplied in an overhead or
gantry configuration in situations
where floor space is a constraint.

Up to 28 channels of I/0 can be
controlled via the mbot software
allowing it to interact with, and control,
devices such as conveyors, buffer,
carousels, CNC machines, PLC's,
inspection syitems and AGV's.

Enlarged operating envelope

Cost effective multi machine
loading capability
Interfaces to existing desktop
machine tools
P.L.C. compatible

Off-line programming

Ni A
9 0 6 2
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In the same way that the
addition of a traverse axis
to the MA3000 increased
its capabilities, the

addition of a seventh axis to the 6 axis
MA2000 robot allows many more
interesting applications to be
considered. Within the MA9000 CIM
system the MA9062 can be utilised as a
cost effective way of providing robotic
handling; for example, for the
inspection stations allowing two
systems to be spanned by a single
robot.

A further application is as a machine
loading device for desk top C.N.C.
machines. In this case the input/output
capabilities of the robot can be used to
contrql the sequencing of the machines
and associated devices.

The traverse axis for the MA9062 takes
the form of a ,slide assembly with
control to pre set locations.
Movement can be controlled either by
the robots own input/output channels
or an external programmable logic
controller (P.L.C.).

The facility for off-line programming
the traverse robot allows students to
develop their programs remotely
before downloading to the robot
controller.

202

TRAVERSE 1
UNITS

1

MA9060 mbot traverse unit !
with controller and

computer housed in stacking
workstation.
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AUTOMATED
GUIDED
VEHICLE

1111
MA9090 automated guided
vehicle returning to its base

station to receive its next mission.

Ern Flexibility of material handling

NIStand-alone
or part of CIM

system
Designed for education and
training
Off-line programming capability

On-board computer

25kg lift capability

Automatic docking and
recharging

Industry has recognised
fir need for improved
productivity and has
closely examined all areas

to which automation can be applied.

Whilst robotic handling devices have
been successfully used within
production cells themselves it is only
relatively recently that the effect of
improving material flow on a macro
scale has been realised.

N 1 A
9 0'9 0

The ability to transport stock from raw
material stores to a given pioduction
cell and'later to either a second cell or
to finished stores is now relatively
straightforward using Automated
Guided Vehicles. A.G.V.'s can be
programmed to carry out material
delivery tasks in line with production
requirements. This flexibility is
essential in a true flexible
manufacturing system. A.G.V.'s also
find use in automated warehousing for
finished stock retrieval and as mobile
workstations.

From an education and training
viewpoint it is impractical for teaching
staff to consider the use of full scale

A,CrAf:.systeals. Bah cost and spaCe
rule out this possibility.

The TQ MA9090 is a working A.G.V.
with a lift capacity of up to 25kg which
has been specifically designed for
education and training. Its scale and
facilities make it ideal for integration
to C1M systems.

As a stand-alone unit, the MA9090
offers a facility which can be used as a
practical example of microprocessor
control, computing, sensors,
pneumatics and communication
techniques.

The vehicle is programmed by the
"mission method" in that it receives
information about its tasks from a
ground station with which a host
computer is communicating. Simple
graphics are used to plan ihe A.G.V.
route and any interaction with other
devices that may be necessary during
its mission. .

On completion of a mission, the A.G.V.
automatically docks with its base
station to recharge its batteries and
await further mission instructions from
the host computer.

An off-line programming package is
available which allows a class of
students to develop missions remotely
from the A.G.V. prior to downloading
to the host computer and to the A.G.V.
itself.

Any number of A.G.V. missions can be
compiled and stacked in the host
computer. This facility, together with
the off-line programming capability, is
a key factor in providing a system
which is genuinely flexible and
integrated with the overall system.

203



Six station buffer storage system

Bi-directional indexing

P.L.C. compatible

Interfaces to robot I/0

mi Optical component sensors

M A
9 0 b 1

In a true flexible
manufacturing cell there
has to be provision for
buffer storage of the

components as they pass through the
various machining and inspection
operations. These can take many
forms, from simple magazine
arrangements to complex storage
systems. For the TQ MA9000 CIM
system a carousel has been designed
which represents many of the features
of the more complex industrial
systems. The MA9000 is a rotary 6
station indexing carousel which utilises
optical sensors for component
recognition. The unit can be interfaced
to any of the TQ robots or to a
standard programmable logic
controller. WI, level signals are used
to index the carousel in either
direction.

From an edueation and training
viewpoint the concepts of logic control
via either robot I/0 or P.L.C. optical
sensing and integration with other
devices can be effectively taught with
the MA9061.

NI Flexible

P.L.C. or robot controlled

Multi-level capability

El Choice of width and
configuration

Conveyor systems have
been included in-the TQ
MA9000 CIM system as
they represent a valuable,

though less flexible, method of
transporting components throtigh the
manufacturing cell.

They are of particular interest,
however, where a large system involves
two or more F.M.S. cells.

M A
(0,1,)k,

Conveyors can be readily intevzted
into the TQ system and control can be
achieved by uie of the input/output
facilities of either the TQ robots or by
a separate programmable controller.
Component sensing for counting and
system monitoring can be added.

The length and width of track can be
tailored to suit the particular cell
configuration.

2C4
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INDEXING
CAROUSEL

CONVEYOR
SYSTEMS

MA9061 6-position
indexing carousel,

containing partly machined
workpieces.

An example layout of a
conveyor system showing

a two- level configuration.

2
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VISION
INSPECTION
SYSTEM

AUTOMATIC
INSPECTION
SYSTEM

A vision inspection system
integrated with an MA2000

robot and MA9061 carousel to form
an automatic component
recognition system. Insert shows
vision lifht table. camera and
recognioon unit.

7},pical configuration of an
integrated inspection station

comPrising an MA2000 robot, two
indexing carousels and the
automatic inspection system (see
insert).

Serial communications link

Interfaces to robots and other
devices
Adapted industrial system

Stand-alone or part of CIM
system

0 7 0

The use of vision systems
in industrial applications
is increasing rapidly.
Machine vision is used

for checking of products for quality,
accuracy and completeness as well as
providing a valuable sensor for robots,
automated guided vehicles and other
robotic systems.

The technologies involved in vision
systems is of great interest to those
providing education and training in
computer integrated manufacturing
and AMT in that it represents a
combination of opto electronics,
electronics, mathematics, computing
and mechanical technologies.

The TQ MA9070 system has been
developed for teaching the concepts of
machine vision and also as a working
system in the MA9000 CIM
environment. The system is based on
an industrial unit utilising a solid state
camera which captures the image of
the component being inspected.

The stored image is processed by the
on-board processor and the data
compared with that relating to a
previously stored image. In this mode
of use outputs are communicated to an
associated robot which takes
appropriate action. The vision system
can also be used as a control sensor to
provide feedback data for robot control
functions.
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Jn recent years the nature
!and emphasis of
:inspection and quality
feontrol has changed

significintlY. No longer is it viewed as
a 'last in the line' process to catch out
of tolerance components. Today
inspection takes place continuously
throughout the production stages.
Accumulated data is used as a control
element to take corrective action when
a process is found to be drifting out of
limits. This latter technique, referred to
as statistical process control is fast
becoming the norm in manufacturing
industry. It is against this backdrop
that TQ has'cleveloped its MA9071
Automatic Inspection System.

In line with the modular concept of the
MA9000 range, inspection stations can
take several forms from stand-alone
single measurement devices to fully
integrated systems with a number of
measurement inputs interfaced to robot
handling devices and via a multiplexer
interface to a host computer for data
processing The S.P.C. software
package receives the data down an
RS232 serial link and via menu control
produces control charts,--lifilógrams
and other data related to the
performance of the manufacturing
process.
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Integrated courseware

Over 20 practical assignments

Wide educational range
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The modular design of
the TQ MA9000 CIM
Training System extends
into the supporting

courseware which includes training
manuals for the individual component
modules, such as MA2000 robot,
automatic inspection and S.P.C.,
automated guided vehicle, vision
inspection and many more.

In addition, there are over 20
integrated practical assignments that
have been specially written by
practicing lecturers and tailored to
meet the requirements of all levels of
education ranging from Short Courses,
National, Higher National, Diploma
through to degre:: level courses.
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AGV Automated Guided Vehicle

AMT Advanced Manufacturing
Technology

CM) Computer Aided Design

CAM Computer Aided Many (icturing

C1M Computer Integrated Manufacturing

CNC Computer Numerical Control

Ethernet A probabalistic network standard

FMS Flexible Manufacturing System

I/O Input/Output

LAN Local Area Network

MAP Manufacturing Automation
Protocol

MRP Material Requirements Planning

NC Numerical Control

Netbios Network Basic Input/Output System

OS1 Open Systems Interconnection

PC Personal Computer

P1D Proportional, Integral, Derivative

PLC Programmable Logic Controller

RTU Robot lkaverse Unit

SPC Statistical Process Control

lbken ring A deterministic network standard

TOP Technical and Office Protocol
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COURSEWARE

GLO8SARY
OF TERM

MA19000 C1M courseware.


